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ABSTRACT 

People don’t buy products, they buy brands. Successful marketers have the power of their 

brands as the cornerstone of their success. Marketing is a domain which is dynamic i.e. 

involves change, an important phenomenon not to be overlooked. Thus its felt that today’s 

organization has to now overlook from Unique Selling Proposition (USP) to Unique 

Consumer Perception (UCP). USP identifies a product/service from its competitors while 

UCP is the perception or picture a consumer develops from all types of promotional inputs 

from the company about their product or service. Also the big giant and affordable 

organizations spend lot of money in celebrity endorsements but have never thought back 

about how consumer perceives them in this sail. They might take them to be just one in 

many. Hence here it is imperative to study and find out how consumers perceives about the 

brand building effort through a celebrity route. It has been felt that there is a large gap in 

understanding consumer’s perception towards endorsement strategies as well as a celebrity 

check based on the factors and variables assigned by a consumer. Therefore the statement of 

the problem under study that has been selected is Consumer Perception for Celebrity 

endorsement and its impact on brand building and with special focus on Teenagers in 

Gujarat. 

Total 500 teenagers from select cities of Gujarat (Ahmedabad, Surat, Rajkot and Vadodara) 

were surveyed. Out of which the total of 332 completely filled respondents were chosen for 

study, based on sample size calculation of proportions n= 332 suffices the requirement too.  

The overall results revealed that teenager’s have a positive perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. 51 % of teenagers strongly agree to celebrity route of endorsement 44 % 

teenagers stay neutral towards their agreement of having celebrity in advertisements and only 

3.92% of teens disagree the celebrity route of endorsement. Thus it can be concluded that 

majority favors the celebrity route of endorsements and also perceive positively.  Most 

preferred female bollywood celebrity is Deepika Padukone , most liked male celebrity is 

Amitabh Bachchan. The most important personality trait for female celebrities is being good 

looking and then followed by them being successful, whereas for male celebrities the most 

preferred personality triat by the teenagers is being successful followed by them being stylish. 

Further the results also reveal that these teens prefer the implicit mode of celebrity mode in 

advertisement, where in celebrities announces that they themselves are using the product they 
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1.1 Introduction 

The modern India with its modern consumer is bountifully growing due to rising growth of 

internet users. Today it has the consumer with tremendous shifting nature thereby consumer 

engagement is amplifying in the eyes of the marketers. To which lot of trends and changes in 

strategies are visible in the latest era, like interactive content where customers can read and 

interact simultaneously, also mobile video is another platform of marketing which is picking 

up the pace, which has given rises in individuals facebook feeds that is reaching to approx 

95% of video content and live streaming.  Marketing also takes use of robots which in many a 

face works same as human behind the screens and leaves bare difference between virtual and 

augmented reality content. Digital India 2017 report, claims customer engagement is the 

prime goal of 63 % of Indian marketers . Social Media marketing and Email marketing being 

the top of marketing activities list and digital marketing budget investment to shoot more than 

21%.   

The latest trend globally also moves towards nicher way of marketing with the use of 

technique known as Influencer Marketing. Though here instead of target group brands do try 

to connect with the individuals, it isn’t a low budget affair. Forbes reports according to the 

recent survey 84% of marketers plan to implement one influencer campaign in a span of a 

year. Under this you can see brands hiring a lovable and influential social media personality 

to speak about their brand, in a way endorsing the brand . Market watch claim in Social 

Media Week says only a single endorsement campaign can increase the sales volume to 4%. 

This is very reason why even a small business unit can’t deny the benefits of a celebrity 

associated to their brands. Celebrity stirs up consumer confidence and thereby results to 

added brand loyalty. The perceived legitimacy increases from the celebrity endorsements, 

hence results to a minimum of 0.25 stock rise by just revealing the news of such associations 

in public, without implementing any changes to the product than before.  

The top 10 most watched advertisements, according to Forbes India and Google’s Youtube 

Ads Leader board which resonated the Indian audience for 4 Lakh hours of watchtime. This 

included ads of brands like Bajaj V, Amazon Apni Dukan, Make My Trip – Befikar bookkar, 

Royal challenge Sports Drink, Hitachi Home by Badshash, Mauka Mauka- Star Sports, Pepsi, 

LG share the load and Samsung Galaxy S7. The majority of these most watched ads had the 

presence of celebrity in to it, pleasing the target group with their appeals and match up with 
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their respective associated brands. The use of celebrity savoury reputation is not just a 

modern concept, it had been visible since 18th century.  

India is a country where celebrity is been idolized as God therefore it is more often seen that 

marketers and very keen in tapping this emotional connect  between their audience and 

celebrity. This has now become an indispensible part for majority of brands marketing 

communication strategy. To the extent that the Stem Cell Firms are rapidly growing the brand 

footprint due to the presence of celebrities like Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and A.R. Rehman in 

it. Even Government campaigns for public services are having Big B Amitabh Bachan for it 

Swachh Bharat Abhyan, Sachin Tendunlkar endorsing National Mission for Clean Ganga and 

like wise Mr. Perfectionist Amir Khan for Incredible India- Atithi Devo Bhava campaign. 

Further adding feather to the cap even Security Exchange Board of India( SEBI) allows 

celebrity endorsements in Mutual Funds from March 2017 onwards, but with new ad codes 

too. SEBI opens up for endorsements at industry level not at individual brand level i.e. AMC, 

declaring the need of creating Mutual Fund awareness, through declaration of performance 

related information about the product through its ads.   

Celebrities are also fetching being an angel ambassadors for start-ups under co-ownership 

model, wherein the celebrity owns a share in the businesses too, and this route will likely rise 

more due to the Make in India Campaign promoted by the Indian Government. Many 

Celebrities own the stake in the business in spite of the end in the endorsement deal, for 

instance Salman Khan owns his stake in the travel portal Yatra.com also Master blaster 

Sachin Tendulkar has his stake in UAE based travel portal. Chinese Smartphone brand VIVO 

took an aggressive marketing moto this year to which they associated its newly launched V5 

– a selfie focused smart phone with Ranvir Singh, to showcase the story line of two travellers 

and it 20 MP moonlight feature to the audience. The brand VIVO intends to take Ranvir 

Singh as it endorser as the brand ethos matches with this celebrity’s personal spirit. The brand 

spends INR 350 crore in the year 2016, and still plans to raise it higher towards the coming 

year.  

Indian audience today is witnessing Irish actor Pierce Brosnan, promoting Pan Bahar an pan 

masala brand. Deepika Padukone to Priyanka Chopra, Ranvir Singh, the top three Khans, the 

leading list of bollywood female and male stardom, to the criketers and other sports winner 

have always been a big idol for India. Form an inner wear to cement, Automobiles to tobacco 

none of the categories seems to be adopting a non-celebrity route of marketing 
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communication. These celebrities insert the association of celebrity with the brand in to our 

memory system. The industry uses the scores to calculate the ad recall, wherein the 

interesting memorable ad may not be the same to that claims to be an effective ad. But in all 

this every brand values these above mentioned scores and awards as these awards and scores 

or even the statistics of views of ads, tags them with various titles of being most trusted and 

loved brands and through this they personifies themselves to be more closer to its customers.   

1.1.1 Teenagers  

A young person between 13 and 19 years old is termed to be a teenager 

There are lot of reports and perceived notion about the teens always busy texting and 

tweeting all day round, but this is not true there are many more things that they are indulged 

in to and interested in too. Its been talked very often about their switching behaviour and 

been blessed with lot many opportunities around them, due to which they seem to stay less 

focused and loyal. It is believed that they abandon many old medium of entertainment like 

Television for the new updated modes of entertainment, but surprisingly Neilson’s 2009 

report on How Teens Use Media- A  report on the myths and realities of teen media trends,  

proves it to be a myth. The second myth that they talk about is teens over usage of internet 

than adult, according Neilson report the claim stands false as the teens on an average have an 

online time of 11hrs and 32 minutes per month in comparison to their counterparts , the 

adults having online time on internet for 29 hours. The report further states the teens view 

less videos than an adult, but recall Ads better than the adults, which means they have higher 

concentration than adults. They do admire more the traditional medium like TV, Newspaper 

and radio for advertisements than the adults. Out of teens who viewed the ad, there are 44% 

more likely who say they liked the advertisement they view. The teens like games but they 

like playing a video game with music , in which racing games being their favourite. Teens are 

rebelling but to the surprise their choice of TV shows and website do match with their 

parents, so this proves that they are highly influenced by the people around them, it can be 

their parents, teachers, friends, peers. Thus Teens need not to be considered as aliens always. 

The marketers have made a radical assumptions that teens behave very different from their 

parents and other consumers .  But the fact is teens are different but they are not bizarre/ 

wacky, they are Digital-Natives , super flawless communicator as well as multi-tasker.  

 Around 36% of the world’s adolescents and 38% of  its youth reside in China and 

India 
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According to census India 2011, the total Indian population is 1205.6 million out of which 

adolescents(10-19 yrs) are 236.5 million which is 19.6 % of the total population and youth 

population(15-24 yrs) is 229 million which is again 19 % of the total population . And 

together adolescent and youth are referred as young people.  

Few findings of McAfee's Tweens, Teens and Technology 2014 report  reveals that teens 

tend to keep up the social pressure, they feel popular/important when get lot of likes on their 

social media page/uploads, where as also feel depressed , their percentage lies 72 % and 58 % 

respectively. In this seeking attention intention 92% drag themselves to riskier activities of 

posting content online and 49 % eventually would delete their uploaded post. 71 % of these 

teens interact with those people online whom they don’t know. The teens are very keen in 

making money and being rich, they also carry a huge spending power. They are individuals 

with more access to information through multiple platforms, as they are growing up in the 

internet world. These teens are huge population in India and are young and very lucrative 

market full of buyers, they build strong relationship with the brand. This brand savvies 

positively lead to brand purchase. The ads are relatively more noticed by the teens in India 

and thus have greater impact on their spending, which is visible in the growth of buying 

health drinks, shoes, fashion, lifestyle and electronic products.   

According to the poll conducted by TIMESLife! In five major metros of India, some 

surprisingly interesting facts were revealed. Among the cities Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, 

Kolkata and Bangalore surveyed, Kolkata teens are the only people who save out of their 

allowance of Rs 2000, wherein girls save up to 13% whereas boys save up to 9% of their 

allowances. Rest none of the above mentioned major cities teenagers have the tendancy of 

saving. Mumbai Teenage Girls spend maximum on clothes and they lead in the spending 

habit than the rest others of the country. Delhi teenager and youth spend more on beauty 

treatments and cosmetics. Most college going teenagers from affluent group from delhi and 

Mumbai have a debit or credit card, the bank statement goes to their parents. They have lot of 

peer pressure which is even reflected their choice of a brand and also new purchases depends 

on how much did their fellow mates purchase. Bangalore Teenagers and youngsters spend 

more on cafeteria, since there is lesser hangout spots or beaches in Bangalore for them. These 

youngster carry a belief that swiping a card can buy them anything PSP games, different 

coloured shoes, ipods, perfumes, and they are all very brand conscious. According to Trading 

Economics India is ranked 8th globally in the spending habits parameter, Australia leading 

the race, followed by Brazil, Canada and China.  
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The Teenagers form a different set of attachment, the first being the primary attachment 

which they form with their family and friends, and whereas the secondary attachment is 

formed with famous person including the media celebrity (Erikson, 1968). During their 

teenage according to (Adams-Price and Greene, 1990) celebrities play a major role in their 

Self-Development. (Boon and Lomore, 2001; Caughey, 1994) proves celebrities to be 

teenagers ideal  Self-image, and there by they tend to develop personality triats, physical 

appearance, values and attitudes as that of their idols.  

Consumer Socialization research reveals some interesting facts about teenagers and children. 

Teens from 13 to 16 years start understanding the persuasive intention behind an 

advertisement, they are too cynical about advertisement, for they being well informed about 

teen oriented brands as well as adult-oriented brands. They are updated with consumption 

symbolism of brand and sub brands along with the product category (John, 1999). (Hofstede, 

1984) claims US and European to value individualism in the content of the advertisements, 

where as the Asian countries believe in collectivism thus more often family bonding appeals 

them the most, but interestingly beyond all this (Choi et al, 2005) says Asians love being in 

mainstream, and since celebrities equals to the meaning of popularity, and this meaning 

successfully gets transferred to consumers and encourages them to purchases.  

1.1.2 Concept and definition of Consumer Perception 

Customer perception refers to the process by which a customer selects, organizes, and 

interprets information/stimuli inputs to create a meaningful picture of the brand or the 

product. It is a three stage process that translates raw stimuli into meaningful information. 

"The entire process by which an individual becomes aware of the environment and interprets 

it so that it will fit into his or her frame of reference." (Walters et al , 1989). 

Perception occurs when sensory receptors receive stimuli via the brain, code and categorise 

them and assign certain meanings to them, depending on the person's frame of reference. A 

person's frame of reference consists of a/l his previous held experiences, beliefs, likes, 

dislikes, prejudices, feelings and other psychological reactions of unknown origin (Van der 

Walt , 1991 ). 

"Merely seeing or hearing, however, cannot be referred to as perception. Perception is seeing 

or hearing it in terms of a person's frame of reference." (Van der Walt , 1991).  
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The three concepts of consumer perception are exposure, attention and sensation. Exposure 

happens when consumer is exposed to advertisement or brand either accidentally or 

deliberately by the company. Attention is when viewer allocates mental capacity and pay 

attention to the exposed thing. And when some response is been shared by the sensory organs 

of the viewer (eyes, nose, ear, mouth, touch) is referred as sensation.  

The perception happens with the occurrence of the three stage process (a) Perceptual 

Selection (b) Organization (c) Interpretation. The first step in this process is Selection, what 

to see and what not to is the choice of the customers, here is where the advertisers try to be 

out of the box innovative, or try to be loud and visible enough to the customers. So as to 

reach a stage of being noticed at the initial level. Then comes the Organizing stage in the 

process, there are thousands of thing that is been visible to the consumers on day to day basis,  

the viewer in this stage organizes all the things viewed  based on their interest immediate 

need and priorities. They organize and store the content exposed to them in such a way to 

create a meaning out of it. The third stage is interpretation, wherein the customer interprets 

the viewed and organized information on the basis of their own set of frame of references. 

And these set frames come from experiences and varied demographic individual variables, to 

which the customer belongs to, thus the stored perception about a brand happens when a 

brand passes to the perceptual process of being selected by the customer, organized well and 

interpreted in a positive way. 

Various researches have proven the positive impact and positive influence of celebrity 

endorsements in advertising. The factors of celebrity like attractiveness, trustworthiness, 

expertise gears up in gaining a positive perception for the brand. The customer most often 

rely on the endorsers with highest trustworthy factor, therefore the marketers go for  the 

celebrity who is highly trusted by its target audience, so that the Meaning transfer occurs 

between the brand and its Celebrity used therein.   

1.1.3 Concept and definitions of Celebrity Endorsement 

Endorsements are a form of advertising that uses famous personalities or celebrities who 

command a high degree of recognition, trust, respect or awareness amongst the people 

(Economic Times of India) 

" Person known to the public for his accomplishment In areas unrelated to the product class 

endorsed."  ( Friedman, Termini, and Washington,1976) 
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“Any individual who enjoys public recognition and who uses this on behalf of a consumer 

good by appearing with it in an advertisement."(McCracken ,1989). 

Celebrity endorsement is a particular strategy used by marketers to advertise a product from 

such a platform through which consumers can associate themselves with the brand value 

from the perspective of the celebrity personnel (Kotler, 2006). 

Using well-known and admired people to promote products is a widespread phenomenon 

with a long marketing history (McCracken, 1989). 

Celebrities are the people who enjoy public recognition by a large share a certain group of 

people and they have distinctive characteristics, such as attractiveness and trustworthiness  

(Silvera and Austad, 2004). 

Celebrity has an ability to transfer their image to a specific product that is being advertised 

(wheeler, 2003). 

The concept itself of celebrity endorsement is been recognized by marketers because it has an 

effect that influences the message the company is trying to send from someone that consumer 

feel a sense of similarity with, here the consumer tend to evaluate information from the 

communicator, which they have a similar, goal interest or lifestyle with greater than someone 

they don’t (Erdogan et al, 2001) 

A well known person tend to have a greater effect  on consumer buying behaviour (Mc 

Cracken, 1989). 

More customers can relate especially if people more easily can identify themselves with this 

particular person (Erdogan, Baker and Tag, 2001) 

Celebrity endorsement has been recognized as ubiquitous feature of modern-marketing (Mc 

Cracken).  

The celebrities are effective endorsers because they are viewed as highly believable,  likeable 

pursuable and trustworthy (Silvera and Austad, 2004). 

Celebrity endorsement might vary when it comes to fit between the celebrity and the 

advertised product as well as the level of effectiveness on purchasing behaviour (Till and 

Shimp, 1998)  
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The fit between the celebrity and the brand are integrated (Soderland, 2003) 

Consumers’ associate varying degree of credibility with different information sources, it has 

become imperative that a company must select the right spokesperson to deliver a persuasive 

message through appropriate media to make the advertising campaign effective (Dean, 1999). 

1.1.4 Concept and definitions of Branding and Brand building 

“A brand is a name, term, design, symbol, or any other feature that identifies one seller’s 

good or service as distinct from those of other sellers” (American Marketing Association) 

“Branding is endowing products and services with the power of a brand” (Kotler & Keller, 

2015) 

Brand is a known identity of a company in terms of what products and services they offer but 

also the essence of what the company stands for in terms of service and other emotional, non 

tangible consumer concerns. To brand something is when a company or person makes 

descriptive and evocative communications, subtle and overt statements that describe what the 

company stands for. For example, is the brand the most economical, does it stands for 

superior service, is it an environmental responsible provider of x,y,z service or product. Each 

communication is deliberate in evoking emotion in the receiver to leave him/her with an 

essence of what the company or person stands for. (Donna Antonucci) 

A brand symbol as “anything that leaves a mental picture of the brand’s identity. (Leo 

Burnett) 

Branding can be divided into old and new: Old branding.  Advertisers shouting carefully 

pedicure messages at consumers who don’t want to hear it. New Branding. Advertisers 

 humbly listening to what consumers tell others the brand is and back up with real action (like 

repeat purchases) and incorporating appropriate innovations so their products continue to 

earn consumers’ loyalty and word of mouth. (Dr. Augustine Fou – Marketing Science 

Consulting Group, Inc). 

A brand is a name, term, sign, symbol, or design or a combination of them, intended to 

identify the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from 

those of the competitor (Phillip Kotler – Author of Marketing Management). 
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Brand building is to create awareness establish and promote the company by applying unique 

strategies. It is to enhance the brands equity using campaigns using and advertisements. It 

being the visual voice of the company brand is very crucial for the company. In todays 

modern marketing there are various model available as a tool to build up a brand. As 

measuring, developing and implementing multiple marketing programs for the same brand is 

a very tedious task in the era of competition. Therefore it is very crucial for the marketing 

manager to examine the impact of marketing programs laid by them having effect on the 

brands value, there by the managers very vigilantly go for Brand Positioning, stating how to 

guide the entire integrated marketing and to gain the optimum advantage from it. Further 

develops Brand Resonance to create intense relationship, loyalty and active make its 

customers involve with the brand. And further to trace its value creation process they make 

Brand Value Chain, including Equity charter and report as a manual for the employees to 

follow and implement it too.  

Giving brand a face is a proven strategy that leads to increase in its sales and also gain higher 

market share. A celebrity also leads to higher brands recall, increases its familiarity, 

credibility and brand recognition. Its commonly believed by the advertising experts that 

marketing message delivered through a celebrity brings in greater appeal and attention too. 

The quick transfer of message to its audience is a very important criteria.  

Celebrity acts as an implicit factor to enhance and reinforce brands image. A celebrity puts in 

a nutshell the familiarity of their Experience to use the brand. The presences of celebrity help 

in creating perception about the class and type of users, in another word it brings in User 

Profile to picture, for its customers. Famous personality adds up to Brands Efficiency Belief. 

Their presences also make a brand to be a Distinctive brand, Successful Brand, an Effective 

product and a brand with relative higher added values.  
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 1.2 Background of the study 

India being the young country the major population of India in youth average age of Indian 

population is 24.3 & it would be age of 30 by 2050. Free Liberalized economy. The attitude 

of the youth is positive towards purchase as they are born in a free liberalized economy with 

wider array of products, higher service users and wider exposure to the world around them. 

“Impact of celebrity endorsement on overall brand”, is a significant one. The increase of 

celebrities endorsing brands has been steadily increasing over the past years. Marketers 

overtly acknowledge the power of celebrities in influencing consumer-purchasing decisions. 

It is a ubiquitously accepted fact that celebrity endorsement can bestow special attributes 

upon a product that it may have lacked otherwise. The Television Audience Measurement 

Media research found a 54 % growth in celebrity advertisement in 2011.Celebrity is used to 

impart credibility and aspiration values to a brand, but the celebrity needs to match the 

product. A good brand campaign idea and an intrinsic link between the celebrity and the 

message are musts for a successful campaign. Celebrities are no doubt good at generating 

attention, recall and positive attitudes towards advertising provided that they are supporting a 

good idea and there is an explicit fit between them and the brand. On the other hand, they are 

rendered useless when it comes to the actual efficiency of the core product, creating positive 

attitudes to brands, purchase intentions and actual sales. Certain parameters that postulate 

compatibility between the celebrity and brand image are: Celebrity’s fit with the brand image, 

Celebrity—Target audience match , Celebrity associated values, controversy risk, Celebrity 

popularity, physical attractiveness, credibility, Celebrity prior endorsements, Whether 

celebrity is a brand user and also Celebrity profession.  

But this would not be enough as consumer’s perception matters a lot. Perception is not 

good or bad, right or wrong, it is just the way someone judges an experience based on their 

value system of what they believe should happen. Since people are unique, each of their 

perceptions are unique and this uniqueness lead companies to overcome the gaps prevailing. 

1.3 Definition of Problem 

A great deal of work has been done in the area of effectiveness of celebrity endorsement & its 

fit, also Industry specific or geographic based studies on the celebrity route has been done. 

Moreover it has been found in the literature that, studies mostly pertain to U.S., U.K. and 

other foreign lands. But very less efforts has been made in Indian context, specifically 
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Gujarat based. Barely studies till date focus on consumer’s perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Growth in consumerism and brand proliferationin teenagers, all the more 

makes it worth for the marketers to target them, but hardly any research has been made on 

teens as a specific Target Group Audience (TGA). Thereby the major problem of the research 

was to study teenagers perception towards celebrity endorsement, with regard to multiple 

variables, wherein again studies with multiple variables has been hardly done. Further the 

problem of the research was to study the impact of celebrity endorsement on brand building  

 

1.4 Objective and the scope of the studies 

Objective:  

1. To study Teenagers Perception towards Celebrity Endorsement 

2. To study Celebrity endorsements impact on brand building for teenagers.  

Sub-objective: 

• To study association between demographic variables and perception 

• To study association between demographic variables and presence of celebrity leading 

to brand building 

• To study whether celebrity’s impact differs based on demographic variables.  

 

1.5   Scope of the Study 

The research focus on consumer perception with respect to teenager’s selection, organizing 

and interpretation. Keeping the assumption that these three are the process of perception, that 

too specifically for celebrity endorsement and its impact of brand building with respect to 

consumer salience, imagery, judgement, Feelings and resonance. Further the respondents 

selected are based on non-probability based convenience sampling technique from the four 

select cities Ahmedabad, Rajkot, Surat and Vadodara. These four cities according to census 

2011- state Gujarat are stated to be the large metropolitan region of Gujarat. 

Ahmedabad(municipal corporation, (M.C.)) ranking first in regard to population followed by 

Surat (M.C.), Vadodara (M.C), and Rajkot(M.C.). The research results in the thesis are purely 
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based on 332 qualified samples from above mentioned large metropolitan cities of Gujarat 

only. Though the survey was conducted on 500 teenagers, only 332 qualified respondents 

were further considered for the analysis purpose. 
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CHAPTER – [2] 

 

[Review of Literature] 

 

[2.1 Celebrity Endorsements  

2.2 Consumer Perception towards celebrity endorsement (Dependent Variables) 

2.3 Brand building (Dependent Variable) 

2.4 Celebrity Variables / Factors (independent Variable) 

2.5 Summary of Literature review 

2.6 Chapter Conclusion and Identifying the Research Gap] 

The objective of this chapter is to establish the theoretical framework and also to provide 

overview of research done in the area of celebrity endorsement, Consumers perception 

towards celebrity endorsements and further celebrity endorsement’s impact on brand 

building. Since the research carried out is on a specific target audience that is the teenagers, 

thus the chapter also focus on the research work done in the area of teenagers. The 

exploration of research is done at both Global and Indian context.  
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2.1 Celebrity Endorsements 

Few renowned authors who attempted to identify the measures to calculate the profitability in 

using the celebrity endorser for a brand (Agrawal & Kamakura 1995; Chung et al. 2011; 

Knittel & Stango 2009). To which in 2009, Christopher and Knittel estimated the Stock 

Market effects of the Tiger Woods Scandal on his sponsors and sponsors’ competitors and 

also studied negative information of endorsers having impact on  brand perception and firm 

value, keeping 27th of November, 2009 as a base, since the day being the first day after the 

spread of this negative news. The paper further revealed that the Tiger wood scandal did 

cause a loss of $5 to S12 billion to the brands he endorsed (Christopher R. Knittel  & Victor 

Stango, 2009)  . 

Today there are lot of platforms through which one comes across the celebrities their life, 

their choices and lifestyle, the distance between these superstars/ famous personalities and 

their audience have reduced to the maximum extent thus the mass media is always flooded 

with information describing these celebrities thus they are gauging high reputation, having 

differentiation through their distinctive traits, as well as their own share of audience (Giles, 

2000) & (McCracken, 1998).  

There is a positive affect of celebrity endorser on consumers purchase decisions, even the 

retailers too use endorsers to make them more visible to the consumers (Stafford et al 2003; 

Erdogan 1999; Kamins 1990). Due to the increase of preferences of celebrities, studies have 

been attempted to swot up the usage of marketing communication in Business to Business 

market, and thereby investigated whether the model for celebrity endorsements can be applies  

for the choice of celebrity to be made in business market, where unlike the consumer market 

the style and approach of doing a business is very rational and is very different too. The 

models investigated were Meaning transfer model, Source model and Product Match-up 

model  (Louice E Canning, Douglas West, 2010). This research paper in Academy of 

Marketing Science (AMS) Annual Conference proved that none of the existing consumer 

market based model few as mentioned above can be used for business market, thus there is a 

scope to devise an exclusive Celebrity Endorsement model for B2B market to chose its 

celebrity. 
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It is believed that use of celebrity in advertisements helps brand in creating brand identity, 

modifying the negative impression if caused any, for globally positioning a brand as well as 

for repositioning, to influence the consumers intention of buying. Though using celebrity 

route advertisement is very impressive, but may be it carries lot of risk along with it, that 

consumer develops an affection to anything that enhances their self identity, they develop a 

type of obsession with the celebrities as they connects the brand to the consumer’s desired 

image, connects them to a group (Kaikati, 1987).  (O’Mahony and Meenaghan 1998). The 

celebrity route is not an upset, it’s a route that has been chosen for a great purpose of higher 

connect with the target audience as well as for greater brand personification. It has been 

proven to be the most effective as compared to the other counter routes of endorsers in 

advertisements (Seno and Lukas , 2007). 

2.2 Consumer Perception towards celebrity endorsement (Dependent Variables) 

Celebrity endorsement does affect consumer perception, it has a positive impact on consumer 

since it helps in creating a perception that endorser has most expertise, when they endorse a 

product category related to them and the expertise so perceived also leads to attitudinal 

changes (Horai et al, 1974). Physical attractiveness leads to having product being perceived 

relatively to be better and thereby changes the consumer attitude (Kahle & Homer, 1985). 

According to the study ‘perception of advertisement and celebrity endorsement in Malaysia’, 

advertisements with celebrities did influence them in their decision of buying (Md. Zabid & 

Abdul Rashid, 2002). Customers prefer more film actors as well as sportsperson for retail 

brand endorsements; the same has been reflected in the study made by (Varsha Jain, 2009). 

Celebrities are positively perceived to be attention gainers, most likeable and also impactful, 

also the customers have an overall positive impact towards celebrity endorsements (N Muthu 

Kumar, 2011). There is a positive impact on customers perception towards endorsed brand, 

due to the match up of physical attractiveness of the celebrity, their congruence with the 

brand as well as the endorsers credibility (Qurat-Ul-Ain Afar & Mahira Rafique, 2012).  It is 

been recommended not to use celebrity to endorse clothing and automobile brands, for 

endorsers being less motivating factor in purchase of such products,  further also adds for 

consumer durable brands and home appliances it’s the quality of the product in comparison to 

its competitors  which is the motivating factor leading to purchase than the celebrity 

endorsers, but the paper also ads television is the most persuading medium of advertisements 

and so are the endorsers, thus along with quality improvement the choice of the celebrity also 

matters to its customers. (Dr. P. S Chandhini & Krishna B, 2016) 
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Consumer perception routes creation of positive impression on customers mind through 

maximum attention gaining and positive impression (Dickenson, 1994). Perception can also 

be identified by the shape, taste and colour of the product says (Weinsblit, 1999). Human 

recognition and interpretation of stimuli is what perception is (Sitter, 2008) 

According to Park and McClung in various empirical studies so far in advertising, mainly two 

theories very prominently peeps out in the area of consumer perception are cognitive theory 

and affective theory (Park & McClung, 1985). Affective involvement has feelings and 

arousal persuaded by stimuli (Dubé, Cervellon, & Jingyuan 2003; Yoo & MacInnis, 2005 and 

Ahuvia ,2005), while the cognitive involvement only transfers thought related reactions 

towards the stimuli (Blackwell, Miniard & Engel, 2001). The mentioned researches together 

portrays, if a consumer is exposed to advertisements special if TV and newspaper, they 

develop a cognitive involvement level, they start developing  thought about what they see and 

if this stands to be positive leads to self identity with ads. And if negative cognition it leads to 

low/negative self identity towards an ad (Tyle, 1989) and (Meenaghan, 2001). Personality 

variable of consumers like occupation, level of education, location and status, is defined as 

personality disposition that consumers look in to satisfy one-self  by (Eliot, 2000) and 

(Henry, 2005, 2006).  

Consumer perception being a wide area and has lot of influences based on individualism, 

thereby it becomes practically and methodologically very difficult to include all of the study  

in this area or even to summarize upon the best suiting model of perception measuring the 

process of perception. Hence only taking base of perceptual process of selection, organizing 

and interpretation, the variables have been identified and been modified accordingly to frame 

questions in regard to Consumer perception specifically towards celebrity.   

‘The Genesis of Behavioural Science, describes about special factors affecting selectivity in 

perception, broadly classified in two External factors and Internal factors (Dr Niraj Kumar, 

1998). Here to investigate the SELECTION PROCESS of perception towards celebrity 

endorsements both the above mentioned external and internal factors of perceptual process of 

selection have been taken as a base. External variables taken in to consideration are a) Size 

intensity & Contrast b) Repetition c) Familiarity d) Novelty e) Exposure(avoid if not 

present) f) Attention d) Defence. Internal Variables taken in to consideration are a) 

Motivation b) learning C) personality d) self image e) involvement. These statements related 
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to perceptual process of selection are coded with (s) at the end of each five pointer- likert 

scale statement.  

The above mentioned variables could fetch perceivers attention towards stimuli (Celebrity 

endorsements), but further an individual organizes the exposed information in such a way to 

form a meaning out of it. Therefore the next perceptual process is of ORGANIZATION OF 

PERCEPTION which again in the five pointer likert scale has been coded with (O), and the 

sub contents used are a) Figure and Ground b) Grouping c) Simplification taking ‘The 

Genesis of Behavioural Science as a base, (Dr Niraj Kumar, 1998).  

NPIEL Consumer Behavior , Module 6 by Sangeeta Sahney Assistant Professor, Vinod 

Gupta School of Management,  Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, India, A Joint 

Initiative IITs and IISc – Funded by MHRD, according to the report Perceptual process of 

interpretation can be investigated by a) Positive impression b) Recall c) Evaluation d) 

Physical appearances e) Inferences(drawing out conclusions) f)Halo Effect.  

The indicators of perception were developed based on a report of join initiative between IITs 

and IISc and funded project by MHRD (Sangeeta Sahney). Also have confirmed its validity 

and reliability as consumer perception scale specifically to investigate consumers perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. The perception variable was measured using 5 questions a  

five-point Likert scale was used for a total set of 24 statements scored from 1 to 5 where the 

number (1) means Strongly Disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Neutral, (4) Agree, and (5) Strongly 

Agree. The Cronbach’s alpha score for brand was 0.703 (no of items= 24). Skewness and 

Kurtosis scores are between -1 and +1 which indicate that the distribution is normal.  

2.3 Brand building (Dependent Variable) 

The research intends to evaluate the implication of consumer’s perception towards celebrity 

endorsing the brand and its impact on brand building, therefore this section of literature 

review focus on brand building models and studies so far.  

According to Kapferer the consumers had a different approach in good olden times, if they 

wanted to buy some product, it was till then they were buying the producer of a chocolate and 

pasta, but these days consumers are very specific that they want to buy Kit Kat and Buitoni . 

This distinctive image is what brands then started capturing , he also adds that the brand ads 

and economic functions in the minds of its consumers , and therefore this gain is gathered 
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only when a brand is able to capture a positive meaning with the consumer. There fore its 

essential to focus on brand and brand building so as to create a brand value. (Kapferer ,1997) 

 “Three Questions You Need to Ask About Your Brand,” Harvard Business Review, 

September, 80 (9), 80-89) mentions its is at times very difficult to measure, develop and 

implement marketing programs , rather than that it is very crucial that without wasting the 

efforts the marketers should measure the impact of their each marketing activities so that each 

activitity proves to be fruitful in enhancing  the brands value. For which he recommended 

broadly three models which are Brand Positioning, Brand Resonance pyramid (Customer 

Based Brand Equity Model) 3) Brand Value chain. And like wise many models of brand 

building fall under one or the other above mentioned divisions. But only the Customer Based 

Brand Equity model is the one which is a brand building tool that measures brand equity 

taking customers view point, rest mostly all brand building tool fall in view point of 

measuring from firms view point (Kevin Lane Keller, Brian Sternthal, and Alice Tybout 

(2002). 

Keller introduced Customer Based Brand Equity Model (CBBE), 1993 stating that power of 

any brand rest with the fact that how its customers learned, felt, seen and heard about the 

brand. CBBE is a differential affect that brands knowledge has on consumer’s response to its 

marketing programmes (Keller, 2003). This is the only model which reflects the differential 

affect of customers on its marketing program (here, use of celebrity as a tool of marketing 

communication). The following are the four sequential steps taken in to consideration a) 

Salience  Brand Knowledge b) Imagery  Brand Consideration c) Performance Brand 

Liking d) Feelings  Brand Preference e) Judgments Personal Relationship f) Resonance. 

Also confirmed it’s validity and reliability, for brand building scale specifically to investigate 

celebrity endorsement’s impact on brand building. These variable were measured using 5 

questions a  five-point Likert scale was used for a total set of 7 statements scored from 1 to 5 

where the number (1) means Strongly Disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Neutral, (4) Agree, and (5) 

Strongly Agree. The Cronbach’s alpha score for brand was 0.614 (no of items= 7). Skewness 

and Kurtosis scores are between -1 and +1 which indicate that the distribution is normal. 

2.4 Celebrity Variables / Factors (independent Variable)  

This section of literature review is to analyse the various celebrity based personal attributes 

used across by enormous researchers. Celebrity endorsement in this research being an 

independent variable base and it includes lot of sub variables. These variables are derived 
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from the past literatures and pre-developed models. Further has been modified to suit the 

purpose of the research.  

Today most accepted scale for personality is the brand personality scale by, is a result of 

initiated works by (Aaker and Fournier,1995). Brand personality scale has dimensions like 

sincerity, excitement, sophistication, competence, ruggedness.  

Perceived celebrity attributes taken as a celebrity variable are Stylish, Trendsetter, successful, 

Influential, Good Looking, Funny, Likability, Trustworthiness, Expertise, Credibility. For 

Personal attribute of likeability (Lynn R Kahle and Pamela M Homer, 1985) (Balakrishnan & 

Kumar, 2011), three attributes were manipulated factors celebrity source, physical 

attractiveness source, celebrity sources likeability. They say a) likeability and involvement 

should interact such a way that likeability influence attitudes only under low involvement. 

Personality dimensions have no effect (Ranjbarian, 2010) but trustworthiness and b) physical 

attractiveness can created product awareness, interest and desire in social media 

advertisement (Phuong,Saraniya & Tang, 2011). c) trustworthiness does influence 

persuasion according to (Priester and petty, 2003) and an untrustworthy celebrity is never a 

superior. Perceived bloggers trustworthiness has a greater impact on attitude towards brand 

than when trustworthiness of a blogger would be low (Shu-chuan chu & Sara Kamal , 2008).   
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2.5 Summary of Literature review  

Table 2.1 Summary of Literature Review 

Sr. 

No. 
Author Title of the paper Findings 

1 

NehaTaleja, 

 

 2005 

International Journal 

of Scientific and 

Research 

Publications 

 

Impact of Celebrity 

Endorsements on overall 

brand 

 

Overall can conclude celebrity mode of 

endorsements do work in the Indian scenario 

 

2 

Mark Toncar, Jane S 

Reid & Cynthia E 

.Anderson  

 

Emerald, 2007 

Journal of 

Communication 

Management 

 

Effective spokespersons in a 

public service 

announcement National 

celebrities, local celebrities 

and Victims 

 

59 percent reported = contributed money to 

Hurricane Katrina relief efforts. 25 percent reported 

= contributed goods for Hurricane Katrina relief 

efforts  & 26 percent reported = had previously 

volunteered for a non-profit organization. 

3 

Darin W. White, 

Lucretia Goddard & 

Nick Wilbur 

 

Emerald, 2009 

International 

Journal of Retail 

& Distribution 

Management 

The Effects of negative 

information transference in 

the celebrity endorsement 

relationship 

 

 

When the respondents are exposed to negative 

information about a celebrity endorser, a negative 

transference of affect in the endorsement relationship 

will occur but with negative information about the 

brands the transference on the affect is lessen. 

4 

Steve Dix 

Emerald, 2010 

Young Consumers 

 

  Sport Celebrity Influence 

on Young Adult Consumers 

 

 

Celebrity athlete endorsers have a positive influence 

on young adults’ product switching behavior, 

complaint behavior positive word-of-mouth and 

brand loyalty. 
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5 

 

Varsha Jain & Mari 

Sudha                   

 

IUP Journal of 

Brand Management, 

2009 

 

Customer Perception about 

Celebrity Endorsement in 

Television Advertising for 

Retail Brands 

 

 

That customer prefer female celebrities over male 

celebrities & Customers want celebrities to entertain 

them as well as give information pertaining to the 

products in the advertisements. 

6 

 

Baradia Yousef 

Hakimi , Abed 

Abedniya, Majid 

NokhbehZaeim 

 

European Journal of 

Scientific Research, 

2011 

 

Investigate the impact of 

celebrity endorsement on 

Brand Image 

 

 

Celebrity endorsers have a huge impact on customers 

and brand image as a whole  

 

 

7 

 

Christopher R. 

Knittel, Victor 

Stango 

 

Management 

Science, 2012 

Celebrity Endorsements, 

Firm Value & Reputation 

Risk: Evidence from the 

Tiger Woods Scandal 

 

 

Direct dimension of that link: the market value of 

Tiger Woods sponsors fell substantively after the 

scandal broke, relative to the market values of firms 

without such endorsement deals. 

8 

 

Ms. Sharma Kiran, 

Mr. Ghosh PramitPr

atim 

International journal 

of Marketing and 

Management 

Research, 2012 

 

Celebrity endorsement and 

its impact on brand equity 

 

 

Celebrity endorsements does impact positively 

towards the brand equity 

9 

 

Dr.Anitha R. 

Natekar 

Journal of 

 

The Economic Value of 
Celebrity Endorsements 

 

Celebrity endorsements leads to brand 

personification and It plays a vital role in today’s 

brandscape 
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Advertising  

Research, 2012 

 

  

10 

 

JayantSonwalkar 

ManoharKapse 

Anuradha Pathak 

Journal of 

Marketing & 

Communication 

Celebrity Impact- A Model 

of 

Celebrity Endorsement 

 

 

To some what extent celebrities initiate an action to 

buy that product. 

11 

 

Louice E Canning 

Douglas West 

 

IMP, Researchgate, 

2006 

 

Celebrity endorsement in 

business market 

 

 

None of the three models without any medications 

could be applied to the B2B marketing (Models 

investigated were: Meaning transfer model Source 

model , Product Match-up model) 

12 

Kineta Hung 

Kimy W. Chan 

Caleb H. Tse 

 

Journal of 

Advertising  

Research,, 2011. 

Assessing Celebrity 

Endorsement Effects 

in China, A Consumer-

Celebrity Relational 

Approach 

 

 

If the consumers’ motivation largely were 

entertainment-based, the endorsed brands will be not 

be looked upon with the attributes it has,  mere 

purchase would be there 

If the consumers’ motivation toward the celebrity 

were intense-attachment based then the products 

would be evaluated more carefully 

13 

Beth A. Walker 

John L. Swasy,  

Arno J. Rethans,  

 

Advances in 

Consumer Research, 

1986  

The Impact of Comparative 

Advertising on Perception 

Formation in New Product 

Introductions – Beer 

segment 

 

Those who were exposed to the comparative 

advertisement perceived the new beer brand similar 

to the premium ones  

 

More perceived similarities were found with the 

exposure of TV commercial (Versus Radio), 

between the new brand and the premium brand, and 

less similarities of perception were noticed for the 

super-premium brands.  
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14 

 

Roblyn Simeon 

 

Emerald, 2006 

Marketing 

Intelligence & 

Planning 

 

A conceptual model linking 

brand building strategies 

and Japanese popular 

culture 

 

 

Positive orientation towards the brands were noticed 

when the brand is associated to national culture  

There is no transfer of positive views of culture to 

the brands associated with it  

 

There is no influence of age on openness to cultural 

influences. 

15 

Dr. Dinesh G.P 

 

Asian Journal of 

Research in Social 

Science & 

Humanities , April 

2012 

. 

Influence of media on 

teenagers: A study on 

teenagers of Bangalore 

 

The teens are highly influenced by media, since it is 

their greatest timepass 

 

Their shopping tendency and decision making is 

highly influenced due to media exposure  

 

The teens unique behavior is very crucial for 

marketers especially in the city like Banglore 

16 

Tiby Thankachan 

 

 

Influence Of Mass Media 

On Violence On Knowledge 

Among Adolescents In 

Selected Colleges  At Rural 

Bangalore, Karnataka 

Children falling the age group between 12 to 17 yrs 

have high level of thoughts and reasoning but they 

invest less efforts while watching television  

 

The  watch less television, and that to with their 

families, since their interest lies around being 

independent, sex and romance  

 

Boys of this age develops attraction towards, video 

games, music, horror films and pornography  

 

They fantasize heroic themes, few doubt and few 

realize the difference in reality and real life, but tend 

to be more aggressive  

 

The adolescents are the group with the most 

tendency to catch up wrong ideas fastest  
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17 

 

Stacy Straczynski 

ADWEEK, 2009 

Gender, Behaviour 

Influence Teen Buying 

 

 

 

They took Euro RSCG Discovery’s base for 

segmentation of target audience. Wherein the males 

were divided in to 6 groups (from young 

metrosexuals , big man on campus to traditionalist)  

 

All the segmentation data revealed that gender 

influences teens buying habits 

 

14% of both male and female shop online but they 

do prefer in-store purchases  

 

Still traditional media (T.V., Radio…) are the most 

trusted medium for their information.  

 

Males are dominated by the Online sources  

 

18 

Ian Johnston 

2015 

 

Consumer Buying 

Behaviour of Teenagers & 

How to Market to Them 

 

40 % of their budget is spent on fashion 

 

Girls buy more than boys at a discount store 

 

Majority of teens shop online but only 18% of their 

total budget 

 

More of pay per view films and music are booming 

among these teens 

 

Teenagers are mostly influenced by their friends and 

their purchases are based on peer 

 

Social media and internet have major impact on their 

purchasing  

 

Smart phones and tablets are entering more in to the 

households with teens in it 61 5 and 24 % 

respectively , which has risen their viewing of videos 
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19 
Neilsen Research 

2010  

How Teens use Media- A 

Neilsen report on Myths & 

Realities of teens media 

trends 

 

 

Teens don’t quit TV for new modern media 

 

Teens spend lesser time in browsing internet than 

compared to the adults 

 

They listen to radio and read newspaper than others  

 

They aren’t much exited by the video games  

 

Teens viewing habit is similar to that of their parents 

viewing habit, they are no different species.  

 

20 

Dr. G.P. Dinesh 

 

Asian Journal of 

Research in 

Marketing, 2012 

Advertising and promotion 

campaigns as branding 

Tools on teenagers  

 

Teenagers are very important thus cannot be ignored, 

new innovative teen-directed promotions should be 

brought in to influence their buying behavior 

 

Keep promotion simple and funny 

 

Cover many teens by winning awards, cover many 

by small prizes 

 

Cash prizes and scholarships attract this group 

 

Developing credibility is must. 

 

Make teen based product to attract them more. 

 

21 

Priyanka 

Bhattacharya 

 

Market & Trends, 

2010 

Indian Teens the New 

Focus for Marketing Skin 

Care 

 

Looking well groomed is getting costlier these days 

 

Johnson and Johnson brings in a website to interact 

with Indian teens and to offer them beauty tips 

 

Brands like The Body Shop reduces prices of 600 

products to cater the Indian market 
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22 

Lynn R Kahle, 

Pamela M Homer 

 

Journal of 

Consumer Research, 

1985 

 

Physical attractiveness of 

the celebrity endorser: A 

social adaptation 

perspective 

 

Physical attractiveness of celebrity endorser has a 

great impact on buyers 

23 

Balakrishnan & 

Kumar 

Research Gate, 2011 

Effect of Celebrity Based 

Advertisements on the 

Purchase Attitude of 

Consumers towards Durable 

Products (A study with 

reference to the city of 

Chennai 

 

The advertisement with celebrity endorser for 

consumer durable goods has a great impact on the 

purchase attitude of consumers in the city of Chennai 

24 

Ranjbarian 

European Journal of 

Social Sciences, 

2010 

The Influence of Personality 

Traits on Consideration Set 

Size 

 

 

Personality dimensions have no effect on 

consideration set of consumers 

 

 

25 

Phuong, Saraniya & 

Tang 

 

Department of 

Business 

Administration 

International 

Marketing and 

Brand Management, 

2011 

 

Effectiveness of Consumer 

Endorser in  

Social Media 

Advertisement 

Impact on consumers 

attitude and behaviour 

Trustworthiness and attractiveness of celebrities help 

brands to create product awareness, interest desire 

and action 

 

26 

Priester and Petty 

 

Journal of 

Consumer 

Psychology, 2003 

The Influence of 

Spokesperson 

Trustworthiness 

on Message Elaboration, 

Attitude Strength, 

Trustworthiness can influence persuasion and a 

untrustworthy celebrity is not superior  
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and Advertising 

Effectiveness 

 

27 

Eisend and Langner 

 

Advances in 

Advertising 

Research, 2017 

Effects of Celebrity 

Endorsers’ Attractiveness 

and Expertise on Brand 

Recall of Transformational 

and Informational Products 

 

 

Attractiveness and Expertise have positive influence 

on brand recall 

 

28 

Shu-chuan chu & 

Sara Kamal  

Journal of 

Interactive 

Advertising, 2008 

The Effect of Perceived 

Blogger Credibility and 

Argument Quality on 

Message Elaboration and 

Brand Attitudes: An 

Exploratory Study 

 

 

Perceived blogger trustworthiness is high, having 

greater impact on brand attitudes versus a perceived 

blogger whose trustworthiness is low. 

29 

Lafferty and 

Goldsmith  

 

Journal of 

Advertising, 2000 

 

The Impact of Corporate 

credibility and celebrity 

credibility on consumers 

reaction to advertisements 

and brands 

 

Have positive impact of endorser and corporate 

credibility on attitude-toward-the-ad, attitude 

toward-the-brand, and purchase intentions 

30 

Silvera and Austad 

  

European Journal of 

Marketing; 2004 

Factors predicting the 

effectiveness of celebrity 

endorsement advertisements 

 

In congruence with the brand. Product attitudes were 

predicted by conclusion about the endorser's liking 

for the product and by attitudes toward the endorser. 

Thus there exist the product match up  

 

31 

Lawrence Ang & 

Macquarie , 2006 

 

Explaining celebrity match-

up Co-activation theory of 

dominant support 

Celebrity match-up is essential for positive influence 

and if lack of match-up then influential factor is 

affected.  
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Lee and Thorson 

Journal of 

Advertising 

Research, 2008 

The impact of celebrity-

product incongruence on the 

effectiveness of product 

endorsement  

 

It does affect the credibility Dissimilarity in product 

and celeb does effect 
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Dholakia and  

Sternthal  

 

Advances in 

Consumer Research, 

1987 

 

Source credibility effects: a 

test of behavioral 

persistence 

 

Effectiveness is based on a celebrities perceived 

expertise and trustworthiness, in source credibility 

model. 
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Kahle and Homer  

Journal of 

Advertising, 1990  

 

Source Expertise, time of 

source identification & 

involvement in persuasion: 

An Empirical processing 

perspective  

 

Celebrity expertise information is processed more as 

a central persuasion than a peripheral information. 

Ads can transfer cultural meaning evem 

 

2.6 Chapter Conclusion and Identifying the Research Gap 

The chapter gave a detailed idea about the consumer perception for celebrity endorsement as 

a marketing tool and its impact on building up a brand. Since the study was intending towards 

specific target group that is teenagers of Gujarat state this chapter even focused on how are 

they different from counter parts, all backed up by the detailed literature review done in this 

chapter. The work done in all the variables conceptually framed herein, is been reared by the 

literature from national and international journals, articles, books, government reports, 

leading world renowned magazine.  This helped a lot in gaining a theoretical and conceptual 

evidences and rich background in the above mentioned areas. 

It was appealing to learn the fact that there were many authors who have attempted to study 

the following areas: 

 Effectiveness of celebrity endorsement  

 Celebrity endorsers brand fit. 
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 Celebrity endorsement study which were industry specific.  

 Teenagers study were all based on US, UK based studies. 

The research gap identified were  

 There is a lack of research attempt done to study Consumer perception towards 

Celebrity endorsements.  

 The study of celebrity endorsement is hardly attempted on specific target group 

audience  

 The study so far in India is scarcely done on Teenager segment. 

 Celebrity endorsement study specifically for Gujarat state is less.  

 Lack of proper attempt to study the celebrity endorsement with Multiple variables like 

consumer perception and brand building along with sub variables. 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives particulars of methods used to gather the data and analyse the data collect. 

It gives understanding on to the objective, sampling technique used, methodology, sample 

size derived, hypothesis framed, research questions analyzed, variables selected for the study. 

The hypothesis has been framed to understand the relationship between the demographical 

variables of teenagers and perception variable, further demographical variables and brand 

building variables. The hypotheses derived are in context with the gap identified in chapter 

no 2 based on the review of literature. The data analysed and interpreted are well represented 

in chapter no 4 in detail.  

 

3.2 Objective and the scope of the study 

Main Objective:  

1 To study Teenagers Perception towards Celebrity Endorsement 

2 To study Celebrity endorsements impact on brand building for teenagers.  

Sub-objective: 

1. To study association between demographic variables and perception 

2. To study association between demographic variables and presence of celebrity leading to 

brand building 

3. To study whether celebrity’s impact differs based on demographic variables.  

 

3.3 Research Questions 

1. Is there any linkage between teenager’s perception toward celebrity endorsement and 

Course they attain?  

2. Is there any linkage between teenager’s perception toward celebrity endorsement and 

their age? 

3. Is there any linkage between teenager’s perception toward celebrity endorsement and 

their location? 
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4. Is there any linkage between teenager’s perception toward celebrity endorsement and 

their gender?  

5. Is there any linkage between teenager’s perception toward celebrity endorsement and 

number of family members earning in their family? 

6. Whether there exist any connection between teenagers’s Course and presence of 

celebrity leading to brand building?  

7. Whether there exist any connection between teenagers’s age and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building?  

8. Whether there exist any connection between teenagers’s gender and presence of 

celebrity leading to brand building?  

9. Whether there exist any connection between teenager’s location from where the teens 

are and the Celebrities impact on brand building? 

10. Whether there exist any connection between no of income earners in teenagers’s 

family and the Celebrities impact on brand building? 

11. Whether the impact of celebrity at Salience stage of brand building on Teenagers  is 

notably different with respect to Location?  

12. Whether the impact of celebrity at Imagery stage of brand building on Teenagers  is 

notably different with respect to Location?  

13. Whether the impact of celebrity at Performance stage of brand building on Teenagers 

is notably different with respect to Location? 

14. Whether the impact of celebrity at feelings stage of brand building on Teenagers is 

notably different with respect to Location? 

15. Whether the impact of celebrity at Judgement of brand building on Teenagers is 

notably different with respect to Location? 

16. Whether the impact of celebrity at Resonance stage of brand building on Teenagers is 

notably different with respect to Location? 

17. Whether there is a considerably differential impact of celebrity at Salience stage of 

brand building on Teenagers with respect to gender?  

18. Whether there is a considerably differential impact of celebrity at Imagery stage of 

brand building on Teenagers with respect to gender?  

19. Whether there is a considerably differential impact of celebrity at Performance stage 

of brand building on Teenagers with respect to gender? 

20. Whether there is a considerably differential impact of celebrity at feelings stage of 

brand building on Teenagers with respect to gender? 
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21. Whether there is a considerably differential impact of celebrity at Judgement of brand 

building on Teenagers with respect to gender? 

22. Whether there is a considerably differential impact of celebrity at Resonance of brand 

building on Teenagers with respect to gender? 

  

3.4 List of Hypothesis  

 

1. To study association between demographical variable and perception 

 

H0: There is no association between what they study and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

H1: There is an association between what they study and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no association between Gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

H1: There is an association between Gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

 

H0: There is no association between Age and their perception towards celebrity endorsement 

H1: There is an association between Age and their perception towards celebrity endorsement 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no association between Location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

H1: There is an association between Location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 
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H0: There is no association between No. of Income sources in family and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement 

H1: There is an association between No. of Income sources in family and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement 

 

2. To study association between demographical  variable and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building. 

 

H0: There is no association between course and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building  

H1: There is an association between course and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building 

 

H0: There is no association between Gender and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building  

H1: There is an association between Gender and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no association between Age and presence of celebrity leading to brand building  

H1: There is an association between Age and presence of celebrity leading to brand building 

 

H0: There is no association between Location and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building  
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H1: There is an association between Location and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building 

 

H0: There is no association between no of sources of family income and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building  

H1: There is an association between no of sources of family incomeand presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building 

 

4. To study whether celebrity’s impact differs based on demographic variables. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no significant difference between location from where the teens are and the 

Celebrities impact on brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between location from where the teens are and the 

Celebrities impact on brand building 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: M1= M2, In the population there is no difference between Male and Female with respect 

to the celebrity’s impact on brand building 

H1: M1 =\M2, In the population there is a difference between Male and Female with respect 

to the celebrity’s impact on brand building 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on salience level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on salience level of brand building 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on imagery level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on imagery level of brand building 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on Performance level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Performance level of brand building 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on judgement level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on judgement level of brand building 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on Feelings level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Feelings level of brand building 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on Resonance level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Resonance level of brand building 
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Ho: The mean ranks of the two groups are equal 

H1: The mean ranks of the two groups are not equal 

 

Ho: The mean ranks of the two groups are equal 

H1: The mean ranks of the two groups are not equal 

 

3.5 Research Design:  

Descriptive Research is a scientific method used to understand and describe the behaviour of 

a subject by keeping it stable without influencing. This design method is been widely used in 

social sciences and psychological studies. Mostly this design method is used to describe 

characteristics or behaviour of sample population. In this study this type of research design is 

apt and widely being used to, since here the study aims to describe sample population’s 

perception towards celebrity endorsement and the impact of this on brand building.    

Data is collected through a quantitative method through a sample survey. The tool used for 

data collection is structured questionnaire. The questionnaire is filled up by the respondents 

ranging between 13-19 years of age group including school goers and college goers of the 

select cities as below. The questionnaire was in English, the technical details were pre-

explained to the respondents before they filled it up.  

 

3.6 Sample Design: 

Sampling methods consign to rules and process through which a sample gets selected out of 

the entire population.  
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3.6.1 Sampling Technique: 

Non Probability, Convenience Sampling is used in this study. The teenagers from the four 

cities of Gujarat are selected based on non probability convenience sampling technique, 

considering the sample thus taken is the right representation of the units of universe.  

3.6.2  Sampling Unit: 

Teenagers from select cities of Gujarat . The select cities were Vadodara, Surat, Rajkot and 

Ahmedabad. Selection of the city was done based on the Census Report, 2011, of Gujarat 

state, from which the four metropolitan city of the state was chosen for the study. The reason 

being these cities have shown growth and development in every angle from the population 

density to the spending capability. Also the affluent group growing have gone in for the 

demand of too many brands that is the reason why the cities like Vadodara, Ahmedabad, 

Rajkot and Surat qualify for the study. 

 

3.6.3 Sample Size: 332 teenagers  

 Out of 500 total respondents, Only completely filled up questionnaires qualified for the 

analysis purpose. 

 

 The data was collected of 500 teenagers from select cities of Gujarat state, out of which  

Sample of 332 qualified the rest were rejected due to incomplete filling. Therefore the 

following table describes the sample size from each location.  

 
 From each of the location, 125 teenagers were surveyed.  

 
 From the city Vadodara, out of 125 respondents 79 respondents qualified further for the 

analysis purpose. 

 
 From Ahmedabad, out of 125 respondents 81 of them further qualified. 

 
 From Rajkot, 99 respondents qualified out of 125. 

 
 And from Surat 73 respondents qualified for further analysis. 
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Vadodara Ahmedabad Rajkot Surat 

79 81 99 73 

 

The teenagers from Vadodara city are 79 in numbers, from Ahmedabad 81 total teenagers 

were surveyed, from city Rajkot total 99 teenagers were studied, and the remaining of 73 

teenagers are from Surat City. From each of the cities mentioned above 125 respondent were 

surveyed of which the above mentioned numbers qualified further.  

3.6.4 Survey Instrument: Questionnaire  

The questionnaire used for the survey purpose included 21 questions. It carries a mixture of 

types of question, all questions are closed ended questions, it includes first 8 personal 

information based question. 5 questions are a ordinal questions, wherein the respondents need 

to rank the given options. Further 5 questions in the questionnaire are the statements for 

seeking the agreeableness of the respondents; therefore the questions are treated to be Quasi-

Ordinal -interval type data (Reginald L. Bell, 2014) wherein 5-point likert-scale is treated to 

be ordinal (majorly) and interval (only once) both. The remaining 3 questions are 

Dichotomous and multiple choice questions. The last question is a question for a brand fit 

check, where to understand the level of recall the teens have for the brands as against the 

celebrities endorsing the brand. 

3.6.5 Reliability test 

The set of statement scale developed here for the objective to understand the consumer 

perception towards celebrity endorsement and also the statement scale developed to study the 

impact on brand building has been pre validated and the reliability test resulted to the 

Cronbach's Alpha score above 0.7. Cronbach’s alpha (or coefficient alpha), developed by Lee 

Cronbach in 1951, is a way to measure reliability, or internal consistency of a psychometric 

instrument. “Reliability” is how well a test consistently measures what it is supposed to 

measure. Cronbach is the most commonly used reliability test to check the likert scale based 

questions so as to maintains its consistency. Broadly the higher the alpha value on a higher 

side close to 0.9 or 1 means the questions have items that are repeatedly asking the same 
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thing and the alpha value being lower i.e. below 0.6 or 0.7 means that adding more of alpha 

value would result to better alpha value that can be accepted.  

The following are the individual cronbach alpha scores: 

1. Perception Stages selection organizing and interpretation (tick on the basis of 

agreeableness for each of the statements below)  

Reliability statistics  

Cronbach’s alpha No of items 

.703  24 

 

The alpha coefficient for the five items is .719, suggesting that the items have relatively high 

internal consistency.  (Note that a reliability coefficient of .70 or higher is 

considered “acceptable” in most social science research situations.)  Cronbach (1951). 

   

2. Presence of celebrity leads to the following Brand building stages (tick on the basis of 

agreeableness for each of the statements below). 

Reliability statistics  

Cronbach’s alpha No of items 

.614 7 

 

The alpha coefficient for the seven items is .614, suggesting that the items have relatively 

high internal consistency.  A reliability coefficient of 0.5 or higher is considered “acceptable” 

( Perry .R. Hinton, charlotte,2004).  

 

3.7 Survey Methodology  

Survey methodology studies how does the sampling of individual units from a population is 

done and the associated survey data collection techniques. Here as mentioned above the  

questionnaire was the survey tool used for data collection and the cities were selected with 
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the criteria of city to be a urban huge populated city, thus as mentioned census report ,2011 

reveals the metropolitan cities of Gujarat state to be Vadodara, Surat, Rajkot and Ahmedabad. 

Further research design hereby used is non-probabilistic convenience sampling. The 

teenagers from the various cities were approached through schools in the respective location. 

This was done for the ease of data collection and to make the cumbersome task smoother. 

Each respondent needed to be explained about the content in the questionnaire and a self 

administration on one to one basis was must. The reason for approaching the respondents 

through schools and colleges were also to select the students from English medium 

background only and to get a handful of students in one round so that a proper administration 

and explanation of the questions to these teenagers can be done.  

Students from 8th to 12th standard were considered for the research purpose and in the case of 

college the first year students were approached as they fall in the age bracket of 13-19 yrs. 

The students were gathered in a group of 20-25 in one go,  to be in constant flow with them  

to keep them explained about the things and thereby each school with varied age brackets on 

an average had a 5 rounds of survey, to cover the number of 125 from each of the locations as 

mentioned above. Each round took an average of 120 minutes. Likewise the four cities were 

covered in a proper planned systematic method, with prior approvals and appointment.   

 

3.8 Statistical tool  

3.8.1 Chi square test of association 

Chi square test is been used further to statistically analyse the data. Chi square test has two 

type of tests, one being the chi square test for goodness of fit and the second being the test of 

independency. The goodness of fit allows research to examine the sample to be consistent 

with the hypothesized distribution of the whole population. And the second type of chi square 

test is the test which allows the research to examine whether the two variables are 

independent or not and if found visa versa then the research can claim the data to be in 

relationship with each other and has dependency on each other 

Therefore here to fulfil the Research objective of teenager’s perception towards celebrity 

endorsement and to examine the dependency between the demographical variables like age, 
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gender, location, course and no of members earning (variable 1) to that of the perception 

towards celebrity endorsement (variable 2) the chi square test of independency is used.  

Here both the assumptions of Chi-square test for independence is taken in to consideration. 

Assumption 1, both the variables should be ordinal or nominal, here variable 1 being a 

nominal level, variable 2 which consists of perception set statements, measured under 5-point 

likert scale is treated to be an ordinal type of variable. One can use an ordinary Pearson chi-

square, or the likelihood ratio chi-square, by treating the ordinal variable as nominal.  With 

one dichotomous and one ordinal variable,(Bruce weaver, Lakehead University Thunder Bay 

Campus · Department of Health Sciences, Research gate)  

 

Assumption 2, two variables should consist two or more categorical, like here in the study 

variable 1 all dependent variables like Age, Gender, Course they study and Location, have 

two or more groups.  

The Likert scale can be treated as ordinal measurement,( Pett MA, Non-parametric Statistics 

for Health Care Research. London: SAGE Publications 1997.), assuming the response 

categories in Likert scales have a rank order, and the intervals between values presumed to be 

not equal.  

Further many research is been done in the area of use of Ordinal methodology in analyzing 

the liket scale (CHRISTOPHER McCOLLIN & MARIA FERNANDA RAMALHOTO, for 

Applied Mathematics and Statistics, University of Wurzburg spinger 2007).  

 

3.8.2 ANOVA test of homogeneity of variances 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) can determine whether the means of three or more groups are 

different (Jim Forst, Minitab, 2016). It is used to analyse the differences between and among 

the groups. The first underlying assumption for the test is that the population from where 

samples are drawn is normally distributed. The second is that the independence case, that is 

the sample cases are independent of each other and the third underlying assumption is for 

homogeneity of variance among the group should be equal.  
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Keeping all the assumptions in to consideration here to fulfil the next research objective of 

celebrity endorsements having a differential impact on brand building based on the changes 

in the demographical variables one-way annova test is been used. The level of measurement 

of the variables and assumptions of the test play an important role in ANOVA.  

In ANOVA, the dependent variable must be a continuous (interval or ratio) level of 

measurement (brand building).  Here the dependent variable is Brand building, which is been 

analysed using a likert-scale question type (validated), keeping the assumptions of 

practicality, likert-scale is considered to be an interval data set, instead of an ordinal data. 

(Blaikie N. Analysing Quantitative Data. London: Sage Publications 2003) & (Santina M, 

Perez J. Health professionals’ sex and attitudes of health science students to health claims. 

Med Educ 2003;37:509–13). This is been done considering the likert-scale opinion of five-

point scale to be equidistance from each other, which means the variance between the 

opinions from 1-5 scale is 1, and there is no variations in the variances of opinion.  Further 

(statistic solutions, 2013.) suggests that the considering the above mentioned alterations in the 

assumption if the sample size is large above the size of 100 is acceptable.      

According to various researcher in Research gate Annova is best proven and widely used 

statistical tool for impact study / impact assessment.  The independent variables (here the 

demographical variables of teenagers their location ) in ANOVA must be categorical 

(nominal or ordinal) variables. If one is  interested in showing that scores differ when 

considering different group of participants (gender, country or location.), one may treat 

scores  of location as numeric values, provided they fulfill usual assumptions about variance 

(or shape) and sample size (Nunnally, J.C. and Bernstein, I.H. ,1994).  Here the data so 

collected for independent variable location is nominal and the likert scale data collected for 

the dependent variable is considered to be an interval data. Technically Likert scales are the 

sum of Likert-type items and as such end up being a reasonable approximation (at least 

according to many psycho metricians in Psychology) of an interval data point (R pierce, July 

2010).  

Similarly where the demographic variables form the group of two student’s T-test is been 

used. In the case of gender where the independent variable is numeric data, (Nunnally, J.C. 

and Bernstein, I.H. ,1994). the t test determines a probability that two populations (male and 

female teenagers) are the same with respect to the variable tested. This test is used to 
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examining the differential affect of male and female to that of celebrity endorsement’s impact 

on brand building.  

3.8.3 Mann-Whitney U test of significance 

Mann-Whitney U test is most commonly known as Wilcoxon Rank- sum test. It is a non-

parametric test to test the null hypothesis that it is likely that randomly selected variables 

from two different samples are less than or greater than from each other.  

The test here Was used to check whether the rank by two groups of individuals one who like 

the ad and the other who doesn’t like an advertisement differ in ranking their preference to 

the model/celebrity content in an advertisement. The teenagers where to rank the following 

content in an advertisement based on their liking / preferences like Character or animation, 

model / celebrity, background, theme, punchline. Out of which the ranks assigned by the two 

groups to the model/ celebrity content was taken further to conduct the study. Further also to 

check whether or not the above mentioned two groups have similar celebrity- brand match 

recall. The first question was a rank based data type, which fulfills the general assumptions of 

data type being ordinal.  

Further Mann-Whitney U test was applied on two groups; the first group include people who 

feel the urge due to advertisements and the second group of people who don’t feel the urge 

based on advertisements. The test examined whether or not the above mentioned two groups 

have any similarity in preferences to the content of model/celebrity in an advertisement. 
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CHAPTER – [4] 

 

[Data Analysis and Interpretation] 

 

 

 

 

[4.1 Frequency Analysis and Descriptive statistics 

4.2 Chi-Square Test: To study association between demographical variable and perception 

4.3 Chi-Square Test: To study association between demographical variable and presence of 

celebrity leading to brand building 

4.4 Annova Test: To stu dy whether celebrity’s impact differ based on demographic 

variables. 

4.5 Student’s T-Test: For group of 2 for significant difference between Male and Female 

 with respect to the celebrity’s impact on brand building]. 
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4.1  Frequency Analysis and Descriptive statistics  

4.1.1 Courses based classification of Teenagers from the select cities of Gujarat state 

 

 

 

Table 4.1: Course 

8th -10th 11-12th college 

125 102 105 

 

The respondents here are classified on the basis of the course they attain. The teenagers who 

study in class 8th to 10th are in total of 125, the teenagers in their 11th and 12th standard are 

102 in numbers, and the college goer teenagers are 105 in numbers.  

The above mentioned numbers of teenagers are the total of four select cities of Gujarat. This 

classification has been made with an intention to check the differential affect, if any persists 

in their course attainment and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Similarly to 
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study whether does any changes occur on the impact of the celebrity endorsements on brand 

building with the changes the teenagers courses they study.  

 

4.1.2 Age  based classification of Teenagers from the select cities of Gujarat state 

 

 

Table 4.2: Age 

13-16 Year 17-19 Year 

176 156 

 

The teenagers are further classified in to age group of two. The first group of teenagers fall in 

a range of 13 years to 16 years in which total of 176 respondents from the surveyed total 

sample come in to. The remaining 156 teenage respondents fall in age group of 17 years to 19 

years. The above mentioned numbers of teenagers are the total of four select cities of Gujarat, 

Vadodara, Surat, Rajkot and Ahmedabad.  

This age group classification has been done with a purpose to study the association of the 

teenager’s age to that of their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Also to study the 

differential effect of impact of celebrity endorsements on brand building, if at all it persists.  

Table 4.3: Gender 

Male  Female 

195 137 
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The teenager respondents are further classified in to 195 male and 137 female this includes 

both teenagers going to school and college, also from all the four cities Vadodara, Surat, 

Rajkot and Ahmedabad.  

4.1.3 Location based classification of Teenagers from the select cities of Gujarat state 

 

 

 

Table 4.4: Select Cities of Gujarat 

Vadodara Ahmedabad Rajkot Surat 

79 81 99 73 

 

The teenagers from the select city of Gujarat were taken as respondents for the study. The 

selection of the city was done based on the Census Report, 2011, of Gujarat state, from which 

the four metropolitan city of the state was chosen for the study. The reason being these cities 

have shown growth and development in every angle from the population density to the 

spending capability. Also the affluent group growing, have gone in for the demand of too 
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many brands, that is the reason why the cities like Vadodara, Ahmedabad, Rajkot and Surat 

qualify for the study. 

The teenagers from Vadodara city are 79 in numbers, from Ahmedabad 81 total teenagers 

were surveyed, from city Rajkot total 99 teenagers were studied, and the remaining of 73 

teenagers are from Surat City.  

 

4.1.4 Number of income earners based classification in a Teenagers family, from the 

select cities of Gujarat state.  

 

 

Table 4.5: No of Income earners 

Only Father Both Father & Mother Parents and Sibling/s 

231 54 47 

 

The teenagers are further demographically classified on the basis of number of earning 

members in their family. This is to understand whether does their perception change based on 

the income, and does it change their mentality if they have multiple people as earning 
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member in their family. Which in other way for teenagers means, number of people who 

support them with money for their purchases increases with the increase in earning numbers 

in the family. Thus the total of teenagers from the four cities likewise fall in to three 

categories, first family with only father as an earning member the number of respondents here 

are 231, second classification is of teenagers with the family where both the parents are the 

earning members of the family the respondents number are 54, and the third group of 

teenagers, the respondents here are 47 in numbers, are with the families where parents and 

sibling/siblings are the earning members, in other words a family with more than two income 

earners.  

4.1.5 Ad viewings cross tabulation of Teenagers, from the select cities of Gujarat state.  

 

4.1.5(1)  Do you Enjoy Advertisements 

 

 

Table 4.6: Cities * Ad Viewing  Cross tabulation 

Count 

Do you Enjoy Viewing Ad Total 

No Yes 

Cities Vadodara 8 71 79 

Ahmedabad 11 70 81 

Rajkot 14 85 99 

Surat 3 70 73 

Total 36 296 332 
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From the total of 79 teenagers from Vadodara city, 71 teenagers enjoy viewing an 

Advertisement and the remaining 8 deny, saying they don’t enjoy viewing the advertisement. 

Similarly in Ahmedabad out of the total 81 respondents, 70 teens enjoy viewing the ad and 

the rest 11 say they don’t enjoying viewing it. In the city of Rajkot 85 teenagers say they like 

viewing the advertisement and the rest 14 from the total of 99 respondents say they don’t 

enjoy viewing an advertisement. In the city Surat 70 of the teenagers accept that they enjoy 

seeing the advertisement and 3 respondents say they don’t enjoy advertisements. 

Out of the total 332 overall the teens enjoy view the advertisements as the total of 296 

respondents enjoy viewing the ad and the rest of only 36 respondents say they don’t enjoy 

viewing an advertisement.  

4.1.5(2) Does an Ad Create an urge 

 

Table 4.7: Cities * Does_ad_create_an_urge Crosstabulation 

    Does ad create an urge Total 

    No Yes   

Cities Vadodara 25 54 79 

  Ahmedabad 26 55 81 

  Rajkot 37 62 99 

  Surat 14 59 73 

Total   102 230 332 
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This question intends to study does an ad viewing further create an urge to the teenagers 

across the cities of Gujarat and does it vary based on the city. From the total of 79 teenagers 

from Vadodara city, 54 teenagers agree that the ad they view does create an urge, and the rest 

of 25 teenagers deny the fact of an ad creating any urge to them. Similarly from the city of 

Ahmedabad 55 teenagers say it does create an urge to them, and the remaing 26 from the total 

of 81 respondents say the ad doesn’t create any urge to them. From the city of Rajkot out of 

the total 99 respondents 62 teenagers say that the ads they view does create an urge and the 

remaining 37 say it doesn’t create any urge to them. So it the case of the city Surat, wherein 

59 teenagers out of the total 73 respondents accept that an ad does create an urge, and 14 of 

them say it doesn’t create any urge to them. Thus overall it’s been noticed that out of the total 

332 respondents of Gujarat state 230 respondents say that advertisements they view does 

create an urge and the remaining of 102 teenagers say the ad doesn’t create any urge. 

4.1.6 Television aspect of ad important to the teenagers  

 

 

Table 4.8: Television ad content importance ranking 

  R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 

Model 131 75 54 29 43 

Character 72 88 64 65 43 

Background 30 57 74 80 91 

Overall theme 46 43 78 98 67 

Punch line 67 63 63 61 78 
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The question intends to understand the most important content in a television advertisement, 

from the above chart 6 of ranking, it is very visible that model has been highest times being 

ranked the number one by 131 teenagers in Gujarat state. And then followed by character 

content of television advertisement by 72 teenagers.  Further 67 teenagers of Gujarat state 

ranked punch line as the most important content in a television ad, followed by overall theme 

with 46 frequency counts of teenagers and 30 frequency counts for background. Thus we can 

conclude that the model / celebrity is been considered to be the most important content in a 

advertisement.  

Background of an advertisement and the overall theme of an advertisement is considered to 

be the least important as is been ranked fifth by 91 teenagers in Gujarat and ranked fourth by 

98 teenagers respectively.   

 

4.1.7 Preference of Teenagers, towards presence of celebrity in an ad.  
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Table 4.9: Overall preference for celebrities in an ad  

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

2 3 80 215 32 

 

Out of the total teenagers from all the four cities of Gujarat, 32 teenagers strongly agree to 

their preference towards celebrity endorsement in an ad. The overall results stand towards 

positive side of acceptance as the total of 215 teenagers agree for their preference of 

celebrities in an ad, and 80 teenagers are neutral for they don’t any say for the presence of 

celebrity in an ad. Further only 5 teenagers show up their disagreement towards having 

celebrity in an advertisement.  

In all a total of   247 teenagers show up their preferences towards celebrities presence in an 

advertisement 

Statement-wise analysis of, Teenager’s preferences, towards presence of celebrity in an 

advertisement. 

 

Table 4.10: Descriptive Statistics-Preference Towards Presence of Celeb in an AD 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean 

Feels_of_high_Quality 332 1 5 3.358433735 

Feels_like_expensive 332 1 5 3.28313253 

Firm_is_big 332 1 5 3.560240964 

Brand_is_competing 332 1 5 3.602409639 
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It_doesnt_effect_me_at_all 332 1 5 3.195783133 

Valid N (listwise) 332       

 

The above chart 6(1) talks about the teenager’s agreeableness about their preferences towards 

the presence of celebrities in an advertisement. Here the statement wise analysis highlights 

the mean score of individual statements. The highest mean score is of 3.6024 for the 

statement – The presence of celebrity makes the teenagers feel that the brand is making 

intense competition, followed by 3.56 which is for the statement The presence of celebrity 

makes the teenagers feel that- The company must be big. This means overall to the teenagers 

the presence of the celebrity make them feel that the brand is really big and has enough 

source of revenue to go for intensive competition through the route of celebrity endorsement 

as a route of communication. Further when we look in to the mean scores the teenagers feel 

that the brand is of high quality (3.358), when they see a celebrity endorsing the brand, also 

feels the brand to be expensive (3.28). Whereas the statement which scores the least of the 

mean score is that- The presence of celebrity doesn’t at all effect them (3.19).  

 

4.1.8 Advertisements comes out to be favourite when the ad has following content in it 

 

 

 

Chart 4.1.8: 
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Table 4.11 Advertisements Comes Out to be Favourite When  

Statements 
Sample 

Mean 

Score 

I_Like_when_Funny 332 3.795181 

I_Like_When_People_LikeMe_Using_the_Product 332 3.481928 

I_Like_Jingle 332 3.840361 

When_ad_gives_me_fact 332 3.656627 

Unique_Graphics_Animation 332 3.590361 

Its_Different 332 3.487952 

Powerful_Image 332 3.710843 

When_There_are_my_Fav_cleberities 332 3.575301 

When_some_personel_connect 332 3.111446 

When_An_Emotional_response_From_ad 330 2.809091 

Like_ad_with_social_message 332 3.73494 

Like_ad_with_opt_in_opt_out_option 332 3.448795 

Like_Ad_that_update_me 332 3.957831 

 

This question intends to analyse out of the various factors of advertisements getting favourite, 

which is the content that scores highest mean score in particularly for the teenagers. For them 

the ads that updates them with scores the highest mean score (3.957), followed by the ad 

content that has unique jingle (3.840), also the advertisement with a social message (3.73) 

seeks their attention and turns out to be their favourite. Surprisingly an ad with an emotional 

content turns out to be most not liked content based on the least scored mean score of (2.81). 
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4.1.8 Teenager’s perception towards celebrity endorsement  

 

 

Table 4.12: Overall Perception  Towards Celebrity Endorsement  

          

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

1 12 147 166 6 

 

This question intends to study the perception of teenagers towards celebrity endorsement. 

The above plotted chart 8(1), very clearly shows the shift of overall perception towards the 

agreeableness. Out of the total 166 teenagers across the state of Gujarat state they agree that 

their perception towards a celebrity endorsement is highly positive and 6 teenagers strongly 

agree with the same. And 147 teenagers stay with a neutral stand towards their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Remaining 12 teenagers disagree and only 1 out of the total 

332 teenagers across Gujarat strongly disagree to having a positive perception towards 

celebrity endorsement as a tool of marketing and its presence in a brands communication. 

Thus we can conclude that the total of 172 teenagers perceive positively a brand with 

celebrity presence in its communication and also as an endorser, and only 13 teenagers 

perceive negatively for having seen a celebrity in a brands communication. And remaining 

stands neutral, towards their perception.   
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Statement-wise analysis of, Teenager’s perception towards celebrity endorsement 

 

 

Table 4.13: Descriptive Statistics-Mean Score of Statements for  Perception Towards 

Celebrity 

N Minim

um 

Ma

xi

mu

m 

Mean 

S…..clb_credible 332 1 5 3.054216867 3 

S…..makes_ad_notice 332 1 5 3.524096386 4 

S….More_convincing 332 0 5 3.295180723 4 

S….More_believable 332 1 5 2.876506024 3 

S…...Brands_more_acceptable 331 1 5 2.939577039 3 

S…..Sets_reminder 332 1 5 3.177710843 4 

S….More_attractive_creative 332 1 5 3.5 4 

S….Ad_becomes_favorable 331 1 5 3.36858006 4 
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S...Motivated_to_buy_Fav_star 332 1 5 3.11746988 4 

S….Makes_Brand_learning_Easy 332 1 5 3.021084337 4 

S...Increases_Brand_involvement 332 1 5 3.060240964 4 

O...Simplifies_Ad_content 332 1 5 2.903614458 3 

O...Most_noted_is_celebrity 332 1 5 3.253012048 4 

O...Content_of_the_add_is_noted 332 1 5 3.451807229 4 

O...Blindly_rely_on_endorsed_celeb 332 1 5 2.506024096 3 

O...Recall_brand 332 1 5 3.337349398 4 

I…..BrandsQuality_Physical_appearance 332 1 5 2.689759036 3 

I….Brand_notTrendy_if_NoCeleb 332 1 5 2.536144578 3 

I…..CelebGives_positiveImpression 332 1 5 3.307228916 4 

I…..StopBuying_ifCeleb_Scandal 332 1 5 2.512048193 3 

I…..Affects_evaluation_of_alternative_brand 331 1 5 2.722054381 3 

I…...Celebs_increases_valueOf_endorsedBran

d 331 1 5 3.211480363 4 

I…..If_change_in_Celeb_it_affects_my_purch

ase_Intensions 332 1 5 2.777108434 3 

I….I_Switch_to_theBrand_endorsed_by_my_

Fav 332 1 5 2.828313253 3 

329 

 

As mentioned in the literature review to analyse perception, here the perceptual stages like 

selection, interpretation and organization are considered and the statements for perception are 

grouped within the above mentioned three stages. Overall perception as mentioned in the 

chart 8(1) is towards positive side. But further for the thorough study it becomes essential to 

through some light on individual process.  

If we look in to chart 8(2) having the mean score of each statements, we can see that the 

mean score close to 4 is maximum time achieved at the stage of Selection (the statements 

coded with S at the end). Which means that having the presence of celebrity in a 

advertisement for sure makes a brand to be most likely to be selected. It makes a brand to be 

convincing and to be noticed for the teenagers. The presences of celebrity sets reminders in 

the mind of the teenagers, makes an ad to be more creative and attractive as well. The 
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celebrity makes the brands involvement higher. The teenagers idolizes a celebrity more thus 

gets a motivation to buy the brand with their favourite celebrity, it further helps the teenagers 

to learn about the brand more easily than any other route of communication.  

Further the second highest times the mean score goes close to 4 is for the second stage of 

perception, that is perceptual organizing. Here having a celebrity present in an ad helps in 

organizing the brand much more easily in the minds of these teens. As it makes the brand 

recall better, the ad gets likely better noted and deepest content of the ad gets a probability 

higher to be noticed, which in all improves a brands recognition and recall.  

Except for giving a positive impression to the brand and increasing the value of the brand, 

presence of celebrity doesn’t add much to this last third stage of interpretation. As here as in 

the chart 8(2) its visible that except for two statements the mean score falls below the score of 

4. Thus overall we can conclude that presence of a celebrity has a major impact on selection 

and organizing stage of perception for these teenagers.  

4.1.10 Perceived image of celebrity endorsers Bollywood (Female) based on the         

personality traits  

 

 
 

Table 4.14 Most preferred Celebrity-

Female 

Female Celebrity Mean Score 
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Deepika 109.8 

Kareena 74.7 

Kaitrina 78.5 

Aishwarya 83.2 

Madhuri 79.8 

Priyanka 81.7 

Sonakshi 63 

 

 

 Deepika Kareena Kaitrina Aishwarya Madhuri Priyanka Sonakshi 

Stylish 122 62 66 72 76 87 58 

Trendsetter 99 62 66 72 36 87 51 

Successful 138 93 92 106 113 111 70 

Influential 77 59 65 67 80 75 50 

Good Looking 148 115 125 132 111 99 79 

Funny 88 68 66 60 57 74 93 

Likability 112 76 82 86 76 71 49 

Trustworthiness 92 66 63 75 69 61 59 

Expertise 107 76 83 79 93 73 57 

Credibility 115 70 77 83 87 79 64 

Average  109.8 74.7 78.5 83.2 79.8 81.7 63 

 

Deepika Padukone scores the highest mean score (109.8) amongst all the female celebrities 

of the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. For Good looking she has 

been rated most highest times by teenagers with a frequency counts of 148. She is been 

considered to be very successful with a frequency counts of 138 and stylish with a frequency 

counts of 122.  

 

Aishwarya Rai Bachchan ranks second in the mean score (83.2) amongst all other female 

celebrities of the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. She has been 

rated the most for her being successful (132 frequency counts) and for her looks (106 

frequency counts). And further 86 times for the likeability factor. She has been rated the least 

for being funny (60) 
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Priyanka Chopra ranks third in the mean score (81.7) amongst all other female celebrities of 

the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. She has been rated the most for 

being successful (111), followed by good looking(99), stylish(87) and trendsetter (87). She 

has been least rated for the trustworthiness factors.  

  

Madhuri Dixit ranks fourth with the mean score of (79.8) amongst all other female 

celebrities of the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. She has been 

rated the most for being successful (113), good looking (111) and expertise (93). And she has 

been rated lowest as a trend setter (36) and for being funny (57). 

 

Katrina Kaif ranks fifth with the mean score of (78.5) amongst all other female celebrities of 

the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. She has been rated the most for 

being good looking (125) and for being successful (92). And has been rated the lowest for  

the trustworthiness factor (63). 

 

Kareena Kapoor ranks sixth with the mean score of (74.7) amongst all other female 

celebrities of the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. She has been 

rated the most for being good looking (115) and for being successful (93). And has been rated 

the lowest for being trendsetter(62) and stylish(62). 

The last in this list is Sonakshi Sinha with the mean score of (63). She score highest 

frequency counts for being funny, with a count of (93) and scores the least in the likeability 

factor with a score of (49).  
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Personality trait most preferred by the teenagers in female celebrity  

  
 

Table 4.15: Most Preferred 

personality trait- Female 

Celebrity 

TRAITS Average 

Stylish 77.57142857 

Trendsetter 67.57142857 

Successful 103.2857143 

Influential 67.57142857 

Good Looking 115.5714286 

Funny 72.28571429 

Likability 78.85714286 

Trustworthiness 69.28571429 

Expertise 81.14285714 

Credibility 82.14285714 

.  

The above chart 10(2) very clearly states that out of the varied personality factors like stylish, 

trendsetter, successful, influential, good looking, funny, likability, trustworthiness, expertise 

and credibility. The most important and the most preferred factor specially in case of female 

bollywood endorsers is being Good Looking, since the means score for this trait is the highest 

of 115.57. The next important personality factor is being Successful, with a mean score of 
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103.29. Expertise and Credibility is the next ranked important factor for a celebrity female- 

bollywood. They are not supposedly to be a trendsetter and influential according to the teens.  

 

4.1.11 Perceived image of celebrity endorsers Bollywood (Male) based on the         

personality traits  

 
 

Table 4.16 : Most Preferred  

Celebrity- Male 

Male Celebrity Mean Score 

Aamir Khan 114.8 

Sharukh khan 134.8 

Salman Khan 148.4 

Amitabh Bachchan 162.5 

Akshay Kumar 151.1 

Ranbir Kapoor 115.7 

Hritik Roshan 122.7 
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Table 4.17 : Most Preferred  Celebrity- Male 

  Aamir SRK Salman Amitabh Akshay Ranbir Hritik 

Stylish 117 153 170 153 181 143 187 

Trendsetter 111 149 163 135 147 108 133 

Successful 139 177 188 220 157 109 134 

Influential 104 120 141 181 129 91 92 

Good Looking 106 145 155 167 165 144 152 

Funny 116 124 129 123 174 128 100 

Likability 113 126 143 164 142 129 99 

Trustworthiness 108 102 109 154 132 87 92 

Expertise 121 126 143 164 142 109 119 

Credibility 113 126 143 164 142 109 119 

 

 

Amitabh Bachchan scores the highest mean score (162.5) amongst all the male celebrities of 

the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. For being successful he has 

been rated most highest times by teenagers with a frequency counts of 220. Further has been 

rated the most for being very influential 181 times by the teenagers from Gujarat state. He 

next earns highest frequency for being good looking(167), Expertise (164), Likeability (164) 

and credibility factor (164). He is been rated the lowest as a trendsetter and for being funny. 

 

Akshay Kumar scores the second highest mean score (151.1) amongst all the male 

celebrities of the year, 2017 according to the Forbes leading celebrities list. The highest he is 

been rated for being very stylish with a frequency count of 181, and for also being funny 174 

frequency counts. But he is also considered to be the less influential by the teenagers in 

Gujarat, 129 frequency counts.  

 

Salman Khan scores the third amongst the list of forbes 2017, with a mean score of (148.4). 

the highest he is been rated on the personality factor of being successful with a frequency 

count of 188, stylish with a frequency count of 170, trendsetter with a frequency count of 163 

and good looking 155. He is been rated equal on likeability, expertise and credibility factor 

with a count of 143 each, by the teenagers across Gujarat state. 
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Shahrukh Khan scores the fourth highest with a mean score of (134.8). He scores the 

highest in the success factor of personality trait with a frequency count of 177, followed by 

being stylish, 153. And also is been rated good by the teenagers in the state of Gujarat, on 

being good looking, with  a frequency count of 145.  

 

Hritik Roshan scores fifth highest mean score of (122.7). He is been rated highest on being 

stylish 187 frequency counts followed by being successful 134 and trendsetter 134 no of 

teenagers rating him high on the above mentioned personality traits. He is been considered 

less influential and trustworthy with only a frequency count of 92 on each of the trait. 

 

Aamir Khan and Ranbir Kapoor are scoring almost similar mean score of 114.8 and 115.7 

respectively. Ranbir kapoor scores highest on good looking (144 counts), stylish (143), 

Funny (128) and likeability (129). And Aamir Khan scores the highest in being successful 

(139) and expertise (121).  

 
 

Table 4.18 Most preferred personality 

trait- Male Celebrity 

TRAITS MEAN SCORE 

Stylish 157.7142857 

Trendsetter 135.1428571 
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Successful 160.5714286 

Influential 122.5714286 

Good Looking 147.7142857 

Funny 127.7142857 

Likability 130.8571429 

Trustworthiness 112 

Expertise 132 

Credibility 130.8571429 

 

The above chart 11(2) very clearly states that out of the varied personality factors like stylish, 

trendsetter, successful, influential, good looking, funny, likability, trustworthiness, expertise 

and credibility. The most important and the most preferred factor specially in case of male 

bollywood endorsers is being Successful, since the means score for this trait is the highest of 

160.57. The next important personality factor is being Stylish, with a mean score of 157.71. 

Good looking is the next ranked important factor for a celebrity Male- bollywood with a 

mean score of 147.71. They are not supposedly much of trustworthy (112) according to the 

teens of Gujarat state.  
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4.1.12  Preference of Celebrity mode for food and beverages and beauty products 

 
 

Table 4.19 Celebrity Mode in Advertisements 

  

Explicit("I 

endorse this 

product) 

Implicit("I use 

this product") 

Imperative("you 

should use this 

product") 

Co-

present("Merely 

appears with the 

product") 

Food & 

Beverages 0.325301205 0.415662651 0.5 0.234939759 

Beauty 

Products 0.253012048 0.370481928 0.409638554 0.28313253 

 

This question intends to study the preferences of celebrity mode of communication for the 

category of food and beverages and beauty products. The above chart 12 clearly indicates 

preference of each of the celebrity mode and its average score with respect to teenagers for 

the category of food and beverages and for beauty products separately.  

 

There are four modes of celebrity endorsements which were exposed to the teens to 

understand their preferences, as to how would they like to see a celebrity communicating 

about the products. Like whether would they like celebrity in Explicit mode, wherein 

celebrity just endorses the product, or do they prefer celebrity in Implicit mode, where in the 
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celebrity claims that they use the product they endorse. For food and beverages category as 

well as beauty products this mode with mean score of 0.416( food and beverages) and 0.37 

(beauty products) is second highest most preferred mode by the teenagers of Gujarat state. 

The next mode of communication is Implicit, wherein the celebrity emphasizes that one 

should use the product they are endorsing, and this is the most preferred mode amongst the 

rest other  modes with a mean score of  0.5 (Food and beverages)  and  0.409 (beauty 

products). The last mode of communication is the Co-present mode of communication 

wherein the celebrity merely appears with the product.  

 

 

4.1.13  Preference of Celebrity Type with reference to celebrities gender, for the 

categories food and beverages and beauty products 

Food and beverages 

 

 

Table 4.20: Type of Celebrity preferred -Food & Beverages 

  

Bollywood 

Stars 

Male 

Bollywood 

Stars 

Female 

Sports 

Star 

Female 

Sports 

star 

Male 

Famous 

personality 

male 

Famous 

Personality 

Female 

Food & 

Beverages 0.54 0.23 0.4 0.43 0.39 0.18 
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Based on the data collected from the teenagers of Gujarat state the most preferred celebrity to 

endorse the food and beverages products is bollywood star that too male with an average 

mean score of (0.54) which is the highest of all other celebrities like bollywood female, 

sports female, famous personalities male and female. The second most after the bollywood 

male preferred celebrity is sports star male, with a mean score of (0.43) and immediately then 

it is been followed by sports female. The least preferred famous personality female with a 

mean score of (0.18) and also a bollywood female star is least preferred with a mean score of 

(0.23) to endorse the brands in the category of food and beverages.  

 Beauty Products  

 
 

Table 4.21: Beauty Products 

Bollywood 

Stars Male 

Bollywood 

Stars 

Female 

Sports 

Star 

Female 

Sports 

star 

Male 

Famous 

personality 

male 

Famous 

Personality 

Female 

Beauty 

Products 0.32 0.84 0.47 0.33 0.31 0.63 

 

 

Based on the data collected from the teenagers of Gujarat state the most preferred celebrity to 

endorse the beauty products is bollywood star female with an average mean score of (0.84) 

which is the highest of all other celebrities like bollywood male, sports female, famous 
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personalities male and female. The second most after the bollywood female preferred 

celebrity is Famous personality female, with a mean score of (0.63). The least preferred 

famous personality male with a mean score of (0.31) and also a bollywood  male star is least 

preferred with a mean score of (0.32) to endorse the brands in the category of beauty products 

But it is to be noted that the dated cannot be universally claimed to be applied in real situation 

as this is purely based on the opinions of teenagers from the select cities of Gujarat, the 

results may vary when applied in other states of the country, as well as other target audiences.  

4.1.14  Descriptive statistics of celebrity’s impact on brand building- keeping Customer 

based brand equity model as the base  

 

 
 

Table 4.22: Descriptive Statistics- : Impact of Celebrity on Brand Building 

  

N Minim

um 

Maximu

m 

Mean 

  

Salience_awarness_towards_brand 332 1 5 3.551205 4 

Salience_Deeper_undesrtanding_brand 332 1 5 3.536145 4 

Imagery_helps_considering_brand 332 1 5 3.73494 4 

Performance_makes_easy_differentiation 332 1 5 3.825301 4 

Judgement_Helps_in_Liking_brand 332 1 5 3.701807 4 

Feelings_emotional_attachement_to_the_bran

d 
332 1 

5 3.195783 3 
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Resonance_sense_of_community 332 1 5 3.138554 3 

Resonance_intense_loyalty 332 1 5 3.150602 3 

Valid N (listwise) 332         

 

This question analysis the impact of celebrity in building a brand, the question is be extracted 

keeping customer based brand equity model as a base this being the only developed model 

which studies the differential affect of brands knowledge and marketing programs on brand 

building from a customer point of view. Elaborating it further the brand communicates to its 

customer using celebrity route and this has a different affect of consumer from creation of 

awareness towards a brand to creating a sense of community and intense loyalty towards the 

brand. The mean score at each of the level is above 3.5 starting from Salience stage Creation 

of awareness (3.55) and deeper understanding (3.53), at imagery stage where celebrity helps 

in considering the brand mean score is (3.73), which means that presence of celebrity not 

only creates an attraction towards a brand but also helps a brand to be considered by its 

customer further for purchase. Further a presence of celebrity helps in making a clear 

difference  between various competing brands, here the mean score is (3.82). Presence of a 

celebrity leads to more liking the brand(3.70) and also creates an emotional attachment for 

the brand(3.19), here the mean score starts falling below 3.5 but still falls above the average 

of 2.5 neutral state.  
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Table 4.23: Presence of Celebrity Leads to Brand Building 

          

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

1 10 124 181 16 

 

But overall when we look in to the model till the judgement stage of customer based brand 

building model the average score is above 3.5, wherein it can be assumed that the presence of 

celebrity leads to a proper formation of brand salience, brand performance, brand judgement 

and brand imagery. And presences of celebrity in a marketing communication does have 

impact but relatively lower towards brand building at feelings and resonance stage, which 

means an emotional connect doesn’t much happen with the presences of celebrity(only if we 

consider the mean scores to be above 3.5), and if the mean scores of above 2.5 has to be 

considered then the presence of celebrity in a brands communication does create a strong 

emotional connect, since the average score at this stage is (3.19). Further the presence of 

celebrity doesn’t help the brand in creating sense of community (only if 3.5 above average is 

considered to be favourable), but if we consider anything above the  2.5 average then a 

presence of celebrity in a brands communication does create a huge sense of community 

(3.13) and which further leads to resonance stage (3.15), which means a strong intense 

loyalty.      
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4.2 Chi-Square Test: To study association between demographical variable and 

perception 

4.2.1 Association between Course and teens perception towards celebrity endorsement 

 

 Table 4.24: Statements of Perception 

Sr. 

No 
Statements of Perception 

1 Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible (s) 

2 Celebs in an ad makes notice the ad (s) 

3 Celebrity in an ad are more convincing (s) 

4 Celebs are more believable (s) 

5 Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance (s) 

6 Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products during shopping (s) 

7 Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative (s) 

8 Having celebrities in an ad is favourable (s) 

9  I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star (s) 

10 Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier (s) 

11 Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand (s) 

12 Celebrities helps in simplifying the content (O)(simplification) 

13 In an ad the most noted is the celebrity (O) (figure & Ground) 

14 In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most (O) (figure & Ground) 

15 I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity (O) 

16 Celebrities help more to recall the brand (O) 

17 I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity (I) 

18 Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy 

19 Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand (I) 

20 Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal(I) (halo effect) 

21 Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands (I) 

22 Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands 

23 If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase intentions. 

24 I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 
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The above statements are used to understand the perception of teenagers towards celebrity 

endorsement. For the same the three stage process of perception that is, Selection, Organizing 

and Interpretation is taken in to consideration and the above Table No: 4.2.1list all the 24 

statements incorporating the three stages of perception. Statement no 1 to 11 understands the 

selectivity in perceptual process, from 11 to 16 organizing of information is been checked 

and the remaining statement no 17 to 24 checks the way perceptual interpretation takes place. 

All the 24 statements together intends to study the perception towards celebrity in regard to 

teenagers of Gujarat .  

The following hypothesis studies the association between course the teenagers attain and 

their perception towards celebrity   

 H0: There is no association between what they study and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement 

H1: There is an association between what they study and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

1. Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible (s) 

 

Table 4.25: Chi-Square Test Result of Credibility- Ads 

with Celebrity Endorsements 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 13.341a 8 .101 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.98. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more credible and 

trustworthy. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 
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understand is there an association between the teenager’s study and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.101) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in what a teenager study’s doesn’t make them perceive 

differently about the credibility factor of a brand, due to the presence of celebrity in an ad.  

2. Celebs in an ad makes notice the ad (s) 

 

Table 4.26: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs in an ad 

Makes the Ad Noticed 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.710a 8 .568 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.30. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad makes notice the ad’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement 

more noticeable. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as being 

noticed in comparison to other competing brands does benefit the brand relatively more and 

further is to understand is there an association between what they study (teenagers) and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.568) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager study’s doesn’t 

make the ad differently noticeable.  
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3. Celebrity in an ad is more convincing (s) 

 

Table 4.27: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity in an 

Ad is More Convincing 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.450a 10 .585 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is .92. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad is more convincing’, is been asked to check whether 

the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement more 

persuasive and encouraging. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as 

more persuasive is any marketing communication more likely it is to enter and retain in 

individuals memory as it affects them with the persuasion process and further is to understand 

is there an association between what they study (teenagers) and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.585) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in what a teenager study’s doesn’t make the ad differently 

persuasive or encouraging as compared to an ad that is non celebrity based.   

4. Celebs are more believable (s) 

 

Table 4.28: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs are More 

Believable  

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 17.300a 8 .027 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 10.75. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebs are more believable’, is been asked to check whether the 

presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more believable and realistic. The 

statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to understand is there 

an association between what they study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. 

Here because the significance value (.027) is less than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to 

retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that 

differences in what a teenager study’s does make them perceive differently about the 

believability factor due to the presence of celebrity in an ad. 

5. Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance (s) 

 

Table 4.29: Chi-Square Test Result of  Brands with 

Celebrities Increases My Acceptance 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.150a 8 .419 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.14. 

 

The above statement, ‘Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular brand 

relatively more accepted and seeks a special approval. The statement adds up to the selection 
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process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between what the 

teenagers study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.419) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in 

what a teenager studies doesn’t make the brand more accepted as compared to a brand that is 

non celebrity based.   

 

6. Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products during shopping (s) 

 

Table 4.30: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

Endorsements Sets Reminder of their Endorsed 

Products During Shopping 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.252a 8 .918 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.22. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping’, is been asked to check whether the presence of celebrity in an 

advertisement sets natural reminders for purchase. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception as more reminders more likely chance of a brand getting selected 

happens and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers study 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.918) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject 

the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies 

doesn’t create any differential reminders for purchase due to the presence of a celebrity in an 

advertisement .   
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 7. Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative (s) 

 

Table 4.31: Chi-Square Test Result of   

 Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.867a 8 .157 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.84. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement attracts the teens more and is it 

being felt to be more content wise creative . The statement adds up to the selection process of 

perception as more attractive and creative the ad is more likely chances of getting selected 

and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers study and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.157) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies doesn’t 

make an advertisement to be perceived as more attractive and more creative due to its 

celebrity presence.   

8. Having celebrities in an ad is favourable (s) 

 

Table 4.32: Chi-Square Test Result of   

 Having Celebrities in an Ad is Favourable 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 6.518a 8 .589 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.37. 

 

The above statement, ‘Having celebrities in an ad is favourable’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes it gather more favourable 

reviews. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between what the teenagers study and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.589) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies doesn’t make an advertisement 

relatively more favourable due to its celebrity presence.   

9. I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star (s) 

 

Table 4.33: Chi-Square Test Result of   

 I get Motivated to Buy the Products if Endorsed by My 

Favourite Star 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.016a 8 .201 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 15.67. 
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The above statement, ‘I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star’, 

is been asked to check whether the presence of one’s favourite celebrity in an advertisement 

motivates them to buy the products. The statement adjoin to the selection process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers 

study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.201) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by 

reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies 

doesn’t motivate them differently to buy a product merely because of the presence of their 

favourite celebrities. 

10. Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier (s) 

 

Table 4.34: Chi-Square Test Result of   

 Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

 Pearson Chi-Square 9.483a 8 .03 

     

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.99. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier’, is been asked 

to check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be benefiting 

the teenagers by making the content of the ad registered with a better base of recall and 

recognition. The adds up to the selection process of perception as more the content is 

simplified the more would be the registration of the same in to the minds of the teenagers and 

further is to understand is there an association between what they study and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.03) is less than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative 

hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager study does make them 
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perceive differently and makes the brand elements more stored in the mind due to the 

presence of celebrities in it. 

11. Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand (s) 

 

Table 4.35: Chi-Square Test Result of   

 Presences of Celebrity Gets Me More Involved with the 

Brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.426a 8 .236 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.30. 

 

The above statement, ‘Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand’, is been 

asked to check whether the presence of celebrity makes the teenagers more involved with the 

brand endorsed. The statement adjoin to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between what the teenagers study and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.236) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies doesn’t make them more 

involved in to the brand due to the presence of their favourite celebrities 
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12. Celebrities helps in simplifying the content (O) (Simplification) 

 

Table 4.36: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrities Helps 

in Simplifying the Content 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.922a 8 .349 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.37. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities helps in simplifying the content’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence celebrity in an advertisement simplifies the content in an ad. The more 

simplification of any memory stored happens more likely are the chances for that memory to 

get transferred to a long term memory. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers 

study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.349) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by 

reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies 

doesn’t simplify and therefore doesn’t lead to any differential affect on organizing the content 

because of the presence of celebrities. 

 13. In an ad the most noted is the celebrity (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.37: Chi-Square Test Result of In an ad the Most 

Noted is the Celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 4.637a 8 .796 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.30. 

 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the most noted is the celebrity’, is been asked to check 

whether the celebrity (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the teenagers in an 

advertisement in lieu of other components like scenes behind, back grope, accessories or 

furniture or even the jingle and the sound light effect (background). In ad content there are 

contents that need to be focused or noted more, this becomes the main component of that 

advertisement, along with the background decor including the music too. This figure and 

ground thus placed normally contrast in terms of color, shape, size or living non-livng like 

wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to 

anything seeks higher attention and also helps in better organizing of multiple stored 

information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception 

and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers study and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.796) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies doesn’t 

change the way these teens note the content and neither do they have any differential notice 

to the celebrity as the main stream content of an advertisement.   

14. In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.38 Chi-Square Test Result of  In An Ad the 

Content of an Ad is What I Note the Most 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.983a 8 .935 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.61. 

 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most’, is been asked to 

check whether the content of an ad (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the 

teenagers in an advertisement in lieu of other components like are external (background). In 

ad content, there are contents that need to be focused or noted more, along with the timing, 

frequency, brand, budget etc. This figure and ground thus placed normally contrast in terms 

of color, shape, size or living non-livng like wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and 

to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to anything seeks higher attention and also helps in 

better organizing of multiple stored information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to 

the organizing process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between what the teenagers study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here 

because the significance value (.935) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the 

null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with what a teen studies and what they see specifically as the content in an ad. 

15. I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity (O) 

 

Table 4.39 Chi-Square Test Result of I Rely Blindly On 

Products Endorsed by My Favourite Celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.577a 8 .171 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   
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Table 4.39 Chi-Square Test Result of I Rely Blindly On 

Products Endorsed by My Favourite Celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.577a 8 .171 

    

    

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.83. 

The above statement, ‘I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is been 

asked to check whether the teenagers rely blindly on the products if endorsed by a celebrity. 

Which also intends to note whether does celebrities impression gets transferred to the product 

and does a proper meaning- transfer occur? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers 

study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.171) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by 

reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with what a 

teen studies and having blind faith on the advertisement with celebrity in it. 

16. Celebrities help more to recall the brand (O) 

Table 4.40: Chi-Square Test Results of Celebrities help 

more to recall the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.752a 8 .458 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.37. 
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The above statement, ‘Celebrities help more to recall the brand’, is been asked to check 

whether if the ads endorsed by celebrities enhance the recall factor for a brand. Which also 

intends to note whether the presence of celebrity helps in setting reminders to the customers 

at the time of purchase? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception and 

further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers study and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.171) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with what a teen studies 

and getting differential recall for a brand. 

17. I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity (I) 

 

Table 4.41: Chi-Square Test Result of  I do judge a 

brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 9.478a 8 .304 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.99. 

 

The above statement, ‘I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the quality of a brand 

based on the physical appearance of a celebrity. Which also intends to note whether does 

celebrities outer appearance like what they where, what they accessorize and also their 

overall gesture and physical match up with the product. Which means a product match up 

with celebrity or brand-fit concept is interpreted to be of better quality. The statement adjoin 

to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 
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between what the teenagers study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here 

because the significance value (.304) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the 

null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with what a teen studies and the differences in interpreting the quality of brand 

due to the presence of the celebrity. 

18. Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy 

 

Table 4.42: Chi-Square Test Result of Absences of 

celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not 

trendy. 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.258a 8 .618 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (6.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.92. 

 

The above statement, ‘Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy’, 

is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the trendiness of a brand based 

on the presence of celebrity. Do they consider the brand endorsing through a celebrity to be 

in the trend and up to date and they take it other way in the absence of celebrity in an 

advertisement. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is 

to understand is there an association between what the teenagers study and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.618) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that there is no association with what a teen studies and their perception of 

brand to be trendy due to the presence of celebrity in its communication. 
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19. Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand (I) 

 

Table 4.43: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrity gives a 

positive impression about the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.203a 8 .921 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.37. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand’, is been asked to 

check whether the teenagers interpret positively about the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity in it. Does the celebrity help the brand in more tending towards positivity and 

overshadowing any negatives if any. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers 

study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.912) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by 

reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with what a 

teen studies and their perception of brand to be relatively positive due to the presence of 

celebrity in its communication. 

20. Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal (I) (halo effect) 

 

Table 4.44 :Chi-Square Test Result of Will stop buying 

the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 6.061a 8 .640 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.45. 

 

The above statement, ‘Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret negatively about the brand if celebrity in 

it gets involved or tapped in to a scandal, and leading to non-purchase or boycott the brand. 

The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between what the teenagers study and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.640) is greater than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is no association with what a teen studies and their thought of rejecting the 

brand wherein celebrity gets involved or is linked up with any scandals. 

21. Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands (I) 

 

Table 4.45: Chi-Square Tests  Result of Celebrity 

endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative 

brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 9.402a 8 .310 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.99. 
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The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers evaluate the brand with celebrity to be better over 

the brands without celebrities. If when confused while choosing the brand, whether or not the 

brand with celebrity is preferred over the other The statement adjoin to the interpretation 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between what the 

teenagers study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.310) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with what a teen studies and their evaluation of brands with or without celebrities. 

  

22. Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Table 4.46: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities 

increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 14.096a 8 .009 
    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.52. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands’, is been asked to 

check whether does celebrities enhance the value of the brand. The presence of celebrity 

creates an importance to the brand. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between what the teenagers 

study and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.009) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by 

retain the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with what a 

teen studies and perception towards celebrities enhancing the value of a brand. 
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23. If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase intentions. 

 

Table 4.47 :Chi-Square Test Result of If a brand 

changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my 

purchase intentions. 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.534a 8 .897 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.22. 

 

The above statement, ‘If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase 

intentions’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers have an emotional attachment to the 

celebrity endorsing the brand. Do they connect to them so strongly that may be if changes or 

replacement of existing celebrities happen, it would affect the purchase of its products. The 

statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between what the teenagers study and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.897) is greater than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is no association with what a teen studies and their shifting of the brand 

preferences based on the celebrity’s existence or replacement if any.  
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24. I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 

 

Table 4.48: Chi-Square Test Result of   I switch to the 

brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 12.171a 8 .144 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.37. 

 

The above statement, ‘I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers have a connect with the celebrities so that they are 

ready to purchase the product been endorsed by their favourite stars. Do they really idolize 

these celebrity.  The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is 

to understand is there an association between what the teenagers study and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.144) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that there is no association with what a teen studies and their idolizing the 

celebrities and buying those products which their favourite celebrity endorses.  

 

Decision: Here we fail to retain the alternative hypothesis thereby retain the null 

hypothesis, there is no association between what the teens study and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement  
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4.2.2 Association between Gender and teens perception towards celebrity endorsement 

The following hypothesis studies the association between the teenagers gender and their 

perception towards celebrity   

 

H0: There is no association between Gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

H1: There is an association between Gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

 

1. Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible (s) 

 

Table 4.49 : Chi-Square Test Result of Ads with 

celebrity endorsements are credible 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .934a 4 .042 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 16.09. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more credible and 

trustworthy. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between the teenager’s gender and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.042) is less than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that differences in what a teenager gender does make them perceive differently about 
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the credibility factor about a brand, due to the presence of celebrity in an ad. In other words 

the integrity about the brand due to the presence of celebrity in an ad is different for female 

teenagers and male teenagers. 

2. Celebs in an ad makes notice the ad (s) 

 

Table 4.50 : Chi-Square Test Result of Celebs in an ad 

makes notice the ad 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 9.308a 4 .054 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.78. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad makes notice the ad’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement 

more noticeable. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as being 

noticed in comparison to other competing brands does benefit the brand relatively more and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.054) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis; there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that differences in teenager’s gender don’t make the ad differently 

noticeable. Thus male teens and female teens do not notice an ad differently based on their 

own interest. 
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3. Celebrity in an ad are more convincing (s) 

 

Table 4.51: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrity in an ad 

are more convincing 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 12.587a 5 .028 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.24. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad is more convincing’, is been asked to check whether 

the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement more 

persuasive and encouraging. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as 

more persuasive is any marketing communication more likely it is to enter and retain in 

individuals memory as it affects them with the persuasion process and further is to understand 

is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.028) is lesser than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that differences in teenager’s gender do make the ad to be differently persuasive or 

encouraging as compared to an ad that is non celebrity based.   

4. Celebs are more believable (s) 

 

Table 4.51: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs are more 

believable 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 4.964a 4 .029 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 14.44. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebs are more believable’, is been asked to check whether the 

presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more believable and realistic. The 

statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to understand is there 

an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. 

Here because the significance value (.029) is less than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to 

retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that 

differences in what a teenager’s gender does make them perceive differently about the 

believability factor due to the presence of celebrity in an ad. 

 

5. Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance (s) 

 

Table 4.52: Chi-Square Test Result of Brands with 

celebrities increases my acceptance 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.773a 4 .019 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.25. 
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The above statement, ‘Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular brand 

relatively more accepted and seeks a special approval. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s 

gender and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.019) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to retain the null hypothesis, there 

by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in gender of a 

teenager do make the brand more accepted as compared to a brand that is non celebrity based.   

 

6. Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products during shopping (s) 

 

Table 4.53: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrity 

endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.323a 4 .042 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 12.38. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping’, is been asked to check whether the presence of celebrity in an 

advertisement sets natural reminders for purchase. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception as more reminders more likely chance of a brand getting selected 

happens and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.042) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the 
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alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in gender of teenagers do create 

differential reminders for purchase due to the presence of a celebrity in an advertisement.   

 

 

7. Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative (s) 

 

Table 4.54: Chi-Square Test Result of Ads with 

celebrities are more attractive and creative 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.542a 4 .637 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.84. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement attracts the teens more and is it 

being felt to be more content wise creative . The statement adds up to the selection process of 

perception as more attractive and creative the ad is more likely chances of getting selected 

and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.637) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenagers gender doesn’t make 

an advertisement to be perceived as more attractive and more creative due to its celebrity 

presence.   
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8. Having celebrities in an ad is favourable (s)  

 

Table 4.55: Chi-Square Test Result of Having celebrities 

in an ad is favourable 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.706a 4 .052 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.90. 

 

The above statement, ‘Having celebrities in an ad is favourable’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes it gather more favourable 

reviews. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.052) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in teenager’s gender do not make an advertisement relatively 

more favourable due to its celebrity presence.   

 

 

9. I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star (s) 

 

Table 4.56:Chi-Square Test Result of I get motivated to 

buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 1.901a 4 .054 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 21.05. 

 

The above statement, ‘I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star’, 

is been asked to check whether the presence of one’s favourite celebrity in an advertisement 

motivates them to buy the products. The statement adjoin to the selection process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.054) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s gender don’t motivate 

them differently to buy a product merely because of the presence of their favourite 

celebrities. 

 

10. Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier (s) 

 

Table 4.57:Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrity makes 

learning about the brand much easier 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 9.701a 4 .046 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 10.73. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier’, is been asked 

to check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be benefiting 
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the teenagers by making the content of the ad registered with a better base of recall and 

recognition. The adds up to the selection process of perception as more the content is 

simplified the more would be the registration of the same in to the minds of the teenagers and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.046) is less than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative 

hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager’s gender does make them 

perceive differently and makes the brand elements more stored in the mind due to the 

presence of celebrities in it. 

 

11. Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand (s) 

 

Table 4.58: Chi-Square Test Result of Presences of 

celebrity gets me more involved with the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.358a 4 .025 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.14. 

 

The above statement, ‘Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand’, is been 

asked to check whether the presence of celebrity makes the teenagers more involved with the 

brand endorsed. The statement adjoin to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.025) is lesser than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in teenager’s gender do make them more involved in to the 

brand due to the presence of their favourite celebrities 
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12. Celebrities helps in simplifying the content (O) (simplification) 

 

Table 4.59: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrities helps 

in simplifying the content 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.775a 4 .037 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.90. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities helps in simplifying the content’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence celebrity in an advertisement simplifies the content in an ad. The more 

simplification of any memory stored happens more likely are the chances for that memory to 

get transferred to a long term memory. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.037) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s gender do simplify 

and therefore lead to differential affect on organizing the content because of the presence of 

celebrities. 

 

13.  In an ad the most noted is the celebrity (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.60: Chi-Square Tests In an ad the most noted is 

the celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 4.466a 4 .035 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.14. 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the most noted is the celebrity’, is been asked to check 

whether the celebrity (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the teenagers in an 

advertisement in lieu of other components like scenes behind, back grope, accessories or 

furniture or even the jingle and the sound light effect (background). In ad content there are 

contents that need to be focused or noted more, this becomes the main component of that 

advertisement, along with the background decor including the music too. This figure and 

ground thus placed normally contrast in terms of color, shape, size or living non-livng like 

wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to 

anything seeks higher attention and also helps in better organizing of multiple stored 

information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception 

and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.035) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences teenager’s gender do change the 

way these teens note the content and also do have a differences in the way celebrities are 

noticed as the main stream content of an advertisement.   

 

14. In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.61: Chi-Square Test Result of In an ad the 

content of an ad is what I note the most 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.218a 4 .696 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.19. 

 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most’, is been asked to 

check whether the content of an ad (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the 

teenagers in an advertisement in lieu of other components like are external (background). In 

ad content, there are contents that need to be focused or noted more, along with the timing, 

frequency, brand, budget etc. This figure and ground thus placed normally contrast in terms 

of color, shape, size or living non-livng like wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and 

to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to anything seeks higher attention and also helps in 

better organizing of multiple stored information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to 

the organizing process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because 

the significance value (.696) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with teen’s gender and what they see specifically as the content in an ad. 

 

 

 

15. I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity (+O) 

 

 

Table 4.62: Chi-Square Test Result of I rely blindly on products 

endorsed by my favourite celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .995a 4 .911 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected 

count is 13.20. 

 

The above statement, ‘I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is been 

asked to check whether the teenagers rely blindly on the products if endorsed by a celebrity. 

Which also intends to note whether does celebrities impression gets transferred to the product 

and does a proper meaning- transfer occur? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.911) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with teen’s gender and 

having blind faith on the advertisement with celebrity in it. 

 

16. Celebrities help more to recall the brand (O) 

 

Table 4.63: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrities help 

more to recall the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .964a 4 .015 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.90. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities help more to recall the brand’, is been asked to check 

whether if the ads endorsed by celebrities enhance the recall factor for a brand. Which also 
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intends to note whether the presence of celebrity helps in setting reminders to the customers 

at the time of purchase? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.015) is lesser than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative 

hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with teen’s gender and getting 

differential recall for a brand. 

17. I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity (I) 

 

Table 4.64: Chi-Square Test Result of I do judge a brand’s 

quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.872a 4 .058 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is 10.73. 

 

The above statement, ‘I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the quality of a brand 

based on the physical appearance of a celebrity. Which also intends to note whether does 

celebrities outer appearance like what they where, what they accessorize and also their 

overall gesture and physical match up with the product. Which means a product match up 

with celebrity or brand-fit concept is interpreted to be of better quality. The statement adjoin 

to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because 

the significance value (.058) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 
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association with teenager’s gender and the differences in interpreting the quality of brand due 

to the presence of the celebrity. 

18. Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy 

Table 4.65: Chi-Square Test Result of I do judge a brand’s quality 

based on physical appearance of the celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.740a 4 .315 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected 

count is 6.60. 

 

The above statement, ‘Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy’, 

is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the trendiness of a brand based 

on the presence of celebrity. Do they consider the brand endorsing through a celebrity to be 

in the trend and up to date and they take it other way in the absence of celebrity in an 

advertisement. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is 

to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.315) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s gender and their perception of brand 

to be trendy due to the presence of celebrity in its communication 

 

19. Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand (I) 
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Table 4.66: Chi-Square Test Result of I do judge a brand’s 

quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.559a 4 .023 

Likelihood Ratio 5.548 4 .024 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
1.005 1 .316 

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is 9.90. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand’, is been asked to 

check whether the teenagers interpret positively about the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity in it. Does the celebrity help the brand in more tending towards positivity and 

overshadowing any negatives if any. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.023) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with teenager’s gender 

and their perception of brand to be relatively positive due to the presence of celebrity in its 

communication. 

 

20.  Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal(I) (halo effect) 

Table 4.67: Chi-Square Test Result of Will stop buying 

the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.033a 4 .284 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.67. 

 

The above statement, ‘Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret negatively about the brand if celebrity in 

it gets involved or tapped in to a scandal, and leading to non-purchase or boycott the brand. 

The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.248) is greater than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is no association with teen’s gender and their thought of rejecting the brand 

wherein celebrity gets involved or is linked up with any scandals. 

 

21. Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands (I) 

Table 4.68: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrity 

endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .384a 4 .040 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.36. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers evaluate the brand with celebrity to be better over 

the brands without celebrities. If when confused while choosing the brand, whether or not the 
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brand with celebrity is preferred over the other The statement adjoin to the interpretation 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s 

gender and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.040) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by 

accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with 

teenager’s gender and their evaluation of brands with or without celebrities. 

 

22. Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Table 4.69: Chi-Square Test Result of Celebrities 

increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.448a 4 .486 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 12.79. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands’, is been asked to 

check whether does celebrities enhance the value of the brand. The presence of celebrity 

creates an importance to the brand. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.486) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s gender 

and their perception towards celebrities enhancing the value of a brand. 
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23. If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase intentions. 

 

Table 4.70: Chi-Square Test Result of If a brand changes the 

celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase intentions. 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 1.603a 4 .026 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is 7.02. 

 

The above statement, ‘If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase 

intentions’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers have an emotional attachment to the 

celebrity endorsing the brand. Do they connect to them so strongly that may be if changes or 

replacement of existing celebrities happen, it would affect the purchase of its products. The 

statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.026) is lesser than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is an association with teenager’s gender and their attitude of shifting of the 

brand preferences based on the celebrity’s existence or replacement if any.  
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24. I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 

Table 4.71: Chi-Square Test Result of I switch to the brand 

that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 

 

 

 Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.823a 4 .019 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is 15.27. 

 

The above statement, ‘I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers have a connect with the celebrities so that they are 

ready to purchase the product been endorsed by their favourite stars. Do they really idolize 

these celebrity.  The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is 

to understand is there an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.019) is lesser than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that there is an association with teen’s gender and their idolizing the celebrities 

and buying those products which their favourite celebrity endorses.  

 

Decision:    

Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis thereby retain the alternative hypothesis, there 

is an association between Gender and their perception towards celebrity endorsement  
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4.2.3 Association between Age and teens perception towards celebrity endorsement 

The following hypothesis studies the association between the teenager’s age and their 

perception towards celebrity   

 

H0: There is no association between Age and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

H1: There is an association between Age and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

 

1.Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible (s) 

 

Table 4.72: Chi-Square Test Result of  Ads with 

celebrity endorsements are credible 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.498a 4 .075 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 18.33. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more credible and 

trustworthy. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.075) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 
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results reflect that differences in teenager’s age don’t make them perceive differently about 

the credibility factor about a brand, due to the presence of celebrity in an ad. In other words 

the integrity about the brand due to the presence of celebrity in an ad is not different for 

teenagers falling in to different age range.  

 

2. Celebs in an ad makes notice the ad (s) 

Table 4.73: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs in an ad 

makes notice the ad 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.874a 4 .096 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.58. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad makes notice the ad’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement 

more noticeable. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as being 

noticed in comparison to other competing brands does benefit the brand relatively more and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.096) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis; there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that differences in teenager’s age don’t make the ad differently noticeable. 

Thus teenagers falling in to different age range notice an ad similarly  
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3. Celebrity in an ad are more convincing (s) 

Table 4.74: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity in an 

ad are more convincing 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 17.255a 5 .004 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (16.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.41. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad is more convincing’, is been asked to check whether 

the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement more 

persuasive and encouraging. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as 

more persuasive is any marketing communication more likely it is to enter and retain in 

individuals memory as it affects them with the persuasion process and further is to understand 

is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.004) is lesser than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that differences in teenager’s age do make the ad differently persuasive or encouraging 

as compared to an ad that is non celebrity based.   

 

4. Celebs are more believable (s) 

Table 4.75: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs are more 

believable 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.324a 4 .080 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 16.45. 

 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebs are more believable’, is been asked to check whether the 

presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more believable and realistic. The 

statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to understand is there 

an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. 

Here because the significance value (.080) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain 

the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that 

differences in teenager’s age don’t make them perceive differently about the believability 

factor due to the presence of celebrity in an ad. 

 

5. Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance (s) 

 

Table 4.76: Chi-Square Test Result of  Brands with 

celebrities increases my acceptance 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.397a 4 .355 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.40. 
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The above statement, ‘Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular brand 

relatively more accepted and seeks a special approval. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s 

age and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.355) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject 

the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s age don’t make 

the brand more accepted as compared to a brand that is non celebrity based.   

 

6. Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products during shopping (s) 

Table 4.77: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity endorsements 

sets reminder of their endorsed products during shopping 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.963a 4 .202 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is 14.10. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping’, is been asked to check whether the presence of celebrity in an 

advertisement sets natural reminders for purchase. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception as more reminders more likely chance of a brand getting selected 

happens and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.202) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s age don’t create any 

differential reminders for purchase due to the presence of a celebrity in an advertisement.   
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7. Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative (s) 

Table 4.78: Chi-Square Test Result of  Ads with 

celebrities are more attractive and creative 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.630a 4 .327 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.93. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement attracts the teens more and is it 

being felt to be more content wise creative . The statement adds up to the selection process of 

perception as more attractive and creative the ad is more likely chances of getting selected 

and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.327) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences teenager’s age doesn’t make an 

advertisement to be perceived as more attractive and more creative due to its celebrity 

presence.   

 

8. Having celebrities in an ad is favourable (s)  

Table 4.79: Chi-Square Test Result of  Having 

celebrities in an ad is favourable 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.529a 4 .110 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Having celebrities in an ad is favourable’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes it gather more favourable 

reviews. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.110) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in teenager’s age don’t make an advertisement relatively more 

favourable due to its celebrity presence.   

 

9. I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star (s) 

Table 4.80: Chi-Square Test Result of  I get motivated 

to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.177a 4 .703 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 23.96. 

 

The above statement, ‘I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star’, 

is been asked to check whether the presence of one’s favourite celebrity in an advertisement 

motivates them to buy the products. The statement adjoin to the selection process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.703) is 
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greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences teenager’s age don’t motivate them 

differently to buy a product merely because of the presence of their favourite celebrities. 

 

 

10. Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier (s) 

 

Table 4.81: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity makes 

learning about the brand much easier 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.350a 4 .361 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 12.22. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier’, is been asked 

to check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be benefiting 

the teenagers by making the content of the ad registered with a better base of recall and 

recognition. The adds up to the selection process of perception as more the content is 

simplified the more would be the registration of the same in to the minds of the teenagers and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.361) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that differences in teenager’s age don’t make them perceive differently and 

makes the brand elements more stored in the mind due to the presence of celebrities in it. 
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11. Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand (s) 

 

Table 4.82: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presences of 

celebrity gets me more involved with the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.346a 4 .361 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 12.69. 

 

The above statement, ‘Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand’, is been 

asked to check whether the presence of celebrity makes the teenagers more involved with the 

brand endorsed. The statement adjoin to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.361) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that teenager’s age don’t make them more involved in to the brand due to the 

presence of their favourite celebrities. 

 

12.  Celebrities helps in simplifying the content (O)(simplification) 

 

Table 4.83: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities helps 

in simplifying the content 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.479a 4 .648 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities helps in simplifying the content’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence celebrity in an advertisement simplifies the content in an ad. The more 

simplification of any memory stored happens more likely are the chances for that memory to 

get transferred to a long term memory. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.648) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s age don’t simplify and 

therefore doesn’t lead to any differential affect on organizing the content because of the 

presence of celebrities. 

 

13.  In an ad the most noted is the celebrity (O) (figure & Ground) 

Table 4.84: Chi-Square Test Result of  In an ad the most 

noted is the celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 1.067a 4 .899 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 12.69. 

 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the most noted is the celebrity’, is been asked to check 

whether the celebrity (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the teenagers in an 
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advertisement in lieu of other components like scenes behind, back grope, accessories or 

furniture or even the jingle and the sound light effect (background). In ad content there are 

contents that need to be focused or noted more, this becomes the main component of that 

advertisement, along with the background decor including the music too. This figure and 

ground thus placed normally contrast in terms of color, shape, size or living non-livng like 

wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to 

anything seeks higher attention and also helps in better organizing of multiple stored 

information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception 

and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.899) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s age doesn’t change 

the way these teens note the content and neither do they have any differential notice to the 

celebrity as the main stream content of an advertisement.   

 

 

14. In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.85: Chi-Square Test Result of  In an ad the 

content of an ad is what I note the most 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.406a 4 .492 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.05. 

 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most’, is been asked to 

check whether the content of an ad (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the 
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teenagers in an advertisement in lieu of other components like are external (background). In 

ad content, there are contents that need to be focused or noted more, along with the timing, 

frequency, brand, budget etc. This figure and ground thus placed normally contrast in terms 

of color, shape, size or living non-livng like wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and 

to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to anything seeks higher attention and also helps in 

better organizing of multiple stored information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to 

the organizing process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.492) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with teenager’s age and what they see specifically as the content in an ad. All 

teens view content of an ad similarly, irrespective of the differences in their age. 

 

15. I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity (+O) 

 

Table 4.86: Chi-Square Test Result of  I rely blindly on 

products endorsed by my favourite celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.492a 4 .479 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 15.04. 

 

The above statement, ‘I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is been 

asked to check whether the teenagers rely blindly on the products if endorsed by a celebrity. 

Which also intends to note whether does celebrities impression gets transferred to the product 

and does a proper meaning- transfer occur? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association teenager’s age and their 
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perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.479) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s age and 

having blind faith on the advertisement with celebrity in it. 

 

16. Celebrities help more to recall the brand (O) 

 

Table 4.87: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities help 

more to recall the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.045a 4 .283 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities help more to recall the brand’, is been asked to check 

whether if the ads endorsed by celebrities enhance the recall factor for a brand. Which also 

intends to note whether the presence of celebrity helps in setting reminders to the customers 

at the time of purchase? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.283) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s age and getting differential 

recall for a brand. 
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17. I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity (I) 

 

Table 4.88: Chi-Square Test Result of  I do judge a brand’s quality 

based on physical appearance of the celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.659a 4 .155 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected 

count is 12.22. 

 

The above statement, ‘I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the quality of a brand  

based on the physical appearance of a celebrity. Which also intends to note whether does 

celebrities outer appearance like what they where, what they accessorize and also their 

overall gesture and physical match up with the product. Which means a product match up 

with celebrity or brand-fit concept is interpreted to be of better quality. The statement adjoin 

to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.155) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with teenager’s age and the way these teens interpret the quality of brand due to 

the presence of the celebrity. 
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18. Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy 

 

Table 4.89: Chi-Square Test Result of  Absences of celebrity 

makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.500a 4 .478 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is 7.52. 

 

The above statement, ‘Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy’, 

is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the trendiness of a brand based 

on the presence of celebrity. Do they consider the brand endorsing through a celebrity to be 

in the trend and up to date and they take it other way in the absence of celebrity in an 

advertisement. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is 

to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.478) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s age and their perception of brand to 

be trendy due to the presence of celebrity in its communication. 

 

19. Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand (I) 

Table 4.90: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity gives a 

positive impression about the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 12.278a 4 .015 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand’, is been asked to 

check whether the teenagers interpret positively about the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity in it. Does the celebrity help the brand in more tending towards positivity and 

overshadowing any negatives if any. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.015) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with teenager’s age and 

their perception of brand to be relatively positive due to the presence of celebrity in its 

communication. 

 

20.  Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal(I) (halo effect 

 

Table 4.91: Chi-Square Test Result of  Will stop buying 

the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.492a 4 .240 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 9.87. 
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The above statement, ‘Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret negatively about the brand if celebrity in 

it gets involved or tapped in to a scandal, and leading to non-purchase or boycott the brand. 

The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.240) is greater than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is no association with teenager’s age and their thought of rejecting the brand 

wherein celebrity gets involved or is linked up with any scandals. 

 

21. Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands (I) 

 

Table 4.92: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.906a 4 .141 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.11. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers evaluate the brand with celebrity to be better over 

the brands without celebrities. If when confused while choosing the brand, whether or not the 

brand with celebrity is preferred over the other The statement adjoin to the interpretation 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s 

age and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.141) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject 
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the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s age 

and their evaluation of brands with or without celebrities. 

 

22. Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Table 4.93: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities 

increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.975a 4 .562 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 14.57. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands’, is been asked to 

check whether does celebrities enhance the value of the brand. The presence of celebrity 

creates an importance to the brand. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.562) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we accept the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an no association with teenager’s age 

and perception towards celebrities enhancing the value of a brand. 
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23. If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase intentions. 

 

Table 4.94: Chi-Square Test Result of If a brand 

changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my 

purchase intentions. 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.237a 4 .124 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.99. 

 

The above statement, ‘If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase 

intentions’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers have an emotional attachment to the 

celebrity endorsing the brand. Do they connect to them so strongly that may be if changes or 

replacement of existing celebrities happen, it would affect the purchase of its products. The 

statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.124) is greater than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is no association with teenager’s age and their shifting of the brand 

preferences based on the celebrity’s existence or replacement if any.  
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24. I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 

 

Table 4.95: Chi-Square Test Result of  I switch to the 

brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.920a 4 .571 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 17.39. 

 

The above statement, ‘I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers have a connect with the celebrities so that they are 

ready to purchase the product been endorsed by their favourite stars. Do they really idolize 

these celebrities?  The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further 

is to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.571) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s age and their idolizing the 

celebrities and buying those products which their favourite celebrity endorses.  

 

Decision:   Here majority of times we fail to retain the alternative hypothesis thereby 

retain the null hypothesis, there is no association between Age and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement 
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4.2.4 Association between Location and teen’s perception towards celebrity 

 endorsement 

The following hypothesis studies the association between the teenager’s Location and 

their perception towards celebrity   

 

H0: There is no association between Location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

H1: There is an association between Location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement 

  1. Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible (s) 

 

Table 4.96: Chi-Square Test Result of  Ads with 

celebrity endorsements are credible 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 26.840a 12 .008 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.58. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more credible and 

trustworthy. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between the teenager’s location and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.008) is less than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location do make them perceive differently 
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about the credibility factor about a brand, due to the presence of celebrity in an ad. In other 

words the integrity about the brand due to the presence of celebrity in an ad is different for 

teenagers from varied locations of Gujarat.  

 

 

2. Celebs in an ad makes notice the ad (s) 

 

Table 4.97: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs in an ad 

makes notice the ad 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 33.266a 12 .001 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.08. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad makes notice the ad’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement 

more noticeable. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as being 

noticed in comparison to other competing brands does benefit the brand relatively more and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.001) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis; there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location do make the 

ad differently noticeable. Thus teenagers from varied locations of Gujarat, notice an ad 

differently based on their own interest or even may be based on the celebrity of their choice. 
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3. Celebrity in an ad are more convincing (s) 

Table 4.98: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity in an 

ad are more convincing 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 40.854a 15 .000 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 5 cells (20.8%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is .66. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad is more convincing’, is been asked to check whether 

the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement more 

persuasive and encouraging. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as 

more persuasive is any marketing communication more likely it is to enter and retain in 

individuals memory as it affects them with the persuasion process and further is to understand 

is there an association between where they belong to (teenagers) and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.000) is lesser than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in what a teenager’s location does make the ad differently 

persuasive or encouraging as compared to an ad that is non celebrity based.   

 

4. Celebs are more believable (s) 

 

Table 4.99: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs are more 

believable 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 26.940a 12 .008 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.70. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebs are more believable’, is been asked to check whether the 

presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more believable and realistic. The 

statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to understand is there 

an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.008) is less than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), 

we fail to retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that differences in location of teenagers do make them perceive differently about the 

believability factor due to the presence of celebrity in an ad. 

 

5. Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance (s) 

Table 4.100: Chi-Square Test Result of  Brands with 

celebrities increases my acceptance 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 13.973a 12 .030 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (15.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.40. 

 

The above statement, ‘Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular brand 

relatively more accepted and seeks a special approval. The statement adds up to the selection 
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process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between location and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.030) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in what a teenager studies do make 

the brand more accepted as compared to a brand that is non celebrity based.   

 

6. Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products during shopping (s) 

 

Table 4.101: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 22.148a 12 .036 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.60. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping’, is been asked to check whether the presence of celebrity in an 

advertisement sets natural reminders for purchase. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception as more reminders more likely chance of a brand getting selected 

happens and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.036) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location do create 

differential reminders for purchase due to the presence of a celebrity in an advertisement. 
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7. Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative (s) 

Table 4.102: Chi-Square Test Result of  Ads with 

celebrities are more attractive and creative 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 45.113a 12 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 44.655 12 .000 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
.000 1 1.000 

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (15.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.18. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement attracts the teens more and is it 

being felt to be more content wise creative . The statement adds up to the selection process of 

perception as more attractive and creative the ad is more likely chances of getting selected 

and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.000) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative 

hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location do make an 

advertisement to be perceived as more attractive and more creative due to its celebrity 

presence.   

 

8. Having celebrities in an ad is favourable (s) 

  

Table 4.103: Chi-Square Test Result of  Having 

celebrities in an ad is favourable 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 10.196a 12 .599 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Having celebrities in an ad is favourable’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes it gather more favourable 

reviews. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between teen’s location and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.599) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in teenager’s location don’t make an advertisement relatively 

more favourable due to its celebrity presence.   

 

9. I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star (s) 

 

Table 4.104: Chi-Square Test Result of  I get motivated 

to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 19.279a 12 .082 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 11.21. 
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The above statement, ‘I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star’, 

is been asked to check whether the presence of one’s favourite celebrity in an advertisement 

motivates them to buy the products. The statement adjoin to the selection process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.082) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject 

the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location don’t 

motivate them differently to buy a product merely because of the presence of their favourite 

celebrities. 

10. Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier (s) 

 

Table 4.105: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

makes learning about the brand much easier 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.930a 12 .451 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.72. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier’, is been asked 

to check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be benefiting 

the teenagers by making the content of the ad registered with a better base of recall and 

recognition. The adds up to the selection process of perception as more the content is 

simplified the more would be the registration of the same in to the minds of the teenagers and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.451) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location don’t make 
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them perceive differently and makes the brand elements more stored in the mind due to the 

presence of celebrities in it. 

 

11. Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand (s) 

 

Table 4.106: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presences of 

celebrity gets me more involved with the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 33.190a 12 .001 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.94. 

 

The above statement, ‘Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand’, is been 

asked to check whether the presence of celebrity makes the teenagers more involved with the 

brand endorsed. The statement adjoins to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.001) is lesser than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that differences in teenager’s location do make them more involved in to the 

brand due to the presence of their favourite celebrities 

  

12.  Celebrities helps in simplifying the content (O) (simplification) 

Table 4.107: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities  

helps in simplifying the content 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 9.029a 12 .042 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities helps in simplifying the content’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence celebrity in an advertisement simplifies the content in an ad. The more 

simplification of any memory stored happens more likely are the chances for that memory to 

get transferred to a long term memory. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.042) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location do make 

them feel the ad to be simplified and therefore do lead to differential affect on organizing the 

content because of the presence of celebrities. 

  

13.  In an ad the most noted is the celebrity (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.108: Chi-Square Test Result of  In an ad the 

most noted is the celebrity 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 22.525a 12 .032 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.94. 
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The above statement, ‘In an ad the most noted is the celebrity’, is been asked to check 

whether the celebrity (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the teenagers in an 

advertisement in lieu of other components like scenes behind, back grope, accessories or 

furniture or even the jingle and the sound light effect (background). In ad content there are 

contents that need to be focused or noted more, this becomes the main component of that 

advertisement, along with the background decor including the music too. This figure and 

ground thus placed normally contrast in terms of color, shape, size or living non-livng like 

wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to 

anything seeks higher attention and also helps in better organizing of multiple stored 

information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception 

and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.032) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in teenager’s location do change the 

way these teens note the content and do have a differential notice to the celebrity as the main 

stream content of an advertisement.   

 

14. In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.109: Chi-Square Test Result of  In an ad the 

most noted is the celebrity 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 14.298a 12 .028 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.30. 
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The above statement, ‘In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most’, is been asked to 

check whether the content of an ad (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the 

teenagers in an advertisement in lieu of other components like are external (background). In 

ad content, there are contents that need to be focused or noted more, along with the timing, 

frequency, brand, budget etc. This figure and ground thus placed normally contrast in terms 

of color, shape, size or living non-livng like wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and 

to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to anything seeks higher attention and also helps in 

better organizing of multiple stored information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to 

the organizing process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between  teenager’s location and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here 

because the significance value (.028) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null 

hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with teenager’s location and what they see specifically as the content in an ad. 

 

15. I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity (+O) 

 

Table 4.110: Chi-Square Test Result of  I rely blindly on 

products endorsed by my favourite celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 13.082a 12 .036 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.04. 

 

The above statement, ‘I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is been 

asked to check whether the teenagers rely blindly on the products if endorsed by a celebrity. 

Which also intends to note whether does celebrities impression gets transferred to the product 

and does a proper meaning- transfer occur? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 
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perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.036) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with teenager’s location 

and to that of having blind faith on the advertisement with celebrity in it. 

 

16. Celebrities help more to recall the brand (O) 

 

Table 4.111: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities help 

more to recall the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 18.865a 12 .052 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities help more to recall the brand’, is been asked to check 

whether if the ads endorsed by celebrities enhance the recall factor for a brand. Which also 

intends to note whether the presence of celebrity helps in setting reminders to the customers 

at the time of purchase? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception and 

further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.052) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association between teenager’s 

location and getting differential recall for a brand. 
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17. I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity (I) 

Table 4.112: Chi-Square Test Result of  I do judge a 

brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 9.628a 12 .649 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.72. 

 

The above statement, ‘I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the quality of a brand 

based on the physical appearance of a celebrity. Which also intends to note whether does 

celebrities outer appearance like what they where, what they accessorize and also their 

overall gesture and physical match up with the product. Which means a product match up 

with celebrity or brand-fit concept is interpreted to be of better quality. The statement adjoin 

to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between teenager’s location and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here 

because the significance value (.649) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the 

null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with teenager’s location and the differences in interpreting the quality of brand 

due to the presence of the celebrity. 
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18. Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy 

 

Table 4.113: Chi-Square Test Result of  Absences of 

celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not 

trendy 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.916a 12 .863 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.52. 

 

The above statement, ‘Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy’, 

is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the trendiness of a brand based 

on the presence of celebrity. Do they consider the brand endorsing through a celebrity to be 

in the trend and up to date and they take it other way in the absence of celebrity in an 

advertisement. The statement adjoins to the interpretation process of perception and further is 

to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.863) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results reflect that there is no association with teenager’s location and their perception of 

brand to be trendy due to the presence of celebrity in its communication. 

 

19. Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand (I) 

Table 4.100: Chi-Square Test Result of  Brands with 

celebrities increases my acceptance 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 9.936a 12 .036 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.28. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand’, is been asked to 

check whether the teenagers interpret positively about the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity in it. Does the celebrity help the brand in more tending towards positivity and 

overshadowing any negatives if any. The statement adjoins to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.036) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is association with teenager’s location 

and their perception of brand to be relatively positive due to the presence of celebrity in its 

communication. 

 

20.  Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal (I) (halo effect) 

Table 4.114: Chi-Square Test Result of  Will stop 

buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the 

scandal 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 16.483a 12 .017 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (10.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.62. 
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The above statement, ‘Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret negatively about the brand if celebrity in 

it gets involved or tapped in to a scandal, and leading to non-purchase or boycott the brand. 

The statement adjoins to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand 

is there an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.017) is lesser than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is an association with teenager’s location and their thought of rejecting the 

brand wherein celebrity gets involved or is linked up with any scandals. 

 

21. Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands (I) 

 

Table 4.115: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 23.792a 12 .022 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.86. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers evaluate the brand with celebrity to be better over 

the brands without celebrities. If when confused while choosing the brand, whether or not the 

brand with celebrity is preferred over the other The statement adjoin to the interpretation 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s 

location and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance 

value (.022) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by 
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accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with 

teenager’s location and their evaluation of brands with or without celebrities. 

 

22. Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Table 4.116: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities 

increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 14.332a 12 .028 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.82. 

 

 The above statement, ‘Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands’, is been asked 

to check whether does celebrities enhance the value of the brand. The presence of celebrity 

creates an importance to the brand. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.028) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with teenager’s location 

and their perception towards celebrities enhancing the value of a brand. 
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23. If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase intentions. 

 

Table 4.117: Chi-Square Test Result of  If a brand 

changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my 

purchase intentions 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 15.688a 12 .206 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (15.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.74. 

 

The above statement, ‘If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase 

intentions’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers have an emotional attachment to the 

celebrity endorsing the brand. Do they connect to them so strongly that may be if changes or 

replacement of existing celebrities happen, it would affect the purchase of its products. The 

statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.206) is greater than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is no association between teenager’s location and their shifting of the brand 

preferences based on the celebrity’s existence or replacement if any. 
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24. I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 

 

Table 4.118: Chi-Square Test Result of  I switch to the 

brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 15.945a 12 .052 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.14. 

 

The above statement, ‘I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers have connect with the celebrities so that they are 

ready to purchase the product been endorsed by their favourite stars. Do they really idolize 

these celebrities?  The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further 

is to understand is there an association between teenager’s location and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.052) is greater than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. 

The results reflect that there is no association between teenager’s location and their idolizing 

the celebrities and buying those products which their favourite celebrity endorses.  

 

 

Decision: 

Here we  majority of times fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the 

alternative hypothesis, there is an association between Location and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement  
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4.2.5 Association between No. of Income sources in family and teens perception towards 

celebrity endorsement 

 

The following hypothesis studies the association between the Number of income sources 

in teenager’s family and teen’s perception towards celebrity   

 

H0: There is no association between No. of Income sources in family and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement 

H1: There is an association between No. of Income sources in family and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement 

 

1. Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible (s) 

 

Table 4.119: Chi-Square Test Result of  Ads with 

celebrity endorsements are credible 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 14.525a 8 .059 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.52. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more credible and 

trustworthy. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and 
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their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.059) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in income earners in teen’s family 

doesn’t  make them perceive differently about the credibility factor about a brand, due to the 

presence of celebrity in an ad. In other words the integrity about the brand due to the presence 

of celebrity in an ad is not different for teenagers with one earning member and two or more 

earners. 

 

2. Celebs in an ad makes notice the ad (s) 

Table 4.120: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs in an ad 

makes notice the ad 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.337a 8 .011 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.98. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad makes notice the ad’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement 

more noticeable. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as being 

noticed in comparison to other competing brands does benefit the brand relatively more and 

further is to understand is there an association between the number of income earners in 

teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.011) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis; 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in income 

earners in the family do make the ad differently noticeable by the teens. Thus teens with 

single earner vs. More than two earners notice an ad differently based on the flow of income 

in their households or even may be celebrity choices change accordingly. 
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3. Celebrity in an ad are more convincing (s) 

 

Table 4.121: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity in an 

ad are more convincing 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.206a 10 .042 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 5 cells (27.8%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is .42. 

  

The above statement, ‘Celebrity in an ad is more convincing’, is been asked to check whether 

the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular advertisement more 

persuasive and encouraging. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception, as 

more persuasive is any marketing communication more likely it is to enter and retain in 

individuals memory as it affects them with the persuasion process and further is to understand 

is there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.042) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences the number of income earners in 

teen’s family do make the ad differently persuasive or encouraging as compared to an ad that 

is non celebrity based.   

4. Celebs are more believable (s) 

 

Table 4.122: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebs are more 

believable 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 5.195a 8 .037 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (6.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.95. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebs are more believable’, is been asked to check whether the 

presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be more believable and realistic. The 

statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to understand is there 

an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.037) is less than the 

alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to retain the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative 

hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in the number of income earners in teen’s 

family do make them perceive differently about the believability factor due to the presence of 

celebrity in an ad. 

 

3. Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance (s) 

 

Table 4.123: Chi-Square Test Result of  Brands with 

celebrities increases my acceptance 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.187a 8 .052 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.83. 
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The above statement, ‘Brands with celebrities increases my acceptance’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes that particular brand 

relatively more accepted and seeks a special approval. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between the number 

of income earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here 

because the significance value (.052) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the 

null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences 

in the number of income earners in teen’s family do not make the brand more accepted as 

compared to a brand that is non celebrity based.   

  

6. Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products during shopping (s) 

 

Table 4.124: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.485a 8 .049 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.25. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed products 

during shopping’, is been asked to check whether the presence of celebrity in an 

advertisement sets natural reminders for purchase. The statement adds up to the selection 

process of perception as more reminders more likely chance of a brand getting selected 

happens and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income 

earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.049) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in the number of 
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income earners in teen’s family do create any differential reminders for purchase due to the 

presence of a celebrity in an advertisement.   

 

 

7. Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative (s) 

 

Table 4.125: Chi-Square Test Result of  Ads with 

celebrities are more attractive and creative 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.292a 8 .049 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.69. 

 

The above statement, ‘Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative’, is been asked to 

check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement attracts the teens more and is it 

being felt to be more content wise creative . The statement adds up to the selection process of 

perception as more attractive and creative the ad is more likely chances of getting selected 

and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income earners in 

teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.049) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in the number of 

income earners in teen’s family that means more the income flow in a household, do make an 

advertisement to be perceived differently as more attractive and more creative due to its 

celebrity presence.    
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8. Having celebrities in an ad is favourable (s)  

 

Table 4.126: Chi-Square Test Result of  Having 

celebrities in an ad is favourable 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.644a 8 .047 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.40. 

 

The above statement, ‘Having celebrities in an ad is favourable’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement makes it gather more favourable 

reviews. The statement adds up to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.047) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in the number of income earners in 

teen’s family do make an advertisement relatively more favourable due to its celebrity 

presence.   

 

9. I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star (s) 

 

Table 4.127: Chi-Square Test Result of  I get motivated 

to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.867a 8 .447 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.22. 

 

The above statement, ‘I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my favourite star’, 

is been asked to check whether the presence of one’s favourite celebrity in an advertisement 

motivates them to buy the products. The statement adjoin to the selection process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income 

earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.447) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in 

the number of income earners in teen’s family do motivate them differently to buy a product 

merely because of the presence of their favourite celebrities. 

 

10. Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier (s) 

 

Table 4.128: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

makes learning about the brand much easier 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.084a 8 .929 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (26.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.68. 
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The above statement, ‘Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier’, is been asked 

to check whether the presence of celebrity in an advertisement is perceived to be benefiting 

the teenagers by making the content of the ad registered with a better base of recall and 

recognition. The adds up to the selection process of perception as more the content is 

simplified the more would be the registration of the same in to the minds of the teenagers and 

further is to understand is there an association between the number of income earners in 

teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.929) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in 

the number of income earners in teen’s family doesn’t make them perceive differently and 

makes the brand elements more stored in the mind due to the presence of celebrities in it. 

 

 

11. Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand (s) 

 

Table 4.129: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presences of 

celebrity gets me more involved with the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.059a 8 .931 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.82. 

 

The above statement, ‘Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the brand’, is been 

asked to check whether the presence of celebrity makes the teenagers more involved with the 

brand endorsed. The statement adjoin to the selection process of perception and further is to 

understand is there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and 

their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.931) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 
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alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in the number of income earners in 

teen’s family doesn’t make them more involved in to the brand due to the presence of their 

favourite celebrities 

 

12.  Celebrities helps in simplifying the content (O)(simplification) 

 

Table 4.130: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities 

helps in simplifying the content 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.541a 8 .382 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.40. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities helps in simplifying the content’, is been asked to check 

whether the presence celebrity in an advertisement simplifies the content in an ad. The more 

simplification of any memory stored happens more likely are the chances for that memory to 

get transferred to a long term memory. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income 

earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.382) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in 

the number of income earners in teen’s family doesn’t simplify and therefore doesn’t lead to 

any differential affect on organizing the content because of the presence of celebrities. 
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13.  In an ad the most noted is the celebrity (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.131: Chi-Square Test Result of  In an ad the 

most noted is the celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.247a 8 .025 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.82. 

 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the most noted is the celebrity’, is been asked to check 

whether the celebrity (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the teenagers in an 

advertisement in lieu of other components like scenes behind, back grope, accessories or 

furniture or even the jingle and the sound light effect (background). In ad content there are 

contents that need to be focused or noted more, this becomes the main component of that 

advertisement, along with the background decor including the music too. This figure and 

ground thus placed normally contrast in terms of color, shape, size or living non-livng like 

wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to 

anything seeks higher attention and also helps in better organizing of multiple stored 

information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception 

and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income earners in 

teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.025) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that differences in the number of 

income earners in teen’s family do change the way these teens note the content and neither do 

they have any differential notice to the celebrity as the main stream content of an 

advertisement.   
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14. In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most (O) (figure & Ground) 

 

Table 4.132: Chi-Square Test Result of  Brands with 

celebrities increases my acceptance 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 12.635a 8 .125 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.12. 

 

The above statement, ‘In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most’, is been asked to 

check whether the content of an ad (figure) is the one which is been noted the most by the 

teenagers in an advertisement in lieu of other components like are external (background). In 

ad content, there are contents that need to be focused or noted more, along with the timing, 

frequency, brand, budget etc. This figure and ground thus placed normally contrast in terms 

of color, shape, size or living non-living like wise. This is to emphasis more on the figure and 

to create a contrast effect. Since contrast to anything seeks higher attention and also helps in 

better organizing of multiple stored information in an human mind. The statement adjoin to 

the organizing process of perception and further to understand is there an association between 

the number of income earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.125) is greater than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is no association with the number of income earners in teen’s family and 

what they see specifically as the content in an ad. 
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15. I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity (+O) 

 

Table 4.133: Chi-Square Test Result of  I rely blindly on 

products endorsed by my favourite celebrity 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 22.967a 8 .003 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (6.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.53. 

The above statement, ‘I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is been 

asked to check whether the teenagers rely blindly on the products if endorsed by a celebrity. 

Which also intends to note whether does celebrities impression gets transferred to the product 

and does a proper meaning- transfer occur? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income 

earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.003) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, 

there by retain the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with 

the number of income earners in teen’s family and having blind faith on the advertisement 

with celebrity in it. 

 

16. Celebrities help more to recall the brand (O) 

Table 4.134: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrities help 

more to recall the brand 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.713a 8 .788 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.40. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities help more to recall the brand’, is been asked to check 

whether if the ads endorsed by celebrities enhance the recall factor for a brand. Which also 

intends to note whether the presence of celebrity helps in setting reminders to the customers 

at the time of purchase? The statement adjoin to the organizing process of perception and 

further is to understand is there an association between the number of income earners in 

teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.788) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with the number of income earners in teen’s family and getting differential recall 

for a brand. 

 

17. I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity (I) 

Table 4.135: Chi-Square Test Result of  I do judge a 

brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.566a 8 .008 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.68. 

 

The above statement, ‘I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the 

celebrity’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the quality of a brand 
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based on the physical appearance of a celebrity. Which also intends to note whether does 

celebrities outer appearance like what they where, what they accessorize and also their 

overall gesture and physical match up with the product. Which means a product match up 

with celebrity or brand-fit concept is interpreted to be of better quality. The statement adjoin 

to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is there an association 

between the number of income earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsement. Here because the significance value (.008) is lesser than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the alternative hypothesis. The results 

reflect that there is an association with the number of income earners in teen’s family and the 

differences in interpreting the quality of brand due to the presence of the celebrity. 

 

 

18. Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy 

 

Table 4.136: Chi-Square Test Result of  Absences of 

celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not 

trendy 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.080a 8 .049 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.27. 

 

The above statement, ‘Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand is not trendy’, 

is been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret about the trendiness of a brand based 

on the presence of celebrity. Do they consider the brand endorsing through a celebrity to be 

in the trend and up to date and they take it other way in the absence of celebrity in an 

advertisement. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is 
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to understand is there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.049) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with the number of 

income earners in teen’s family and their perception of brand to be trendy due to the presence 

of celebrity in its communication. 

19. Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand (I) 

 

Table 4.137: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity gives 

a positive impression about the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.127a 8 .026 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.40. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand’, is been asked to 

check whether the teenagers interpret positively about the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity in it. Does the celebrity help the brand in more tending towards positivity and 

overshadowing any negatives if any. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income 

earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.026) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to retain the null 

hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an 

association with the number of income earners in teen’s family and their perception of brand 

to be relatively positive due to the presence of celebrity in its communication. 
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20.  Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal (I) (halo effect 

 

Table 4.138: Chi-Square Test Result of  Will stop 

buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the 

scandal 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 15.340a 8 .053 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.97. 

 

The above statement, ‘Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in the scandal’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers interpret negatively about the brand if celebrity in 

it gets involved or tapped in to a scandal, and leading to non-purchase or boycott the brand. 

The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.053) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with the number of 

income earners in teen’s family and their thought of rejecting the brand wherein celebrity gets 

involved or is linked up with any scandals. 
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21. Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands (I) 

 

Table 4.139: Chi-Square Test Result of  Celebrity 

endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.889a 8 .005 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.84. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of alternative brands’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers evaluate the brand with celebrity to be better over 

the brands without celebrities. If when confused while choosing the brand, whether or not the 

brand with celebrity is preferred over the other The statement adjoin to the interpretation 

process of perception and further is to understand is there an association between the number 

of income earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here 

because the significance value (.005) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null 

hypothesis, there by retain the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an 

association with the number of income earners in teen’s family and their evaluation of brands 

with or without celebrities 
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22. Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

 Table 4.140: Chi-Square Test Result of  

Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.723a 8 .366 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (6.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.39. 

 

The above statement, ‘Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands’, is been asked to 

check whether does celebrities enhance the value of the brand. The presence of celebrity 

creates an importance to the brand. The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of 

perception and further is to understand is there an association between the number of income 

earners in teen’s family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the 

significance value (.366) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no 

association with the number of income earners in teen’s family and perception towards 

celebrities enhancing the value of a brand. 

 

23. If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase intentions. 

 

Table 4.141: Chi-Square Test Result of  If a brand 

changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my 

purchase intentions 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 3.386a 8 .008 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.41. 

 

The above statement, ‘If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would affect my purchase 

intentions’, is been asked to check whether the teenagers have an emotional attachment to the 

celebrity endorsing the brand. Do they connect to them so strongly that may be if changes or 

replacement of existing celebrities happen, it would affect the purchase of its products. The 

statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is to understand is 

there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value (.008) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the 

alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is an association with the number of 

income earners in teen’s family and their shifting of the brand preferences based on the 

celebrity’s existence or replacement if any. 

 

24. I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity. 

 

Table 4.142: Chi-Square Test Result of  I switch to the 

brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.639a 8 .688 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.24. 
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The above statement, ‘I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite celebrity’, is 

been asked to check whether the teenagers have a connect with the celebrities so that they are 

ready to purchase the product been endorsed by their favourite stars. Do they really idolize 

these celebrity.  The statement adjoin to the interpretation process of perception and further is 

to understand is there an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family 

and their perception towards celebrity endorsement. Here because the significance value 

(.688) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject 

the alternative hypothesis. The results reflect that there is no association with the number of 

income earners in teen’s family and their idolizing the celebrities and buying those products 

which their favourite celebrity endorses. 

 

 

 

Decision:    

Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the alternative hypothesis, 

there is an association between No. of sources of income in the family and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement.  
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4.3 Chi-Square Test: To study association between demographical variable and 

presence of celebrity leading to brand building 

4.3.1 Association between Course and presence of celebrity leading to brand building 

Table 4.143: Statements of celebrity leading to brand building 

 

 

H0: There is no association between course and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building  

H1: There is an association between course and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building 

 

 

 

Sr. 

No 
Statements of celebrity leading to brand building 

H0            

Accepted/ 

Rejected 

1 Salience: Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards 

brand 

Rejected 

2 Salience: Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding 

about the brand 

Accepted 

3 Imagery:  Presence of celebrity  helps in considering the brand Rejected 

4 Performance: Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate  

between brands 

Accepted 

5 Judgement:  Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand Rejected 

6 Feelings:  Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for 

the brand 

Accepted 

7 Resonance: Presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community Rejected 

8 Resonance:  Presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty Rejected 
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1. Salience: Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand 

 

Table 4.144: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity increases my awareness towards brand 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.040a 8 .009 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 5.22. 

 

Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand – salience stage, the first stage 

of the entire customer based brand building model. The statement intends to check whether 

having a celebrity presence in a brand’s communication increases the awareness level, and is 

there any changes in the level of awareness based on the difference in the courses these teens 

attain. Here the significance value (.009) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the 

null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an 

association between what courses do the teen’s study and their awareness towards brand due 

to the presence of celebrity.  

 

2. Salience: Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand 

Table 4.145: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 9.447a 8 .060 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (6.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.92. 

 

Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand- salience stage, the first 

stage of the entire customer based brand building model. The statement intends to check 

whether having a celebrity presence in a brand’s communication increase the understanding 

level about the brand. and is there any changes in the level of awareness based on the 

difference in the courses these teens attain. Here the significance value (.060) is greater than 

the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative 

hypothesis. The results state there is a no association between what courses do the teen’s 

study and their enhancement in understanding the brand salience due to the presence of 

celebrity.  

 

3. Imagery:  Presence of celebrity helps in considering the brand 

 

Table 4.146: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity helps in considering the brand 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.018a 8 .020 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 3 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.07. 
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Imagery stage is the second stage of customer based brand building model, presence of 

celebrity helps in considering the brand, the statement intends to understand whether the 

having celebrities in a brand’s communication makes the brand to be considered as amongst 

the other competing brands in the market and to understand is there any association between 

the course the teens study to that of their consideration for the brand. The significance value 

(.020) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an association between what courses do the 

teen’s study and their consideration set leading them to a imagery dimension, due to the 

presence of celebrity.  

 

4. Performance: Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands 

 

Table 4.147: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 14.002a 8 .052 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.30. 

 

The statement presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between the brands- 

performance stage, is the third stage of customer based brand building model. In the entire 

crowded market of similar products, differentiation becomes an essential tool, and whether 

does a presence of celebrity in an ad brings in ease of differentiation for the customer and 

also to understand is there an association between the course teens attain and their ability to 

differentiate the brands due to the presence of celebrities in its communication leading to 

differential affect of the performance stage leading to brand building. The significance value 

(.052) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject 
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the alternative hypothesis. The results state there is no association between what courses do 

the teen’s study and the differential affect of judgement based on their ability to differentiate, 

due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

5. Judgement:  Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand 

 

Table 4.148: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity helps in liking the brand 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 9.808a 8 .028 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (26.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.07. 

 

Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand- judgement stage, this is the fourth stage of 

customer based brand building model. With the presence of celebrity in a brands marketing 

communication, consumers whether or not start liking the brand and start judging the brand 

to be good. The statements intend to study the association between the course the teens are in 

to and their liking of brand due to celebrities presence in it. The significance value (.028) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an association between what courses do the 

teen’s study and brand liking creating a judgement for the brand, due to the presence of 

celebrity. 
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6. Feelings:  Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand 

 

Table 4.149: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand 

 

Value Df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.879a 8 .055 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 10.45. 

 

Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand- feelings fifth stage of  

customer based brand equity model. This statement intends to study the emotional attachment 

whether or not caused due to the presence of celebrities in a brand. Whether do they carry the 

ability to connect with the audience with a personal touch to it, so as to connect emotionally. 

The aim is to also understand is there any differential impact of feeling for the teens based on 

the difference in the course they attain. The significance value (.055) is greater than the alpha 

of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis; there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results state there is no association between what courses do the teen’s study and the 

emotional attachment with the brand, creating a strong feeling towards the brand due to the 

presence of celebrity. 

 

7. Resonance: Presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community 

 

Table 4.150: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity leads to a sense of community 
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Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 12.835a 8 .012 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.30. 

 

 

8. Resonance:  Presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty 

 

Table 4.151: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity leads to intense loyalty  

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 12.553a 8 .028 

Likelihood Ratio 12.767 8 .020 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
.292 1 .589 

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 8.91. 

 

The presence of celebrity brings in a sense of community and further leads to intense loyalty. 

This is the sixth and the last stage in the customer based brand equity model. This statement 

intends to understand whether or not the presence of celebrity leads to community bonding 

and further does it result to an intense loyalty. As with the community formation there begins 

and sense of unity, involvement and engagement which in a sense are the pillars of loyalty 

which when more developed further leads to an intense loyalty. The question studies an 
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association between the course the teenagers attain and their differential affect on community 

feeling and intense loyalty with the brand due to the presence of celebrity in it. The 

significance value (.012) (.028) both values are lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject 

the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an 

association between what courses do the teen’s study and the resonance with the brand due to 

the presence of celebrity. 

 

 

 

Decision:    

Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the alternative hypothesis, 

there is an association between Course and presence of celebrity leading to brand 

building  
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4.3.2 Association between Age and presence of celebrity leading to brand building 

Table 4.152: Summary of  Association between Age and presence of celebrity leading to 

brand building 

 

 

H0: There is no association between Age and presence of celebrity leading to brand building  

H1: There is an association between Age and presence of celebrity leading to brand building 

1. Salience: Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand 

 

Table 4.153: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity increases my awareness towards brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.156a 4 .027 

Sr. 

No 
Statements of celebrity leading to brand building 

H0            

Accepted/ 

Rejected 

1 Salience: Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards 

brand 

Rejected 

2 Salience: Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding 

about the brand 

Accepted 

3 Imagery:  Presence of celebrity  helps in considering the brand Rejected 

4 Performance: Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate  

between brands 

Rejected 

5 Judgement:  Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand Rejected 

6 Feelings:  Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for 

the brand 

Rejected 

7 Resonance: Presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community Rejected 

8 Resonance:  Presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty Rejected 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.99. 

 

Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand – salience stage, the first stage 

of the entire customer based brand building model. The statement intends to check whether 

having a celebrity presence in a brand’s communication increases the awareness level, and is 

there any changes in the level of awareness based on the difference these teens age. Here the 

significance value (.027) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an association between 

teenager’s age and their awareness towards brand due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

2. Salience: Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand 

 

Table 4.154: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 7.964a 4 .053 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 7.52. 

 

Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand- salience stage, the first 

stage of the entire customer based brand building model. The statement intends to check 

whether having a celebrity presence in a brand’s communication increase the understanding 
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level about the brand. and is there any changes in the level of awareness based on the 

difference in the ages of teens. Here the significance value (.053) is greater than the alpha of 

.05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The 

results state there is a no association between teenager’s age and their enhancement in 

understanding the brand salience due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

3. Imagery:  Presence of celebrity helps in considering the brand 

 

Table 4.155: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity helps in considering the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 1.262a 4 .009 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (10.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.70. 

 

Imagery stage is the second stage of customer based brand building model, presence of 

celebrity helps in considering the brand, the statement intends to understand whether the 

having celebrities in a brand’s communication makes the brand to be considered as amongst 

the other competing brands in the market and to understand is there any association between 

teenager’s age to that of their consideration for the brand. The significance value (.009) is 

lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an association between teenager’s age and 

their consideration set leading them to a imagery dimension, due to the presence of celebrity.  
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4. Performance: Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands 

 

Table 4.156: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.319a 4 .026 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 6.58. 

 

The statement presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between the brands- 

performance stage, is the third stage of customer based brand building model. In the entire 

crowded market of similar products, differentiation becomes an essential tool, and whether 

does a presence of celebrity in an ad brings in ease of differentiation for the customer and 

also to understand is there an association between teenager’s age and their ability to 

differentiate the brands due to the presence of celebrities in its communication leading to 

differential affect of the performance stage leading to brand building. The significance value 

(.026) is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an association between teenager’s age and the 

differential affect of judgement based on their ability to differentiate, due to the presence of 

celebrity. 
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5. Judgement:  Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand 

Table 4.157: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity helps in liking the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.223a 4 .018 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (10.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.70. 

 

Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand- judgement stage, this is the fourth stage of 

customer based brand building model. With the presence of celebrity in a brands marketing 

communication, consumers whether or not start liking the brand and start judging the brand 

to be good. The statements intend to study the association between teenager’s age and their 

liking of brand due to celebrities presence in it. The significance value (.018) is lesser than 

the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative 

hypothesis. The results state there is an association between teenager’s age and brand liking 

creating a judgement for the brand, due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

6. Feelings:  Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand 

 

Table 4.158: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.083a 4 .044 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 15.98. 

 

Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand- feelings fifth stage of  

customer based brand equity model. This statement intends to study the emotional attachment 

whether or not caused due to the presence of celebrities in a brand. Whether do they carry the 

ability to connect with the audience with a personal touch to it, so as to connect emotionally. 

The aim is to also understand is there any differential impact of feeling for the teens based on 

the difference in their age. The significance value (.044) is lesser than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis; there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

state there is an association between teenager’s age and the emotional attachment with the 

brand, creating a strong feeling towards the brand due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 

7. Resonance: Presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community 

 

Table 4.159: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity leads to a sense of community 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.869a 4 .042 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 12.69. 
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8. Resonance:  Presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty 

 

Table 4.160: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity leads to intense loyalty 

 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.177a 4 .038 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 13.63. 

 

The presence of celebrity brings in a sense of community and further leads to intense loyalty. 

This is the sixth and the last stage in the customer based brand equity model. This statement 

intends to understand whether or not the presence of celebrity leads to community bonding 

and further does it result to an intense loyalty. As with the community formation there begins 

and sense of unity, involvement and engagement which in a sense are the pillars of loyalty 

which when more developed further leads to an intense loyalty. The question studies an 

association between teenager’s age and their differential affect on community feeling and 

intense loyalty with the brand due to the presence of celebrity in it. The significance value 

(.042) (.038) both values are lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null 

hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an association 

between what teenager’s age and the resonance with the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity. 

 

Decision:    

Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the alternative hypothesis, 

there is an association between Age and presence of celebrity leading to brand building  
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4.3.5 Association between no of sources of Family income and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building 

Table 4.161: Summary of Association between no of sources of Family income and 

presence of celebrity leading to brand building 

 

 

H0: There is no association between no of sources of family income and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building  

H1: There is an association between no of sources of family income and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building 

 

 

 

Sr. 

No 
Statements of celebrity leading to brand building 

H0            

Accepted/ 

Rejected 

1 Salience: Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards 

brand 

Rejected 

2 Salience: Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding 

about the brand 

Rejected 

3 Imagery:  Presence of celebrity  helps in considering the brand Accepted 

4 Performance: Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate  

between brands 

Accepted 

5 Judgement:  Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand Accepted 

6 Feelings:  Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for 

the brand 

Rejected 

7 Resonance: Presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community Accepted 

8 Resonance:  Presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty Rejected 
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1. Salience: Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand 

 

Table 4.162: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity increases my awareness towards brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 24.866a 8 .002 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (26.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.41. 

 

Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand – salience stage, the first stage 

of the entire customer based brand building model. The statement intends to check whether 

having a celebrity presence in a brand’s communication increases the awareness level, and is 

there any changes in the level of awareness based on the difference in the number of income 

earners in teen’s family. Here the significance value (.002) is lesser than the alpha of .05 

(P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by accept the alternative hypothesis. The results 

state there is an association between the number of income earners in teen’s family and their 

awareness towards brand due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

2. Salience: Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand 

 

Table 4.163: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3.836a 8 .009 
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N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (26.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 2.27. 

 

Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand- salience stage, the first 

stage of the entire customer based brand building model. The statement intends to check 

whether having a celebrity presence in a brand’s communication increase the understanding 

level about the brand. and is there any changes in the level of awareness based on the 

difference in the income earners these teens have. Here the significance value (.009) is lesser 

than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis, there by retain the alternative 

hypothesis. The results state there is a an association between number of income earners in 

teens family and their enhancement in understanding the brand salience due to the presence 

of celebrity.  

 

3. Imagery:  Presence of celebrity helps in considering the brand 

 

Table 4.164: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity helps in considering the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 15.458a 8 .051 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 6 cells (40.0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.42. 
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Imagery stage is the second stage of customer based brand building model, presence of 

celebrity helps in considering the brand, the statement intends to understand whether the 

having celebrities in a brand’s communication makes the brand to be considered as amongst 

the other competing brands in the market and to understand is there any association between 

the number of income earners in teens family to that of their consideration for the brand. The 

significance value (.051) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results state there is no association 

between number of income earners in teen’s household and their consideration set leading 

them to a imagery dimension, due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

4. Performance: Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands 

 

Table 4.165: Chi-Square Test Result of  Performance: 

Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate 

between brands 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.003a 8 .065 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (26.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.98. 

 

The statement presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between the brands- 

performance stage, is the third stage of customer based brand building model. In the entire 

crowded market of similar products, differentiation becomes an essential tool, and whether 

does a presence of celebrity in an ad brings in ease of differentiation for the customer and 

also to understand is there an association between income earners in teen’s family and their 

ability to differentiate the brands due to the presence of celebrities in its communication 

leading to differential affect of the performance stage leading to brand building. The 
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significance value (.065) is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis, there by reject the alternative hypothesis. The results state there is no association 

between number of income earners in teens house hold and the differential affect of 

judgement based on their ability to differentiate, due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

5.Judgement:  Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand 

 

Table 4.166: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity helps in liking the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.633a 8 .058 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 5 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 1.42. 

 

Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand- judgement stage, this is the fourth stage of 

customer based brand building model. With the presence of celebrity in a brands marketing 

communication, consumers whether or not start liking the brand and start judging the brand 

to be good. The statements intend to study the association between number of income earners 

and their liking of brand due to celebrities presence in it. The significance value (.058) is 

greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by reject the 

alternative hypothesis. The results state there is no association between number of income 

earners in teen’s family and brand liking creating a judgement for the brand, due to the 

presence of celebrity. 
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6. Feelings:  Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand 

 

Table 4.167: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 18.045a 8 .021 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 1 cells (6.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.81. 

 

Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment for the brand- feelings fifth stage of  

customer based brand equity model. This statement intends to study the emotional attachment 

whether or not caused due to the presence of celebrities in a brand. Whether do they carry the 

ability to connect with the audience with a personal touch to it, so as to connect emotionally. 

The aim is to also understand is there any differential impact of feeling for the teens based on 

the difference in the number of income earners in their family. The significance value (.021) 

is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis; there by accept the 

alternative hypothesis. The results state there is an association between number of income 

earners in teen’s family and the emotional attachment with the brand, creating a strong 

feeling towards the brand due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

7. Resonance: Presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community 

 

Table 4.168: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity leads to a sense of community 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 5.868a 8 .062 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 4 cells (26.7%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 3.82. 

 

8. Resonance:  Presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty 

 

Table 4.169: Chi-Square Test Result of  Presence of 

celebrity leads to intense loyalty 

 

Value df 

Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 4.451a 8 .038 

    

    

N of Valid Cases 332   

a. 2 cells (13.3%) have expected count less than 5. The 

minimum expected count is 4.11. 

 

The presence of celebrity brings in a sense of community and further leads to intense loyalty. 

This is the sixth and the last stage in the customer based brand equity model. This statement 

intends to understand whether or not the presence of celebrity leads to community bonding 

and further does it result to an intense loyalty. As with the community formation there begins 

and sense of unity, involvement and engagement which in a sense are the pillars of loyalty 

which when more developed further leads to an intense loyalty. The question studies an 

association between the number of income earners in teenager’s family and their differential 

affect on community feeling and intense loyalty with the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity in it. The significance value (.062) (.038), the significance value for the sense of 

community is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null hypothesis, there by 

reject the alternative hypothesis and the significance value for further the intense sense of 
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loyalty is lesser than the alpha value .05 (P<.05) therefore we reject the null hypothesis and 

accept the alternative. The results state there is a partial association between number of 

income earners in teenager’s family and the resonance with the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity. 

 

Decision:    

Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the alternative hypothesis, 

there is an association between no. of sources of family income and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building  (the results obtained are exactly 50-50 as the acceptance and 

rejections both are in exact number thus there may be an association or may not have an 

association between the above mentioned variables) 
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4.4 Annova Test: To study whether celebrity’s impact differ based on demographic 

variables. 

 

4.4.1 One Way Anova: For group of 4 cities the teens belong to 

H0: There is no significant difference between location from where the teens are and the 

Celebrities impact on brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between location from where the teens are and the 

Celebrities impact on brand building 

  

Table 4.170: Annova Test results for location and celebrity impact 

on brand building  

 Levene 

Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

Salience_awarness_tow

ards_brand 
4.257 3 328 .006 

Salience_Deeper_undes

rtanding_brand 
3.501 3 328 .016 

Imagery_helps_conside

ring_brand 
6.334 3 328 .000 

Performance_makes_ea

sy_differentiation 
1.547 3 328 .202 

Judgement_Helps_in_L

iking_brand 
.164 3 328 .021 

Feelings_emotional_att

achement_to_the_brand 
1.183 3 328 .016 

Resonance_sense_of_c

ommunity 
2.588 3 328 .053 

Resonance_intense_loy

alty 
3.276 3 328 .021 
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One of the first step in the one-way Anova test is to test the assumption of homogeneity of 

variance, where the null hypothesis assumes no difference between the locations from where 

the teens belong to on celebrity’s impact on brand building 

The levene’s F test for equality of variances, the value of F for Salience (Presence of 

celebrity increases my awareness towards brand) is 4.257 with a sig(p) value of .006 and for 

Salience (Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand) value is 3.501 

with a sig(P). Because the significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject 

the null hypothesis and there by accept the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that at 

impact of celebrity at Salience stage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly different 

based on the location they belong to. 

The levene’s F test for equality of variances, the value of F for Imagery(Presence of celebrity 

helps in considering the brand)is 6.334 with a sig(p) value of .000. Because the significance 

value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis and there by accept 

the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that at impact of celebrity at Imagery stage of 

brand building on Teenagers is significantly different based on the location they belong to. 

The levene’s F test for equality of variances, the value of F for Performance (Presence of 

celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands) is 1.547 with a sig(p) value of .202. 

Because the significance value is greater than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we retain the null 

hypothesis for the assumption of homogeneity of variance. Thus can conclude that impact of 

celebrity at performance stage of brand building on Teenagers is not significantly different 

based on the location they belong to. 

The levene’s F test for equality of variances, the value of F for Judgement (presence of 

celebrity helps in liking the brand) is 0.164 with a sig(p) value of .021. Because the 

significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis and 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that at impact of celebrity at 

Judgement stage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly different based on the 

location they belong to. 

The levene’s F test for equality of variances, the value of F for Feelings (presence of celebrity 

brings emotional attachment) is 1.183with a sig(p) value of .016. Because the significance 

value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis and there by accept 
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the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that at impact of celebrity at Feelings stage of 

brand building on Teenagers is significantly different based on the location they belong to. 

The levene’s F test for equality of variances, the value of F for Resonance (presence of 

celebrity leads to a sense of community) is 2.58 with a sig(p) value of .053. Because the 

significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis and 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that at impact of celebrity at 

Resonance stage of brand building on Teenagers is not significantly different based on the 

location they belong to. 

The levene’s F test for equality of variances, the value of F for Resonance (presence of 

celebrity leads to intense loyalty) is 3.276 with a sig(p) value of .021. Because the 

significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we reject the null hypothesis and 

there by accept the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that at impact of celebrity at 

Resonance stage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly different based on the 

location they belong to. 

 

Table 4.171: Summary of Significant difference between the locations where the teens 

belong to on celebrity’s impact on brand building 

 

 Statements 

 

Sig. ( 

H0            

Accepted/ Rejected 

Salience (Presence of celebrity increases my 

awareness towards brand) 

.006 Rejected 

Salience (Presence of celebrity brings deeper 

understanding about the brand) 

.016 Rejected 

Imagery (Presence of celebrity helps in considering 

the brand) 

.000 Rejected 

Performance (Presence of celebrity makes it easy to 

differentiate between brands) 

.202  Fail to Reject H0 

Judgement (presence of celebrity helps in liking the 

brand) 

.021 Rejected 

Feelings (presence of celebrity brings emotional 

attachment) 

.016 Rejected 
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4.5 Student’s T-Test: For group of 2 for significant difference between Male and 

 Female with  respect to the celebrity’s impact on brand building 

 

Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to a sense of 

community) 

.053 Fail to Reject H0 

Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to intense 

loyalty) 

.021 Rejected 

 4.5.1 Student’s T-Test for significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

  celebrity’s impact on brand building 

  

 Table 4.172: Summary of  Independent Samples Test for Gender and celebrity impact on brand 

building 

  Levene'

s Test 

for 

Equalit

y of 

Varianc

es t-test for Equality of Means 

    

  

F 

Si

g. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

         Lower Upper 
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Salience_a

warness_to

wards_bran

d 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

5.11

3 

.0

24 
1.917 330 .049 .23440 .12230 

-

.00619 
.47499 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

1.870 266.182 .047 .23440 .12532 
-

.01234 
.48114 

Salience_De

eper_undes

rtanding_b

rand 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

.007 
.0

33 
.172 330 .006 .01902 .11037 

-

.19811 
.23614 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

.171 286.059 .006 .01902 .11109 
-

.19963 
.23766 

Imagery_he

lps_conside

ring_brand 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

.133 
.0

16 
.530 330 .050 .05701 .10748 

-

.15442 
.26844 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

.529 289.914 .052 .05701 .10778 
-

.15512 
.26914 

Performanc

e_makes_ea

sy_different

iation 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

.223 
.0

54 
.902 330 .037 .11293 .12516 

-

.13328 
.35915 

 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

.905 296.324 .038 .11293 .12474 
-

.13256 
.35842 
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Judgement

_Helps_in_

Liking_bra

nd 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

.198 
.0

57 
1.685 330 .029 .18956 .11247 

-

.03169 
.41081 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

1.678 288.124 .314 .18956 .11298 
-

.03281 
.41193 

Feelings_e

motional_at

tachement_

to_the_bra

nd 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

.763 
.0

38 
1.502 330 .013 .20116 .13395 

-

.06233 
.46466 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

1.514 300.768 .013 .20116 .13290 
-

.06038 
.46270 

Resonance_

sense_of_co

mmunity 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

1.07

2 

.0

30 
.184 330 .044 .02149 .11675 

-

.20818 
.25115 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

.186 305.605 .052 .02149 .11525 
-

.20530 
.24827 

Resonance_

intense_loy

alty 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

.522 
.0

47 
.219 330 .027 .02721 .12430 

-

.21730 
.27173 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

.221 301.119 .025 .02721 .12329 
-

.21540 
.26983 
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H0: M1= M2, In the population there is no difference between Male and Female with respect 

to the celebrity’s impact on brand building 

H1: M1 =M2, In the population there is a difference between Male and Female with respect 

to the celebrity’s impact on brand building 

 

An independent T-test was run on the group of Male Teenagers and Female Teenagers. 

Overall the results significantly are different with respect to celebrity’s impact on brand 

building on Male and Female teenagers. Comparing the significance value (p= less than the 

priori alpha level), where alpha = .05. From the above table of independent t-test it is viewed 

that overall sig(p) values fall below the priori= 0.05, thereby would fail to accept the null 

hypothesis (H0: In the population there is no difference between Male and Female with 

respect to the celebrity’s impact on brand building), and would retain the alternative 

hypothesis (H1: In the population there is a difference between Male and Female with respect 

to the celebrity’s impact on brand building) 

 

4.5.2 Analysis ofT-Test for significant difference between Male and Female with respect 

 to the celebrity’s impact on brand building- Salience Stage 

 

Table 4.173: T-Test results for Gender and Celebrity impact on brand building – 

Salience Stage 

  Levene'

s Test 

for 

Equality 

of 

Varianc

es t-test for Equality of Means 
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H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on salience level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on salience level of brand building 

The Sig(P) for Salience (Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand) is .05. 

and the sig(p) for Salience (Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the 

brand) is .006. Since the significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to 

accept the null hypothesis and there by retain the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude 

that impact of celebrity at Salience stage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly 

different with respect to gender.  

    

  

F 

Si

g. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

Salience_aw

arness_towar

ds_brand 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

5.11

3 

.02

4 
1.917 330 .049 .23440 .12230 -.00619 .47499 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

1.870 266.182 .047 .23440 .12532 -.01234 .48114 

Salience_De

eper_undesrt

anding_bran

d 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.007 
.03

3 
.172 330 .006 .01902 .11037 -.19811 .23614 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

.171 286.059 .006 .01902 .11109 -.19963 .23766 
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4.5.3  Analysis ofT-Test for significant difference between Male and Female with respect 

 to the celebrity’s impact on brand building- Imagery Stage 

 

Table 4.174: T-Test results for Gender and Celebrity impact on brand building – 

Imagery Stage 

 

  Levene'

s Test 

for 

Equalit

y of 

Varianc

es t-test for Equality of Means 

    

  

F 

Si

g. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

Imagery_hel

ps_consideri

ng_brand 

Equal 

variance

s 

assumed 

.133 
.0

16 
.530 330 .049 .05701 .10748 

-

.15442 
.26844 

Equal 

variance

s not 

assumed 

  

.529 289.914 .047 .05701 .10778 
-

.15512 
.26914 
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H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on imagery level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on imagery level of brand building 

The Sig(P) for Imagery (Presence of celebrity helps in considering the brand) is .049. Since 

the significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to accept the null 

hypothesis and there by retain the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that impact of 

celebrity at imagerystage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly different with 

respect to gender. 
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 4.5.4  Analysis of T-Test for significant difference between Male and Female with  

 respect to the celebrity’s impact on brand building- performance Stage 

Table 4.175: T-Test results for Gender and Celebrity impact on brand building – 

Performance Stage 

 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on Performance level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Performance level of brand building 

  Levene'

s Test 

for 

Equality 

of 

Varianc

es t-test for Equality of Means 

    

  

F 

Si

g. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differe

nce 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

Performance

_makes_easy

_differentiati

on 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.223 
.05

4 
.902 330 .037 .11293 .12516 -.13328 .35915 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

.905 296.324 .038 .11293 .12474 -.13256 .35842 
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The Sig(P) for Performance (Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between 

brands) is .037. Since the significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to 

accept the null hypothesis and there by retain the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude 

that, impact of celebrity at performance stage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly 

different with respect to gender.  

 

4.5.5  Analysis ofT-Test for significant difference between Male and Female with respect 

 to the celebrity’s impact on brand building- Judgement Stage 

 

 

Table 4.176: T-Test results for Gender and Celebrity impact on brand building – 

Judgment Stage 

 

 

 

 

 

  Levene's 

Test for 

Equality 

of 

Variance

s t-test for Equality of Means 

    

  

F 

Sig

. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differen

ce 

Std. 

Error 

Differen

ce 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 
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H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on judgement level of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on judgement level of brand building 

 

The Sig(P) for Judgement (presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand) is .029. Since the 

significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to accept the null hypothesis 

and there by retain the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at 

judgementstage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly different with respect to 

gender.  

 

Judgement_Hel

ps_in_Liking_

brand 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.198 
.05

7 
1.685 330 .029 .18956 .11247 -.03169 .41081 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

1.678 288.124 .314 .18956 .11298 -.03281 .41193 
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4.5.6  Analysis ofT-Test for significant difference between Male and Female with respect 

 to the celebrity’s impact on brand building- Feelings Stage 

Table 4.177: T-Test results for Gender and Celebrity impact on brand building – 

Feelings Stage 

 

 

H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on Feelings level of brand building 

  Levene's 

Test for 

Equality 

of 

Variance

s t-test for Equality of Means 

    

  

F 

Sig

. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differen

ce 

Std. 

Error 

Differen

ce 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

           

Feelings_emoti

onal_attacheme

nt_to_the_bran

d 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.763 
.03

8 
1.502 330 .013 .20116 .13395 -.06233 .46466 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

1.514 300.768 .013 .20116 .13290 -.06038 .46270 
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H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Feelings level of brand building 

The Sig(P) for Feelings (presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment) is .013. Since the 

significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to accept the null hypothesis 

and there by retain the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at 

feelings stage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly different with respect to gender.  

4.5.7  Analysis ofT-Test for significant difference between Male and Female with respect 

 to the celebrity’s impact on brand building- Resonance Stage 

Table 4.178: T-Test results for Gender and Celebrity impact on brand building – 

Resonance Stage 

  Levene's 

Test for 

Equality 

of 

Variance

s t-test for Equality of Means 

    

  

F 

Sig

. T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differen

ce 

Std. 

Error 

Differen

ce 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

Resonance_sen

se_of_commun

ity 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

1.07

2 

.03

0 
.184 330 .044 .02149 .11675 -.20818 .25115 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

.186 305.605 .052 .02149 .11525 -.20530 .24827 
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H0: There is no significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on Resonancelevel of brand building 

H1: There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Resonance level of brand building 

The Sig(P) for Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community) is .044. and 

the sig(p) for Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty)is .027. Since the 

significance value is lesser than the alpha of .05 (P<.05), we fail to accept the null hypothesis 

and there by retain the alternative hypothesis. Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at 

Salience stage of brand building on Teenagers is significantly different with respect to 

gender.  

 

Summary of Significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the 

celebrity’s impact on brand building 

 

Table 4.179: Summary of Chi-Square Test Result of Gender and Celebrity impact on 

brand building  

Resonance_int

ense_loyalty 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.522 
.04

7 
.219 330 .027 .02721 .12430 -.21730 .27173 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

  

.221 301.119 .025 .02721 .12329 -.21540 .26983 

 

Stages of brand building 

 

Sig. (P) 

H0            

Accepted/ Rejected 

Salience (Presence of celebrity increases my 

awareness towards brand) 

.049 Rejected 

Salience (Presence of celebrity brings deeper .006 Rejected 
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An independent T-test was run on the group of Male Teenagers and Female Teenagers. 

Overall the results significantly are different with respect to celebrity’s impact on brand 

building on Male and Female teenagers. Comparing the significance value (p= less than the 

priori alpha level), where alpha = .05. From the above table of independent t-test it is viewed 

that overall sig(p) values fall below the priori= 0.05, thereby would fail to accept the null 

hypothesis (H0: In the population there is no difference between Male and Female with 

respect to the celebrity’s impact on brand building), and would retain the alternative 

hypothesis (H1: In the population there is a difference between Male and Female with respect 

to the celebrity’s impact on brand building) 

1. Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community)= Sig(P)= .044, 

Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty)= Sig(P)= .027 

 Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at Salience stage of brand building on 

Teenagers  is significantly different with respect to gender.  

2. Feelings (presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment) is .013 

Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at feelings stage of brand building on 

Teenagers is significantly different with respect to gender. 

 

understanding about the brand) 

Imagery (Presence of celebrity helps in considering 

the brand) 

.049 Rejected 

Performance (Presence of celebrity makes it easy to 

differentiate between brands) 

.037 Rejected 

Judgement (presence of celebrity helps in liking the 

brand) 

.029 Rejected 

Feelings (presence of celebrity brings emotional 

attachment) 

.013 Rejected 

Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to a sense of 

community) 

.044 Rejected 

Resonance (presence of celebrity leads to intense 

loyalty) 

.027 Rejected 
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3. Judgement (presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand)= Sig(P)= .029 

Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at judgement stage of brand building on 

Teenagers is significantly different with respect to gender.  

 

4. Performance (Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands) = 

Sig(P)= .037 

Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at performance stage of brand building on 

Teenagers is significantly different with respect to gender. 

 

5. Imagery (Presence of celebrity helps in considering the brand) = Sig(P)= .049 

 

Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at imagery stage of brand building on 

Teenagers is significantly different with respect to gender.  

 

6. Salience (Presence of celebrity increases my awareness towards brand) = Sig(P)= .049 

Salience (Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding about the brand) is .006 

 

Thus can conclude that impact of celebrity at Salience stage of brand building on 

Teenagers is significantly different with respect to gender 
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4.6 Mann Whitney U test 

4.6.1 Mann Whitney U test to understand the significant difference in Rank assigned to 

the model content in an advertisement  by the two groups 

 

 Ho: The mean ranks of the two groups are equal 

H1: The mean ranks of the two groups are not equal 

 (Group 1= those who enjoy advertisement, Group 2= those who don’t enjoy 

advertisement)  

 

Table 4.180: Mann Whitney U-Test Result of  Rank assigned to 

the model content in an advertisement  by the two groups (Enjoy 

advertisement) 

 Enjoy

_Advt N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

Ranks_Assignd_Model

_Content 

1 296 163.26 48326.00 

2 36 193.11 6952.00 

Total 332   

 

 

The above Ranks table provides information regarding the output of the actual Mann-

Whitney U test. It shows mean rank and sum of ranks for the two groups tested (i.e., those 

who enjoy advertisement and those who don’t enjoy advertisement). Here the mean 

scores are not equal, mean score for group 1: i.e. those who enjoy advertisement is (163.26) 

less than the mean score of group 2: i.e. those who don’t enjoy advertisement (193.11). This 

indicates that the group 2 with higher mean score has better rank order of model preferences 

in as a content of advertisements and it does differ based on whether the teenagers enjoy the 
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advertisement. In fact the result to the surprise reveals that those who do not enjoy viewing 

advertisement has ranked celebrity/model better.  

 

Table 4.181: Mann Whitney -

Test Statisticsa 

 Ranks_Assig

nd_Model_C

ontent 

Mann-Whitney U 4370.000 

Wilcoxon W 48326.000 

Z -1.837 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

tailed) 
.046 

a. Grouping Variable: Enjoy_Advt 

 

 

Moreover the above table reflects the z value falling in negative, which is a good result and 

also the significance P value(P<0.05)  is 0.046 which is less than the 0.05 thus we reject the  

null hypothesis and therefore accept the alternative hypothesis, which is the mean ranks of 

the two groups (here, those who enjoy and those who don’t enjoy viewing advertisement) are 

not equal. There is a significant difference between the group. 

 

4.6.2 Mann Whitney U test to understand the significant difference in Rank assigned 

to the model content in an advertisement  by the two groups 

 

Ho: The mean ranks of the two groups are equal 

H1: The mean ranks of the two groups are not equal 

 (Group 1= advertisement creates an urge, Group 0= advertisement doesn’t create an 

urge)  
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Table 4.182: Mann Whitney U-Test Result of  Rank assigned to 

the model content in an advertisement  by the two groups 

(Advertisement creates an urge) 

 Avt_C

reates

_Urge N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

Ranks_Assignd_Model

_Content 

1 230 166.12 38207.00 

2 102 167.36 17071.00 

Total 332   

 

 

The above Ranks table provides information regarding the output of the actual Mann-

Whitney U test. It shows mean rank and sum of ranks for the two groups tested (i.e., 

advertisement creates an urge and advertisement doesn’t create an urge). Here the mean 

scores are not equal, mean score for group 1: i.e. for whom advertisement creates an urge is 

(166.12) less than the mean score of group 2: i.e. for whom advertisement doesn’t create an 

urge (167.36). This indicates that the group 2 with minutely higher mean score has better 

rank order of model preferences in as a content of advertisements and it does slighlty differ 

based on whether the advertisement creates an urge to teenagers. In fact the result to the 

surprise reveals that for those whom advertisement doesn’t create any urge has ranked 

celebrity/model better, but this difference between the mean rank is very low. 

 

Table 4.183: Mann Whitney -

Test Statisticsa 

 Ranks_Assig

nd_Model_C

ontent 

Mann-Whitney U 11642.000 

Wilcoxon W 38207.000 

Z -.114 
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Asymp. Sig. (2-

tailed) 
.909 

a. Grouping Variable: 

Avt_Creates_Urge 

 

The above table reflects the z value falling in negative, which is a good result and also the 

significance P value(P<0.05)  is 0.909 which is greater than the 0.05 thus we retain the  null 

hypothesis and therefore reject the alternative hypothesis, which is the mean ranks of the two 

groups (here, advertisement creates an urge and advertisements doesn’t create an urge) are 

equal. There is a no significant difference between the group.  

 

4.6.3 Mann Whitney U test to understand the significant difference in Rank assigned to 

 teenager’s capability of recalling celebrity brand- match by the two groups 

 

Ho: The mean ranks of the two groups are equal 

H1: The mean ranks of the two groups are not equal 

 (Group 1= those who enjoy advertisement, Group 2= those who don’t enjoy 

advertisement)  

 

This question was asked to the teenagers from select cities of Gujarat to test their recall. It 

was done by placing the list of 17 celebrities comprising of male and female bollywood stars 

taking up endorsements, sports personality both male and female along with famous public 

figure. Below this list there were 100 odd brands being endorsed currently, irrespective to the   

industry the brands fall in to. The respondents were asked to assign the codes 1-17 as against 

the brands to match the celebrity endorsing the respective brands 

 

Likewise the scores were calculated based on the right match made by the teenagers. These 

scores then were sorted and ranked wherein the highest scorer, who attempted the maximum 

correct match was ranked 1st and so on for the least scorer the rank assigned was 90th 

(includes the repeated ranks). To which further Mann-Whitney U test was applied to check 

whether is a difference between the rank scored by the two different groups. 
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Table 4.184: Mann Whitney U-Test Result of  Rank assigned to 

teenager’s capability of recalling celebrity brand- match by the 

two groups (Enjoy Advertisement) 

 Enjoy

_View

ing_A

dvt N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

  

Ranks_Celebirty_Brand

_Match_Recal 

1 296 168.36 49835.50 

2 36 151.18 5442.50 

Total 332   

 

 

The above Ranks table provides information regarding the output of the actual Mann-

Whitney U test. It shows mean rank and sum of ranks for the two groups tested (i.e., those 

who enjoy advertisement and those who don’t enjoy advertisement). Here the rank scores 

are not equal, mean score for group 1: i.e. those who enjoy advertisement is (168.36) greater 

than the mean score of group 2: i.e. those who don’t enjoy advertisement (151.18). This 

indicates that the group 1 with higher mean score has better rank which indicates that those 

who enjoy viewing advertisement has better recall than group 2 those teenagers who doesn’t 

like viewing advertisement and it does differ based on whether the teenagers enjoy the 

advertisement. 

 

Table 4.185: Mann Whitney -

Test Statisticsa 

 Ranks_Celebi

rty_Brand_M

atch_Recal 

Mann-Whitney U 4776.500 

Wilcoxon W 5442.500 

Z -1.015 
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Asymp. Sig. (2-

tailed) 
.031 

a. Grouping Variable: 

Enjoy_Viewing_Advt 

 

The above table reflects the z value falling in negative, which is a good result and also the 

significance P value(P<0.05)  is 0.031 which is less than the 0.05 thus we reject the  null 

hypothesis and therefore accept the alternative hypothesis, which means the mean ranks of 

the two groups (here, those who enjoy viewing advertisement and those who don’t) are not 

equal. There is a a significant difference between the group and thereby the teenagers who 

enjoy advertisement have higher recall, may be due to it creates interest and thereby lead to a 

stronger memory than those who don’t.  

 

4.6.4 Mann Whitney U test to understand the significant difference in Rank assigned to 

teenager’s capability of recalling celebrity brand- match by the two groups 

 

Ho: The mean ranks of the two groups are equal 

H1: The mean ranks of the two groups are not equal 

 (Group 1= advertisement creates an urge, Group 0= advertisement doesn’t create an 

urge)  

 

Table 4.186: Mann Whitney U-Test Result of  Rank assigned to 

teenager’s capability of recalling celebrity brand- match by the 

two groups (Enjoy Advertisement) 

 Advt_

Create

s_Urg

e N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

Ranks_Celebirty_Brand

_Match_Recal 

1 230 166.79 38361.50 

2 102 165.85 16916.50 
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Table 4.186: Mann Whitney U-Test Result of  Rank assigned to 

teenager’s capability of recalling celebrity brand- match by the 

two groups (Enjoy Advertisement) 

 Advt_

Create

s_Urg

e N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

Ranks_Celebirty_Brand

_Match_Recal 

1 230 166.79 38361.50 

2 102 165.85 16916.50 

Total 332   

 

 

The above Ranks table provides information regarding the output of the actual Mann-

Whitney U test. It shows mean rank and sum of ranks for the two groups tested (i.e., 

advertisement creates an urge and advertisement doesn’t create an urge). Here the mean 

scores are not equal, mean score for group 1: i.e. for whom advertisement creates an urge is 

(166.79) greater than the mean score of group 2: i.e. for whom advertisement doesn’t create 

an urge (165.85). This indicates that the group 1 with minutely higher mean score has better 

recall score and are able to identify more celebrity- brand match-up, than those for whom an 

advertisement doesn’t create any urge and it does slightly differ between the groups. But this 

difference between the mean rank is very low to judge whether or not an urge creation leads 

to better recall through a celebrity route. 

 

Table 4.187: Mann Whitney -

Test Statisticsa 

 Ranks_Celebi

rty_Brand_M

atch_Recal 

Mann-Whitney U 11663.500 

Wilcoxon W 16916.500 

Z -.082 
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Asymp. Sig. (2-

tailed) 
.934 

a. Grouping Variable: 

Advt_Creates_Urge 

 

The above table reflects the z value falling in negative, which is a good result and also the 

significance P value(P<0.05)  is 0.934 which is greater than the 0.05 thus we retain the  null 

hypothesis and therefore reject the alternative hypothesis, which is the mean ranks of the two 

groups (here, advertisement creates an urge and advertisements doesn’t create an urge) are 

equal. There is a no significant difference between the groups in the ranking scored as against 

the celebrity-brand match-up and thus no difference in their brand recall capability too.   
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5.1 Finding and Interpretation 

 5.1.1 Key Findings and Interpretations from Frequency Analysis 

 Demographical analysis and its interpretation 

 

The 500 teenagers survey were from select cities of Gujarat state, out of which 332 

respondents qualified further, therefore the sample size of 332 were further analysed for 

which the sample size calculation and its justification is been mentioned in the chapter 3, 

section 3.6.2.These teenagers were further classified in to many demographical variables and 

the details of the classification and the derived interpretations are as below 

 The teenagers based on the courses they attain were divided in to three groups 8th -10th 

std school goers, 11th-12th school goers and college goers. Out of the total 332 teenagers 

125 teenagers were from 8th-10th std, 102 teenagers were in their 11th -12th std and the 

remaining 105 were in their college life. This classification was made to fulfil the 

objective of does the demographic variable, here the course they attain make any 

differences in their perceptual level and thereby have any differential impact on brand 

building due to the presence of celebrity for endorsements  

 

  Based on the age group these teenagers from select cities of Gujarat state were classified 

in to two 13-16 years and 17-19 years. In which from the total of 332 respondents 176 

were in their age group of 13-16 years and 156 of them were in their age range of 17-19 

years. This classification was made to fulfil the objective of does the demographic 

variable, here the age does it make any differences in their perceptual level and thereby 

have any differential impact on brand building due to the presence of celebrity for 

endorsements was analysed.  

 

 Further these teenagers were classified in to two groups based on Gender. Out of 332 

teenagers, 195 of them were male and the remaining 137 teenagers were female. This 

includes all teens from across select cities of Gujarat, as well as those of school goers and 

college goers too. This classification was made to fulfil the objective of does the 

demographic variable, here does gender make any differences in their perceptual level 

and thereby have any differential impact on brand building due to the presence of 

celebrity for endorsements was analysed.  
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 The Location based classification was done to cover the apt population total of the 

Gujarat state. Thus based on Census report, 2011 these teenagers were chosen from the 

four major cities Gujarat state, which according to the census report were quoted to be the 

metropolitan city of the state. From Vadodara city 79 teens inclusive of male and female 

were chosen for the survey purpose, from Ahmedabad city 81 teens were chosen, like 

wise form Rajkot city 99 teens and from Surat city 73 teens were chosen.  This 

classification was made to fulfil the objective of does the demographic variable, here does 

location make any differences in their perceptual level and thereby have any differential 

impact on brand building due to the presence of celebrity for endorsements was analysed 

 

 These teenagers were also classified in to the group of three based on number of income 

earners in their family. The first group had only father a single earner in the family, 231 

out of 332 respondents were falling in to this group. The second group had both father 

and mother as earning members in their family and 54 out of 332 respondents were in to 

this group. And the rest of 47 teenagers had more than two members as earning members 

in their family, which means both their parents and may be one or more siblings were as 

earning members in their family. This classification was made to fulfil the objective of 

does the demographic variable, here does changes in the numbers of members as earning 

members make any differences in their perceptual level and thereby have any differential 

impact on brand building due to the presence of celebrity for endorsements was analysed 

 

 Frequency Analysis and its interpretation  

 

 For majority of the teenagers they did enjoy viewing advertisement, the data was analysed 

city wise from Vadodara city out of the total 79 respondents 71 of the teenagers agreed to 

the fact that they enjoying viewing advertisement and only remaining 8 said they don’t 

enjoy viewing an advertisement. In Ahmedabad city out of the total 99 respondents 70 

teenagers agreed that they enjoy viewing advertisement and the remaining 11 teens 

disagree to their liking for viewing an advertisement. Out of 99 teenage respondents from 

Rajkot city, 85 respondents said they enjoy viewing advertisement and the remaining 14 

said they don’t enjoy viewing an advertisement. In Surat city out of the total 73 

respondents 70 of them enjoy and only 3 teenagers from the city don’t enjoy viewing an 

advertisement. Thus out 332 teenagers from Gujarat state 296 teenagers inclusive of male 
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and female respondents also including the school goers and college goers said they enjoy 

viewing an advertisement and only 36 teenagers said they don’t enjoy viewing an 

advertisement . 

 

 From the total of 332 teenagers from select cities of Gujarat majority did agree that 

advertisement does create an urge. The following are the cross-tabulation details each city 

wise, out of total 79 teenagers from Vadodara city 54 respondents agreed that 

advertisements creates an urge and the 25 of them denied to the same. In Ahmedabad city 

out of 81 teenagers 55 of them said that advertisements create an urge and 26 said the 

advertisements doesn’t create an urge. From the city of Rajkot out of 99 teens 62 agreed 

and 37 denied to the fact of advertisements creating an urge. From 73 teenagers from 

Surat 59 said an advertisements create urge and the remaining of 14 disagrees the same. 

Therefore from the total of 332 teenagers 230 says advertisements creates an urge and 

102 says an doesn’t create any urge in them.  

 

 Television ad content and the teenagers preference for each add content was  ranked. And 

the following were the results 131 teens ranked model/celebrity first. 88 ranked the 

character content in an ad, 98 ranked overall theme the fourth, punch line was ranked fifth 

by 78 teenagers. From the average score the celebrity/model was ranked the highest 

among the rest contents of advertisements.  

 

 The majority of the teens of Gujarat agreed their preference of having a celebrity in the 

advertisements 215 teenagers out of the total 332 agreed and 32 strongly agreed.  Only 

the remaining either were neutral or showed their disagreement. They perceived the firm 

is big, it is competing and it is of high quality due to the presence of celebrity in their 

marketing communication.  

 

 Mean score for the statements reveals that the ads comes out to be funny when the ad has 

fun in to (3.795) and also when it has an attractive jingle (3.84) the ad with social 

messages makes out to be teenagers favourite (3.734) mostly the ad that updates the teens 

are most likely to be favourite with a mean score of (3.957). And this generation don’t go 

with the ad with an emotional appeal as scored the least mean score.  
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 Overall teenager’s perception towards celebrity endorsement is towards agreeableness 

with the frequency count of 166 out of 332 teenagers agree and 6 strongly agree. To study 

the perceptual impact the stages were predefined and the results revealed that out of the 

three stages of perception namely Selection, Organization and Interpretation. the results 

reveal that presence of celebrity in an ad does make an impact on selection  process of 

perceptual stage. Same happens even with organization stage, a celebrity does ad a better 

organizing of information in the minds of the teenagers but at interpretation stage accept 

for giving a positive impression to the brand and increasing the value of the brand, 

presence of celebrity doesn’t add much to this last third stage of perceptual process.  

 

 The following are the ranking assigned by the surveyed teens based on the mean score 

highest is Deepika Padukone (109.8) being first in the list of female celebrities. This 

means score is been calculated taking the David Aaker’s personality traits.  Aaishwariya 

Rai Bachchan (83.2) second, third is Priyanka Chopra (81.7), followed by Madhuri Dixit 

(79.8) in fourth position, Katrina Kaif ( 78.5) stands fifth, Karina Kapoor (74.7) is sixth in 

the list, followed by the last Sonakshi Sinha (63).  Based on the scores above and 

individual personality based score as mentioned previously in detail in the chapter no 4, a 

celebrity female can be chosen making the best product fit and also suiting the theme and 

appeal through which a brand tries to communicate its audiences.  

 

 In the male celebrity Amitabh Bachchan (162.5) score the highest ranking which was 

been ranked by the teens of Gujarat state based on David Aaker’s personality traits. 

Akshay Kumar ( 151.1) stands Second, third is Salman Khan ( 148.4), fourth is Shahrukh 

Khan ( 134.8) , Hritik Rohshan (122.7) stands fifth in the list followed by Amir Khan ( 

114.8) and Ranbir Kapoor (115.7). Based on the scores above and individual personality 

based score as mentioned previously in detail in the chapter no 4, a celebrity male can be 

chosen making the best product fit and also suiting the theme and appeal through which a 

brand tries to communicate its audiences.  

 

 Out of the four options of celebrity mode in advertisements explicit, implicit, imperative 

and co-present for food and beverages the most preferred by the teenagers of Gujarat is 

the imperative ("you should use this product") with a mean score of 0.5, and followed by 

implicit("I use this product") with the mean score of 0.415. For beauty products by the 
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teenagers in Gujarat is imperative ("you should use this product") with a mean score of 

0.409. 

 

 For the teenagers of Gujarat state the most preferred celebrity to endorse the food and 

beverages products is bollywood star that too male with an average mean score of 

(0.54) and for beauty products is bollywood star female with an average mean score of 

(0.84). 

 

 To the study made for understanding whether or not does the presence of celebrity lead to 

brand building the results were found positive and when surveyed out 332 teenagers from 

Gujarat state, 181 agree and 16 strongly agree to the fact that presence of a celebrity does 

lead to brand building. 10 teenagers disagree to having any impact on brand building and 

only 1 teen strongly disagree to the same and the remaining 124 teens were neutral in 

their opinion.  

 

5.1.2 Key Findings from Chi-square test and its interpretation  

A] To study association between demographical variables and perception 

 

COURSE (Grade in that they study) 

Selection stage of perception – findings from the 1-11 statements asked in this regard 

 There is no association between courses teenagers attain and their perception towards Ads 

with celebrity endorsements being more credible due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception doesn’t 

make the ad differently noticeable due to the presence of celebrity..   

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards ad 

being more convincing due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards ads 

being more believable due to the presence of celebrity. 
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 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

presence of celebrity increasing the brands acceptance. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsements setting reminders of their endorsed products during shopping. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards Ads 

with celebrities being more attractive and creative. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

having a celebrity in an ad being more favourable  

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

being motivated to buy the products if endorsed by their favourite star. 

 

 There is an association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

presence of celebrity making learning about the brand much easier. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

presence of celebrity makes them more involved with the brand 

The perceptual selection process is the first stage of perception. The following variables were 

taken in to consideration to frame the above 11 statements Size intensity & contrast, 

Repetition, Familiarity, Novelty, Exposure (avoid if not present), Attention, Defence, 

Motivation, learning, personality, self-image and involvement. These statements were studied 

to known the association between the course a teenager studies and the differential affect 

whether or not on perceptual selection. 

The result states in majority of the statements there is no association between a course a 

teen studies and their differential effect on perceptual selection  
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Organizing stage of perception – findings from the  12-16 statements asked in this 

regard 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

presence of celebrity simplifies the content 

 

  There is no association between courses teenagers study and a celebrity being noticed the 

most in the advertisement   

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and a content of the ad being 

noticed the most in the advertisement   

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their blind belief on the 

brands endorsed by their favourite celebrity 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

celebrities being helpful in recalling a brand. 

 

The Organizing is the second stage in the perceptual process. Total set of 5 statements were 

asked from 12-16, to analyze how teenagers organize the selected information in their minds. 

Here the sub variables like figure and ground, grouping and simplification as these are 

considered as a route used to organize the information in to more meaningful way.  

The results revealed that majority of the time the null hypothesis gets accepted and 

alternative gets rejected therefore it was found that there in no association between the 

course teen studies and their differential effect on perceptual organizing  

 

Interpretation stage of perception – findings from the  17-24 statements asked in this 

regard 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards  

being judgement about brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity. 
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 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their conclusion about a 

brand being not trendy based on absence of celebrity in it. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

Celebrity giving a positive impression about the brand. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

opinion of them stopping to buy the product wherein the associated celebrity gets 

involved in a scam.  

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and celebrity endorsement 

affecting their evaluation of alternative brands. 

 

 There is an association between courses teenagers study and their perception towards 

Celebrities increasing the value of the endorsed brands. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and they getting affected if the 

brand decides to change the celebrity endorsing. 

 

 There is no association between courses teenagers study and they switching to the brand 

endorsed by their favourite celebrity. 

 

Interpretation is the third and the last step in the entire perceptual process occurring in the 

minds of the customers. To attempt to study the results of how a teen interprets the 

information selected and organized, the following variables were taken in to consideration, 

Positive impression, Recall, Evaluation, Physical appearances, Inferences(drawing out 

conclusions) and the Halo Effect.  

The results revealed that majority of the time the null hypothesis gets accepted and 

alternative gets rejected therefore it was found that there in no association between the 

course teen studies and their differential effect on perceptual interpretation  
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Thus Decision: Here we fail to retain the alternative hypothesis thereby retain the null 

hypothesis, there is no association between what the teens study and their perception 

towards celebrity endorsement  

GENDER 

Selection stage of perception – findings from the 1-11 statements asked in this regard 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards Ads with 

celebrity endorsements being more credible due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their perception doesn’t make the 

ad differently noticeable due to the presence of celebrity..   

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards ad being 

more convincing due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards ads being 

more believable due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity increasing the brands acceptance. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsements setting reminders of their endorsed products during shopping. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards Ads with 

celebrities being more attractive and creative. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards having a 

celebrity in an ad being more favourable  

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards being 

motivated to buy the products if endorsed by their favourite star. 
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 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity making learning about the brand much easier. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity makes them more involved with the brand 

The result states in majority of the statements 9 out 11 statements there is an association 

between teenager’s gender and their differential effect on perceptual selection 

 

Organizing stage of perception – findings from the  12-16 statements asked in this 

regard 

  

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity simplifies the content 

 

  There is an association between teenager’s gender and a celebrity being noticed the most 

in the advertisement   

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and a content of the ad being noticed 

the most in the advertisement   

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their blind belief on the brands 

endorsed by their favourite celebrity 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards celebrities 

being helpful in recalling a brand. 

 

The results revealed that 3 out of 5 statements surveyed to study perceptual organizing the 

null hypothesis gets rejected and alternative gets accepted therefore it was found that there 

in an association between the teenager’s gender and their differential effect on perceptual 

organizing. 
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Interpretation stage of perception – findings from the  17-24 statements asked in this 

regard 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards being 

judgement about brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their conclusion about a brand 

being not trendy based on absence of celebrity in it. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards Celebrity 

giving a positive impression about the brand. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards opinion 

of them stopping to buy the product wherein the associated celebrity gets involved in a 

scam.  

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and celebrity endorsement affecting 

their evaluation of alternative brands. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s gender and their perception towards 

Celebrities increasing the value of the endorsed brands. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and they getting affected if the brand 

decides to change the celebrity endorsing. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s gender and they switching to the brand 

endorsed by their favourite celebrity. 

 

The results revealed that in 4 out of 8 statements the null hypothesis gets accepted and 

alternative gets rejected , and also in 4 statements the alternative gets accepted therefore 

from the opinion hereby sought, only a partial association exists between the teenagers 

gender and their differential effect on perceptual interpretation.  
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Thus Decision:   Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis thereby retain the alternative 

hypothesis; there is an association between Gender and their perception towards 

celebrity endorsement  

 

AGE 

Selection stage of perception – findings from the 1-11 statements asked in this regard 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards Ads with 

celebrity endorsements being more credible due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception doesn’t make the ad 

differently noticeable due to the presence of celebrity..   

 

 There is an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards ad being 

more convincing due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards ads being 

more believable due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards presence of 

celebrity increasing the brands acceptance. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsements setting reminders of their endorsed products during shopping. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards Ads with 

celebrities being more attractive and creative. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards having a 

celebrity in an ad being more favourable  

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards being 

motivated to buy the products if endorsed by their favourite star. 
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 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards presence of 

celebrity making learning about the brand much easier. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards presence of 

celebrity makes them more involved with the brand 

The result states in majority of the statements 9 out 11 statements there is an association 

between teenager’s age and their differential effect on perceptual selection 

 

Organizing stage of perception – findings from the  12-16 statements asked in this 

regard 

  

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards presence of 

celebrity simplifies the content 

 

  There is no association between teenager’s age and a celebrity being noticed the most in 

the advertisement   

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and a content of the ad being noticed the 

most in the advertisement   

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their blind belief on the brands 

endorsed by their favourite celebrity 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards celebrities 

being helpful in recalling a brand. 

 

The results revealed that out of 5 statements surveyed to study perceptual organizing the 

null hypothesis gets accepted in all the five statements and alternative gets rejected 

therefore it was found that there in no association between the teenager’s age and their 

differential effect on perceptual organizing. 
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Interpretation stage of perception – findings from the  17-24 statements asked in this 

regard 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards being 

judgement about brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their conclusion about a brand being 

not trendy based on absence of celebrity in it. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s age and their perception towards Celebrity 

giving a positive impression about the brand. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards opinion of 

them stopping to buy the product wherein the associated celebrity gets involved in a 

scam.  

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and celebrity endorsement affecting their 

evaluation of alternative brands. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and their perception towards Celebrities 

increasing the value of the endorsed brands. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and they getting affected if the brand 

decides to change the celebrity endorsing. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s age and they switch to the brand endorsed by 

their favourite celebrity. 

 

Except for these celebrities being interpreted for giving a positive impression about a 

brand, the results revealed that in 7 out of 8 statements the null hypothesis gets accepted 

and alternative gets rejected, therefore from the opinion hereby sought, there is no  

association between the teenagers age and their differential effect on perceptual 

interpretation.  
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Thus Decision:   Here majority of times we fail to retain the alternative hypothesis 

thereby retain the null hypothesis, there is no association between Age and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement 

 

LOCATION 

Selection stage of perception – findings from the 1-11 statements asked in this regard 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards Ads with 

celebrity endorsements being more credible due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception doesn’t make the 

ad differently noticeable due to the presence of celebrity..   

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards ad being 

more convincing due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards ads 

being more believable due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity increasing the brands acceptance. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards celebrity 

endorsements setting reminders of their endorsed products during shopping. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards Ads with 

celebrities being more attractive and creative. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s location and their perception towards having a 

celebrity in an ad being more favourable  

 

 There is no association between teenager’s location and their perception towards being 

motivated to buy the products if endorsed by their favourite star. 
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 There is no association between teenager’s location and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity making learning about the brand much easier. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity makes them more involved with the brand 

The result states in majority of the statements 8 out 11 statements there is an association 

between teenager’s location and their differential effect on perceptual selection 

 

Organizing stage of perception – findings from the  12-16 statements asked in this 

regard 

  

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards presence 

of celebrity simplifies the content 

 

  There is an association between teenager’s location and a celebrity being noticed the 

most in the advertisement   

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and a content of the ad being noticed 

the most in the advertisement   

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their blind belief on the brands 

endorsed by their favourite celebrity 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s location and their perception towards 

celebrities being helpful in recalling a brand. 

 

The results revealed that 4 out of 5 statements surveyed to study perceptual organizing the 

null hypothesis gets rejected and alternative gets accepted therefore it was found that there 

is an association between the teenager’s location and their differential effect on perceptual 

organizing. 
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Interpretation stage of perception – findings from the  17-24 statements asked in this 

regard 

 There is no association between teenager’s location and their perception towards being 

judgement about brand’s quality based on physical appearance of the celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s location and their conclusion about a brand 

being not trendy based on absence of celebrity in it. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards 

Celebrity giving a positive impression about the brand. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards opinion 

of them stopping to buy the product wherein the associated celebrity gets involved in a 

scam.  

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and celebrity endorsement affecting 

their evaluation of alternative brands. 

 

 There is an association between teenager’s location and their perception towards 

Celebrities increasing the value of the endorsed brands. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s location and they getting affected if the brand 

decides to change the celebrity endorsing. 

 

 There is no association between teenager’s location and they switch to the brand endorsed 

by their favourite celebrity. 

The results revealed that in 4 out of 8 statements the null hypothesis gets accepted and 

alternative gets rejected, therefore from the opinion hereby sought, there is a partial 

association between the teenager’s location and their differential effect on perceptual 

interpretation.  
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Thus Decision: Here majority of times fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby 

retain the alternative hypothesis, there is an association between Location and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement  

 

NO. OF INCOME SOURCES IN FAMILY 

Selection stage of perception – findings from the 1-11 statements asked in this regard 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards Ads with celebrity endorsements being more credible due to the 

presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception doesn’t make the ad differently noticeable due to the presence of celebrity..   

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards ad being more convincing due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards ads being more believable due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards presence of celebrity increasing the brands acceptance. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsements setting reminders of their endorsed products 

during shopping. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards Ads with celebrities being more attractive and creative. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards having a celebrity in an ad being more favourable  
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 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards being motivated to buy the products if endorsed by their favourite 

star. 

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards presence of celebrity making learning about the brand much easier. 

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards presence of celebrity makes them more involved with the brand 

The result states in majority of the statements 6 out 11 statements there is an association 

between teenager’s age and their differential effect on perceptual selection 

 

Organizing stage of perception – findings from the  12-16 statements asked in this 

regard 

  

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception toward Presences of celebrity ` involved with the brand 

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards presence of celebrity simplifies the content 

 

  There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and a 

celebrity being noticed the most in the advertisement   

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and a content 

of the ad being noticed the most in the advertisement   

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their blind 

belief on the brands endorsed by their favourite celebrity 

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards celebrities being helpful in recalling a brand. 
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The results revealed that 2 out of 5 statements surveyed to study perceptual organizing the 

null hypothesis gets rejected and alternative gets accepted therefore it was found that there 

is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their differential 

effect on perceptual organizing. 

 

Interpretation stage of perception – findings from the  17-24 statements asked in this 

regard 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards being judgement about brand’s quality based on physical appearance 

of the celebrity. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

conclusion about a brand being not trendy based on absence of celebrity in it. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards Celebrity giving a positive impression about the brand. 

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards opinion of them stopping to buy the product wherein the associated 

celebrity gets involved in a scam.  

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and celebrity 

endorsement affecting their evaluation of alternative brands. 

 

 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and their 

perception towards Celebrities increasing the value of the endorsed brands. 

 

 There is an association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and they 

getting affected if the brand decides to change the celebrity endorsing. 
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 There is no association between no. of income sources in teenager’s family and they 

switch to the brand endorsed by their favourite celebrity. 

The results revealed that in 5 out of 8 statements the null hypothesis gets rejected and 

alternative gets accepted, therefore from the opinion hereby sought, there is an association 

between the teenager’s location and their differential effect on perceptual interpretation.  

Thus Decision:   Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the 

alternative hypothesis, there is an association between No. of sources of income in the 

family and their perception towards celebrity endorsement.  
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B] To study association between demographical variables and brand building 

COURSE 

 Salience: There is an association between what courses teen’s study and their awareness 

towards brand due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Salience: there is a no association between what courses teen’s study and their 

enhancement in understanding the brand salience due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Imagery: there is an association between what courses teen’s study and their 

consideration set leading them to a imagery dimension, due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Performance: There is no association between what courses teen’s study and the 

differential affect of judgement based on their ability to differentiate, due to the presence 

of celebrity. 

 

 Judgement: There is an association between what courses teen’s study and brand liking 

creating a judgement for the brand, due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 Feelings: There is no association between what courses teen’s study and the emotional 

attachment with the brand, creating a strong feeling towards the brand due to the presence 

of celebrity. 

 

 Resonance: There is an association between what courses teen’s study and presence of 

celebrity leading to a sense of community. 

 

 Resonance: There is an association between what courses teen’s study and presence of 

celebrity leading to intense loyalty. 

 

Thus Decision:   Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the 

alternative hypothesis, there is an association between Course and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building  
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AGE 

 Salience: There is an association between teenager’s age and their awareness towards 

brand due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Salience: There is a no association between teenager’s age and their enhancement in 

understanding the brand salience due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Imagery: There is an association between teenager’s age and their consideration set 

leading them to a imagery dimension, due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Performance: There is an association between teenager’s age and the differential affect 

of judgement based on their ability to differentiate, due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 Judgement: There is an association between teenager’s age and brand liking creating a 

judgement for the brand, due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 Feelings: There is an association between teenager’s age and the emotional attachment 

with the brand, creating a strong feeling towards the brand due to the presence of 

celebrity. 

 

 Resonance: There is an association between teenager’s age and presence of celebrity 

leading to a sense of community. 

 

 Resonance: There is an association between teenager’s age and presence of celebrity 

leading to intense loyalty. 

 

Thus Decision:  Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the 

alternative hypothesis, there is an association between Age and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building  
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NO. OF INCOME EARNERS  

 Salience: There is an association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and their 

awareness towards brand due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Salience: There is a an association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and 

their enhancement in understanding the brand salience due to the presence of celebrity.  

 

 Imagery: There is no association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and 

their consideration set leading them to a imagery dimension, due to the presence of 

celebrity.  

 

 Performance: There is no association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and 

the differential affect of judgement based on their ability to differentiate, due to the 

presence of celebrity. 

 

 Judgement: There is no association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and 

brand liking creating a judgement for the brand, due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

 Feelings: There is an association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and the 

emotional attachment with the brand, creating a strong feeling towards the brand due to 

the presence of celebrity. 

 

 Resonance: There is no association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and 

presence of celebrity leading to a sense of community. 

 

 Resonance: There is an association between no. of income earners in teen’s family and 

presence of celebrity leading to intense loyalty. 

Thus here out of the 8 statements used for understanding the brand building stages, 4 

statement has an association and the remaining there is no association. Thus decision:   

Here we fail to retain the null hypothesis and thereby retain the alternative hypothesis, 

there is an association between no. of sources of family income and presence of celebrity 

leading to brand building  (the results obtained are exactly 50-50 as the acceptance and 
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rejections both are in exact number thus there may be an association or may not have an 

association between the above mentioned variables) 

 

5.1.3 Key Findings from Annova Test and its interpretation 

To study whether celebrity’s impact differ based on location- (group formed are four 

cities Ahmedabad, Surat Rajkot and Vadodara)  

 

LOCATION 

 Impact of celebrity at Salience stage of brand building (Presence of celebrity 

increases my awareness towards brand), (Presence of celebrity brings deeper 

understanding about the brand)  on Teenagers is significantly different based on the 

location they belong to. 

 Impact of celebrity at Imagery stage of brand building (Presence of celebrity helps 

in considering the brand) on Teenagers is significantly different based on the location 

they belong to 

 Impact of celebrity at performance stage of brand building Performance (Presence 

of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate between brands) on Teenagers is not 

significantly different based on the location they belong to. 

 Impact of celebrity at Judgement stage of brand building (Presence of celebrity 

helps in liking the brand) on Teenagers is significantly different based on the location 

they belong to. 

 Impact of celebrity at Feelings stage of brand building (presence of celebrity brings 

emotional attachment) on Teenagers is significantly different based on the location 

they belong to. 

 Impact of celebrity at Resonance stage of brand building (presence of celebrity 

leads to a sense of community) on Teenagers is significantly different based on the 

location they belong to. But for the following statement asked in this same regard 

(presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty), there is no significant difference of 

impact based on the location the teenagers belong to.  
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5.1.4 Key Findings from Student T- Test and its interpretation 

To study whether celebrity’s impact differ based on Gender. (group formed are two- 

male and female) 

 

 There is a significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Salience level of brand building 

 There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Imagery level of brand building 

 There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Performance level of brand building 

 There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Judgement level of brand building 

 There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Feelings level of brand building 

 There is significant difference between Male and Female with respect to the celebrity’s 

impact on Resonance level of brand building 

 

5.1.5 Key Findings from Mann- Whitney U Test  

 

1. To understand the significant difference in Rank assigned to the model content in an 

advertisement by the two groups (Group 1= those who enjoy advertisement, Group 

2= those who don’t enjoy advertisement)  

 

 The mean ranks of the two groups (here, those who enjoy and those who don’t enjoy 

viewing advertisement) are not equal. There is a significant difference between the group.  

 

2. To understand the significant difference in Rank assigned to the model content in an 

advertisement by the two groups (Group 1= advertisement creates an urge, Group 

0= advertisement doesn’t create an urge) 
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 The mean ranks of the two groups (here, advertisement creates an urge and 

advertisements doesn’t create an urge) are equal. There is a no significant difference 

between the group.  

3. To understand the significant difference in Rank assigned to teenager’s capability of 

recalling celebrity brand- match by the two groups (Group 1= those who enjoy 

advertisement, Group 2= those who don’t enjoy advertisement) 

 

 Those who enjoyed viewing advertisement has better recall than group 2 those teenagers 

who doesn’t like viewing advertisement and it does differ based on whether the teenagers 

enjoyed the advertisement. 

 

4. To understand the significant difference in Rank assigned to teenager’s capability of 

recalling celebrity brand- match by the two groups  

 There is a no significant difference between the groups in the ranking scored as against 

the celebrity-brand match-up and thus no difference in their brand recall capability too.   
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5.2 CONCLUSION 

I. Teenagers Perception towards Celebrity Endorsement 

An association between demographic variables of teenagers like Course they study, 

their Gender, Age, Location and no. Of family members earning in their family to that 

with perception towards celebrity endorsement was studied. And the variables broadly 

taken for perception were Perceptual selection, Perceptual organizing and Perceptual 

interpretation was studied. To which the results reflect, a significantly strong 

association between teenager’s Gender, Age, Location, no of Income sources and 

teens perception towards celebrity endorsement was found, except in the courses they 

studied, thus stated that there is no association between what the teens study and their 

perception towards celebrity endorsement. It was found that there is no differential 

affect on teenager’s perception towards celebrity endorsement due to the differences 

in the course they study, as it was established that there is no association at perceptual 

selection stage, Perceptual organizing stage and even at the perceptual interpretation 

stage. At Perceptual selection stage there is significantly strong association for 

Gender, Age, Location, and no of income sources in teen’s family. This in other way 

can be concluded that as these above mentioned demographical variables pertaining to 

teenager’s differ, so does there exists differences in the way the teenagers of Gujarat 

state selectively perceive differently a celebrity endorsement.  

 

At Perceptual organizing stage only in demographical variables like Gender & 

Location there is an association rest in Courses, Age, and no of income sources there 

is no association between these variables and their organizing. This in other manner 

can be concluded that only two demographical variables pertaining to teenager’s 

differ, so does there exists differences in the way the teenagers of Gujarat state 

organize the information with celebrity in it. 

 

At Perceptual Interpretation stage only in the demographical variable i.e. no. Of 

income sources in the teenager’s family, it was found that there is an association 

between this demographical variable and teen’s interpretation. Whereas in 

demographical variables like Gender and location there is a partial association as 

exactly half statements analysed for interpretation study, it was found there is an 

association. Thus can conclude that only the differences in the income earners number 
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in a family brings changes in the way the a celebrity endorsement is interpreted. Rest 

for variables like Age and course they study there is no differential affect in the way 

they interpret a celebrity endorsed brand.  

 

 

II. Celebrity endorsements impact on brand building for teenagers. 

 

 To study Celebrity endorsements impact on brand building for teenagers, was done 

overall with a study of association of each demographic variable like Course, Gender, 

Age Location and No of income sources and to that of presence of celebrity leading to 

brand building. Thus the study revealed there is a strong positive association between 

all demographic variables and presence of celebrity leading to brand building except 

in the case of no of income earners in the family, wherein there is no differential 

impact on brand building due to the presence of celebrity. 

 

To study whether celebrities impact differ based on demographic variables like 

Location (group of 4 cities)and male and female (group of 2) .One-way anovaand 

Students T-test  was used to evaluate the difference in the impact within the group at 

each stages of brand building. The results of both One-way anova and Students T-test 

revealed that at each stage of brand building (Salience stage, Imagery stage , 

Performance stage, Feelings, Judgment and Resonance stage) impact differs based on 

the location the teenagers belong to even within the state of Gujarat and also the 

impact differs based on male and female teenagers as well 

At Salience Stage of Brand building there is an association under the demographical 

variables like, courses the teenagers study, their Age, location they are from and their 

Gender. Thus can conclude that, the impact of celebrity endorsements on teenagers is 

different based on deviations in each of the above mentioned demographical variables 

At Imagery Stage of Brand building there is an association under the demographical 

variables like, courses the teenagers study, their Age, location they are from and their 

Gender. Thus can conclude that, the impact of celebrity endorsements on teenager is 

different based on deviations in each of the above mentioned demographical 

variables. But there is no association between the no. of family members earning in 
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teens family to that of having differential impact at imagery thought process for a 

brand. 

At Performance Stage of Brand building there is an association under the 

demographical variables like, their Age, and their Gender. Thus can conclude that, the 

impact of celebrity endorsements at performance stage on teenager is different based 

on deviations in each of the above mentioned demographical variables. But there is no 

association between the no. of family members earning in teens family, the course, 

and location, to that of having differential impact on their belief about brands 

performance. 

At Judgment Stage of Brand building there is an association under the 

demographical variables like, courses the teenagers’ study, their Age, location they 

are from and their Gender. Thus can conclude that, the impact of celebrity 

endorsements on teenager is different based on deviations in each of the above 

mentioned demographical variables. But there is no association between the no. of 

family members earning in teens family to that of having differential impact on their 

Judgments towards a brand 

At Feelings Stage of Brand building there is an association under the demographical 

variables like, no. of family members earning, their Age, location they are from and 

their Gender. Thus can conclude that, the impact of celebrity endorsements on 

teenager is different based on deviations in each of the above mentioned 

demographical variables. But there is no association between the courses they study to 

that of having differential impact on how these teens feel for a particular brand. 

At Resonance stage of Brand building the differential impact of celebrity endorsement 

on the teens sense of community towards a brand and their loyalty for the brand is 

been visible based on the differences in the demographical variables like Course, Age, 

Location and Gender. But there is no association between no of income earners in 

their family and teenager’s loyalty for a brand. 

Overall it can be concluded that except for the variable, no. of income earners, it was 

found that there is a differential impact on brand building having celebrity being 

present in the brands endorsements. Also there is a huge impact of celebrity route of 

advertisements on teenagers of Gujarat state, leading to brand building.  
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Further learned that, those who enjoy viewing advertisement ranks model content in 

advertisements differently, but those who feel the urge don’t rank differently preferred 

models over other content in advertisement. Those who enjoy viewing advertisement has 

better brand – celebrity recall and there is no difference in the recalling capability differently 

noticed in those who feel the urge and those who don’t feel the urge.  
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CHAPTER – [6] 

 

[Recommendation] 
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RECOMMENDATION 

 

The study provides some insights about how teenagers falling in an age group of 13-19 years 

from Gujarat differently perceive on the basis of differences in their demography.  

 

Like even a minute changes in age from 13 years to 15 years there is a difference in the way 

they perceive the presence of celebrity, and also the impact of these celebrities on brand 

building happens differently, thus the marketers can take a proper care of further sub dividing 

them and being niche in applying strategies or even targeting them separately further on the 

basis of their behavior. Behavioral targeting would be apt, since their behavior is derived 

from their background.  

 

The teenagers though within the same state, have difference in the way they perceive based 

on the location these teenagers belong to. Even their responses towards brands were also 

found to be different, as each environment brings in different levels of learning, motivation 

and culture, which turn out to be strong individual parameters for them, which makes these 

teenagers to respond or process to the marketing inputs made by the brands. Likewise the 

more number of income sources in a teenager’s family, the stronger would be their response 

towards the brand building through the celebrity route. Thus for marketer this is a fact to be 

noted that more brand proliferation happens 

  

 Further even these teens should be approached differently as they are different in their 

perception and also in their acceptance level for celebrity in a brand's communication, thus 

marketers need to understand their choice of celebrity according to their age bracket in spite 

of being grouped together as teens.  

 

Avoidance of lot of misconception like celebrity’s presence in brand’s communication will 

attract teenager’s loyalty is false. But these celebrities can be well utilized by the brands to 

create awareness and also to create a meaning for their purchases.  

 

To create a strong emotional and personal connect these celebrities can be used at their best. 

The presence of celebrities does help in creation of right judgement and if brands use them 

then the teenagers would judge those brands to be better in quality and reliability factor too. 
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Majority of the teenagers enjoy advertisements, thus creating an interesting and funny content 

will make advertisement go viral. And here the brands can create their own viewers to be the 

vehicle of marketing, who advocate for the brands on their behalf. Also such referrals do 

strongly work in particular to this segment.  

 

Gujarat as a state is showing a good amount of shift in consumerism and brand proliferation 

which can be assumed due to the sound amount of brand recall that these teenagers have. 

 Along with celebrities an ad should be made funny, must have a strong jingle to target these 

teenagers. These teenagers also prefer the advertisements having social messages and 

something that keeps them updated.  

 

It is very important today to treat these teens as adults not as kids, they are today a confident 

decision makers though off course with due shelter of their parents being around. Still what 

today’s teenager’s love is to be less emotional and prefer those brands who consider them as 

a consumer, make products for them, acknowledge them and consider them to be adult 

enough to decide on their own choices and be independent. They have their own stand and 

say for everything around them especially for the purchases they make. 
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I am a research scholar, doing my PhD on 'A study of Consumer Perception towards celebrity endorsement 
and its impact on brand building (with special focus on teenagers in select cities of Gujarat)', the data 
collected hereby shall be kept confidential and shall not be used for any commercial purpose. Your views will 
be highly valuable  

1. Name:                  _____________________________________________. 
 

2. Course/Class:     ___________________ 
 

3. Gender:               ○ Male  ○ Female 
 

4. Age:             ○ 13-16     ○ 17-19        
 

5. Resident of:                                  ___________________.  
 

6. Studying      ○ School  ○ College  
 

7. Medium of Education:    _________________. 
 

8. Source of family income (Tick on only one):     ○ Only Father   ○ Both Father & Mother  ○ Parents & 
Siblings   

 
9. Tick on the following: 

 Yes  No 

Do you enjoy viewing / reading advertisements?    

Does an advertisement urge you to try a new brand?   
 

10. Rank which of the following aspect of television ad is important to you (give 1= to most important, 5= to 
least  important) 

 
Aspects of TV ad. Rank 

Models/celebrities  

Character/animation  

Background  

Overall Theme  

Punch line  
  
11. Presence of a famous personality in any type of ad makes me think that: (tick on the basis of 

agreeableness for each of the statements below) 

  
Statements Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly     

agree 

The product is of high quality      

 It might be expensive      
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The company must be big      

The brand is making intense 
competition 

     

It doesn’t affect me at all      
 

12. An ad comes out to be favourite when (tick on the basis of agreeableness for each of the statements 
below) 

Statements Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly     agree 

The ad is funny      

The ad shows people like me 
enjoying and using the product 

     

I like music in the ad      

The ad gave facts about how 
effective the product is  

     

The ad uses unique graphic and 
or animation 

     

Completely different from 
competitor's advertising 

     

The ad has powerful/unique 
image 

     

There are celebrities or athletes I 
like, in the ad 

     

I am able to personally able to 
interact with the ad 

     

I feel an emotional response from 
the ad 

     

I like an ad which doesn’t 
endorse products but has a social 
message in it 

     

I like ads that seek permission 
from me and allow me to opt-
in/opt out 

     

I like ads that update me      
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13. Perception Stages selection organizing and interpretation (tick on the basis of agreeableness for each of 
the statements below)  

1=Strongly Disagree 2= Disagree 3=Neutral 4= Agree 5=strongly agree 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Ads with celebrity endorsements are credible (s)      

2. Celebs in an ad makes notice the ad (s)      

3. Celebrity in an ad are more convincing (s)      

4. Celebs are more believable (s)      

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Brands  with celebrities increases my acceptance (s)      

6. Celebrity endorsements sets reminder of their endorsed 
products during shopping (s) 

     

7. Ads with celebrities are more attractive and creative (s)      

8. Having celebrities in an ad is favourable (s)      

9. I get motivated to buy the products if endorsed by my 
favourite star (s) 

     

10. Celebrity makes learning about the brand much easier 
(s) 

     

11. Presences of celebrity gets me more involved with the 
brand (s) 

     

12. Celebrities helps in simplifying the content 
(O)(simplification) 

     

13. In an ad the most noted is the celebrity (O) (figure & 
Ground) 

     

14. In an ad the content of an ad is what I note the most (O) 
(figure & Ground) 

     

15. I rely blindly on products endorsed by my favourite 
celebrity (O) 

     

16. Celebrities help more to recall the brand (O)      
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17. I do judge a brand’s quality based on physical 
appearance of the celebrity (I)  

     

18. Absences of celebrity makes me conclude that the brand 
is not trendy 

     

19. Celebrity gives a positive impression about the brand (I)      

20. Will stop buying the brand if celebrity gets involved in 
the scandal(I) (halo effect) 

     

21. Celebrity endorsements affect my evaluation of 
alternative brands (I) 

     

22. Celebrities increase the value of the endorsed brands      

23. If a brand changes the celebrity endorsing, it would 
affect my purchase intentions. 

     

24. I switch to the brand that is endorsed by my favourite 
celebrity. 

     

 

14. Perceived image of celebrity endorsers Bollywood (Female)  

In terms of the following traits, please give a score to the following celebrity endorsers (1- the Lowest score, 10-
the highest score) 

Celebrity 
Variables 

Deepika 
Padukone 

Kareena 
Kapoor 
Khan 

Katrina 
Kaif 

Aishwarya 
Rai 
Bachchan 

Madhuri 
Dixit 

Priyanka 
Chopra 

Sonakshi 
Sinha 

        
Stylish        
Trendsetter        
Successful        
Influential        
Good 
Looking 

       

Funny        
Likability        
Trustworthine
ss 

       

Expertise        
Credibility        
 

15. Perceived image of celebrity endorsers Bollywood (male)  

In terms of the following traits, please give a score to the following celebrity endorsers (1- the Lowest score, 10-
the highest score) 
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Celebrity 
Variables 

Aamir Khan Shah Rukh 
Khan 

Salman 
Khan 

Amitabh 
Bachchan 

Akshay 
Kumar 

Ranbir 
Kapoor 

Hritik 
Roshan 

        
Stylish        
Trendsetter        
Successful        
Influential        
Good Looking        
Funny        
Likability        
Trustworthiness        
Expertise        
Credibility        
 

16. Perceived image of celebrity endorsers Sports & Other personalities   

In terms of the following traits, please give a score to the following celebrity endorser’s sports (1- the Lowest 
score, 10-the highest score 

Celebrity 
Variables 

M S 
Dhoni 

Sanya 
Mirza 

Virat 
Kohli 

Sachin 
Tendulkar 

 A R 
Rehman 

Chetan 
Bhagat 

Saina Nehwal  

        
Stylish        
Trendsetter        
Successful        
Influential        
Good Looking        
Funny        
Likability        
Trustworthiness        
Expertise        
Credibility        
 

17. Celebrity mode with category (tick one in each product category) 

Celeb Mode Product Category 
Food & Beverage Beauty Products 

Explicit(the celebrity overtly 
declares the product 
endorsement) 

  

Implicit mode (physical or 
verbal communication is used 
by the celebrity) 

  

Imperative mode (the celebrity 
suggests the viewers to use the 
product) 

  

Co-present mode (the celebrity 
only appears with the product). 

  

 

18. Type of Celebrity Vs Gender Vs with category (tick one in each product category) 

Type of celebrity  Product Category 
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Food & Beverage Beauty Products 
Bollywood Stars Male   
Bollywood Stars Female   
Sports  Female   
Sports  Male   
Famous Personality Male   
Famous Personality Female   
 

19. Presence of celebrity leads to the following Brand building stages (tick on the basis of agreeableness for 
each of the statements below)  
 

 
Statements Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly     

agree 
Presence of celebrity increases my awareness 
towards  brand  

     

Presence of celebrity brings deeper understanding 
about the brand 

     

Presence of celebrity  helps in considering the brand      

Presence of celebrity makes it easy to differentiate  
between brands 

     

Presence of celebrity helps in liking the brand        

Presence of celebrity brings emotional attachment 
for the brand  

     

Presence of celebrity leads to a sense of community      

Presence of celebrity leads to intense loyalty       

 

20. Mascots can substitute celebrities (tick on the basis of agreeableness for each of the statements below)  
 

Items Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly     
agree 

Mascot can 
contribute more 
buzz than a 
celebrity  

     

Mascots 
increases the 
brand share 
ability  

     

Mascots can 
resonate with 
people on an 
emotional level 
than celebrities  

     

Mascots 
motivate people 
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and give people 
hope than 
celebrities 
Mascot keeps 
brands away 
from negative 
impressions 
over any 
celebrity   

     

          

21. Match the celebrities & the brands endorsed by them. (fill in the code give to each celebrities as against the 
brands endorsed by them).  

Celebrities & 
Code 

Deepika 
Padukone 
[1] 

Kareena 
Kapoor 
Khan 
[2] 

Katrina 
Kaif [3] 

Aishwarya Rai Bachchan [4] Priyanka 
Chopra 
[5] 

Aamir Khan [6] Shah Rukh 
Khan [7] 

Salman 
Khan 
[8] 

Amitabh 
Bachchan 
[9] 

Akshay Kumar [10]  Ranbir 
Kapoor 
[11] 

Hritik Roshan [12] M S Dhoni 
[13] 

Sanya 
Mirza 
[14] 

Virat 
Kohli 
[15] 

Sachin Tendulkar [16] Chetan 
Bhagat 
[17]  

Acer Laptop    
  

John Players   
Adidas    

  
Joy Allukkas   

Aircel    
  

Justdial    
Airtel   

  
Kalyan Jewellers   

Alpenliebe     
  

Kalyan Jewellers    
Attithi Devo Bhava   

  
Kelloggs                              

Aviva    
  

L’oreal   
Berger Paints   

  
L’oreal   

Canon   
  

Lakme     
Choc On   

  
Lenovo   

Coca Cola   
  

Lg   
Dabur   

  
Longines   

Dabur Chawanprash   
  

Lux    
Dairy Milk   

  
Maggi    

Dee Beers   
  

Magnum Icecream                
Diamonds   

  
Manapuran Gold Loan   

Dish Tv   
  

Micromax Mobile   
Dixcy Scott   

  
Mountain Dew   

Docomo   
  

Nakshatra   
Dollar Club   

  
Navratna Oil   

Emami   
  

Nescafe          
Eveready   

  
Nissan    

Fabb   
  

Olay   
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Fiamadwills   
  

Palmolive   
Franco Leone   

  
Panasonic   

Garnier    
  

Panasonic   
Gujarat Tourism   

  
Parachute    

Head And Sholders      
  

Parker Pens   
Hero Moto Corp   

  
Parle-Milano   

Honda India   
  

Pepsi   
Hyundai   

  
Pepsodent   

Iball Slide   
  

Phillips   
Icici   

  
Polio   

Indian Oil    
  

Prestige   
Intel   

  
Rado   

Saavan   
  

Rajnigandha Silver Pearls   
Samsung Mobiles   

  
Rasna   

Schnitten      
  

Red Chief Shoes    
Shaadi.Com    

  
Relaxo   

Slice   
  

Revital   
Snapdeal   

  
Thums Up   

Sony   
  

Titan Raga   
Sony Xperia   

  
Titan Watches   

Spartan    
  

Toshiba    
Splash   

  

Toyota   
Sugar Free   

  
Tvs- Star City   

Sunfeast    
  

Veet   
Suzuki Motorcycles   

  
Videocon   

Tag Heuer   
  

Wheel   
Tata Sky   

  
Wilson    

Telangana-State   
  

World Cup     

Tetley       Yatra.Com 
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